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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines the recent adoption of mobile communications in Nigeria. 

The single question that this dissertation seeks to illumine is why, in the midst of so 

many other failed technological systems in Nigeria, have mobiles been so successful? 

The dissertation begins with the emergence of the GSM standard.  Contrary to popular 

conceptions of mobile phone technology as the result of universal engineering 

optimization, we see that GSM was strongly influenced by the multi-state politics of the 

emerging European Union, and that, conversely, the creation of the union was facilitated 

by GSM (Jasanoff’s “co-construction”).  Thus Nigeria adopts a technology with “legacy 

shaping.” However, these scripts and engineering imaginaries are not fully determinative 

of the future of the system; there is a “secondary shaping” in which new cultural 

influences can be exerted (Ito).  

The existing literature concerning secondary shaping can be characterized as 

theories of appropriation (Eglash, Bar, Von Hippel); however it primarily concerns 

laypersons and individuals. The dissertation argues for an extended theory of 

appropriation, one which can include Nigerian engineers and laypersons, one which 

includes appropriation at the societal level in addition to individual.  

The dissertation applies this “constitutive appropriation” framework to several 

exemplars: a phone-based financial credit system and flashing, both of which illustrate 

individual appropriation, mobile network redesign, which demonstrates appropriation by 

mobile engineers in Nigeria, and the quality of service debates and resulting 

Telecommunications Parliament (TCP), both of which are cases of societal constitutive 

appropriation.  Cultural-specific influences include the historical background of 

 x



 

 xi

corruption, which inspires Nigerians to seek informal alternatives, the Igbo democratic 

tradition, which is linked to the TCP, and a tradition of cultural appropriation in music, 

drama, literature, film and (unfortunately) internet scams.  

It is thus argued that an understanding of these situations wherein Nigerians take 

ownership of the design, use and architecture of mobile telephony technology is vital to 

an understanding of the success of mobiles in Nigeria, and illuminates what it means to 

be Nigerian.  



 

1. In a Tangled Web 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Interrogating Mobiles is a journey of discovery; more explicitly, self-discovery in that it 

epitomizes my questing begun ten years ago when as an undergraduate student in the 

University of Lagos, I begun to ask the question, “Why do technological systems in 

Nigeria fail?” Which is really the question, “What is it about Nigeria(ns) that gives rise 

to so many failed technological projects?”; a deeply personal question that Nigerians 

constantly pose1. When the opportunity to craft a research project arose at the conclusion 

of my undergraduate engineering program, I sought to explore this question of 

technological failure in more detail. I proposed a research project that would have me 

study the problems with the national power supply industry with the aim of 

understanding the source of the dysfunction. Was the problem one of managerial 

ineptitude, or of insufficient generating capacity? Perhaps the bottleneck could be 

attributed to a poor distribution network? Was the problem at the national or local level? 

Were individual Nigerian households contributing to the problem with their many 

unauthorized and illegal connections to the grid? I hoped to accomplish a comprehensive 

                                                 
1 It is a common joke that when any group of Nigerian citizens gather at parties and other informal social 

events, after fifteen minutes, the conversation inadvertently turns to how to solve the many problems that 

bedevil the country. These conversations usually devolve into a binary stalemate with one side arguing 

that the problems ultimately lie with the structure of the government or the society, while the other side 

argues that the corrupt people in power are to blame and it they could only be gotten rid off, all the 

problems would be solved. In other words, is it Nigeria, or Nigerians that are the cause of the dysfunction?  
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description of the problem and with that perhaps solutions would suggest themselves. It 

was very clear to me even back then, that approaching the problem of epileptic electrical 

power supply solely from an engineering perspective would be naïve and utterly 

inadequate. The explanation that I rejected out of hand, but had been proposed 

anecdotally, was that this malaise was symptomatic and reflected a deeper more essential 

defect with the Nigerian person and society. 

In many ways this sense of disempowerment is echoed in not only by other 

people on the continent, but also in writing on sub-Saharan Africa from academics world 

wide. A case in point is Manuel Castells writing in his much celebrated work The Rise 

of the Network Society . Castells spends little time discussing African concerns, but 

when he does, it is virulent, 

 

“Sub-Saharan Africa is projected to continue to stagnate at a subhuman level.” Castells 

(1996:113) 

 

“Yet what can be said of the experience of the transition of Africa into the new global 

economy is that structural irrelevance (from the systems point of view) is a more 

threatening condition than dependency. Such structural irrelevance was revealed when 

policies of adjustment were imposed on Africa during the 1980s, in the wake of the debt 

crisis, applying abstract formulae to specific historical conditions: under the dominance 

of free market conditions, internationally and domestically, most of Africa ceased to 

exist as an economically viable entity in the informational/global economy.” Castells 

(1996:135-136) 
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While I was dissuaded from pursing the question of the causes of technological failure at 

the undergraduate level, the desire to be able to rationally explain technological failure 

that I saw as a failure of Nigerian society undergirds my research trajectory and is 

critical to the sensibilities that I bring to this work. Even back then I intuitively 

understood that the answer to my question was going to have to account for more than 

the technical. After all, I was surrounded with professors of Electrical Engineering and 

they were unable to explain in any convincing way why the electrical power supply was 

so erratic. Most of their explanations underwhelmed, and sometimes contradicted each 

other; moreover, a purely technical solution was contraindicated by the empirical 

evidence that seemed to allude to massive mismanagement of resources - a well worn 

tale that was symptomatic of the general malaise that seemed to afflict every 

technological system in Nigeria. My entire intellectual enterprise since then has been to 

seek a logical explanation that would not essentialize failure, but would provide for an 

accounting of technology’s place in society that would enable an understanding of the 

Nigerian experience.2  

This dissertation is also a discovery of complexity. By complexity, I refer here to 

an STS informed constructivist view of the world and the processes through which the 

world is made. This view is in startling contrast to the positivist view pummeled into me 

                                                 
2 What I describe here as the ‘Nigerian experience’ with widespread failure of multiple sociotechnical 

systems is not isolated to Nigeria. Indeed much of the African continent is riddled with this phenomenon. 

Nigerians put up with an almost non-existent power grid; a collapsed public mail system that no longer 

delivers mail; an ineffective, poorly trained, underpaid and under-resourced police force with the attendant 

result of nightmarish security environment and almost no prosecution of crime, where police officers are 

forced to extort money from the citizenry in order to make ends meet; non-existent waterworks, so that the 

only source of potable water is from boreholes and wells. Nonetheless, life in Nigeria is always 

interesting, communal and full-bodied. 
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during the years spent studying electrical and computer engineering.3 Yet I am 

convinced that both are needed to fully understand the technosocial system. From my 

own point of view, a sufficient explanation for “the state of things” has to account not 

only for socio-historical specificity and context, in addition to being cognizant of 

shaping mechanisms that may operate from a distance in both time and space – it also 

has to be capable of admitting the valuable insights of positivism. I have come to accept 

this complexity as my starting point in investigating the Nigerian mobile phone and have 

been led to question a number of taken for granted terms and categories, for example, the 

user/producer division. Even the term “Nigerian” has become problematic and one that I 

use judiciously with much aforethought.  

The exciting rise of the mobile phone network in Nigeria as a robust 

technological system seemed like an important opportunity for investigating this long-

standing problem of failure by examining a counter-instance of success. This project 

then seeks to put into question the mobile phone network in Nigeria, as an exemplar of a 

functioning technological system. Why is the current telecommunication industry seen 

as such a success? What are the elements that are essential for these sorts of 

sociotechnical systems in Nigeria to function effectively? By “interrogating” mobile 

telephony culture and practice in Nigeria, this dissertation seeks to identify and 

illuminate some of the reasons why this particular sociotechnical system seems to be 

functional whereas so many others have failed.  

                                                 
3 I do not perceive positivism to be diametrically opposed to constructivism i.e. I am not a pure 

constructionist. Cf. Hacking (1999) on variations in commitment to three independent dimensions of 

constructivism. 
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A similar argument may be made for studying other sociotechnical systems in 

Nigeria that appear to be functional and vibrant, for example, the banking sector, or the 

self organizing and self optimizing transportation system that relies on individual 

entrepreneurs. Why then the focus on mobiles? First, mobiles are worthy of study, 

because the story of success is not limited to Nigeria alone. Across the African 

continent, mobile telephony is enjoying speedy and widespread adoption - a situation 

that is replicated in most of the so called ‘developing world’. Second, as world-wide 

adoption quickly approaches the point where every human on the planet owns a mobile, 

it is important to pay attention to the shaping of what is quickly becoming the largest 

technological platform in the world, especially the issue of standards and other aspects 

of the technological system that remain largely invisible to most users, and yet determine 

many of the qualities of their interactions. In a similar vein with Lawrence Lessig’s 

argument, which was succinctly articulated in the title of his book, Code and other Laws 

of Cyberspace, we may enquire into the technical standards that act as laws in the tele-

communicative arena that mobiles occupy.4 That is to say: if our desire is an affordable, 

integrated, global communications network, that is open to user innovation and  

accessible from every spot on the planet, it can only be the result of insistence on that 

vision, and not a predetermined outcome of technological evolution or the free market.5 

Third, the trans-national nature of this constantly evolving technology (mobile standards 

                                                 
4 Lessig 1999. 
5 In the darker, companion volume to’ Code’ entitled The Future of Ideas: the fate of the commons in a 

connected world, Lessig argues that without strong counterbalancing pressures to the power of commerce, 

the “commons” of the web would quickly be reconfigured to serve business interests and lose its public 

utility value. Generalizing, without the articulation of a strong, engaged publically oriented vision, 

technological systems can quickly become captive to commercial interests Lessig 2001. 
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are continually being reviewed and updated and in a process that is opaque to most 

users) provides an entryway into examining the globalization process at work in Nigeria. 

Fourth, as an exemplar of a modern Information and Communication technology, a 

study of mobile adoption in Nigeria allows for the examination of the Nigerian 

experience of modernity. Fifth, as modern mobile phones are not just communication 

devices, but also computing devices in their own right, fully capable of accessing the 

internet; as they are taken up in sufficient numbers, what is the implication for the so 

called ‘digital divide’? Finally, as mobile telephony is by and large a ‘transplanted’ 

technology (i.e. mobile technology was designed and built elsewhere and then 

‘transferred’ into Nigeria), studying mobiles in Nigeria allows for an examination of the 

necessary indigenization process. In the creation of the Nigerian mobile, how have 

Nigerians made mobiles their own? What are mobiles becoming in the hands and 

pockets of Nigerians? And how are Nigerians themselves being transformed in the 

process? 

Utilizing the material artifact of the mobile/cell phone as the starting point, ( with 

the realization that individual mobile phones are merely user-side terminals accessing 

nation-wide wireless telecommunication networks), I seek to trace the linkages that 

emanate from and interpenetrate the diverse material artifacts that constitute the 

network, following these links into Nigerian society (broadly defined), individual user’s 

homes, citizen panels, engineering design labs in Sweden, financial transaction markets 

– in short, wherever the trail leads. So while this project is seemingly about mobile 

telephony devices, it outlines a web of interconnectedness, between understandings of 

citizenship in contemporary Nigerian society, technological appropriation, user/producer 
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issues, technological scripts, democratic governance of technological systems, use 

culture surrounding mobiles and polling using Short Message Service (SMS) just to 

name a few.  

The heuristic at work here is similar to that proposed by Bruno Latour in Science 

in Action, except that instead of following scientists and engineers about in a lab, I 

follow the linkages emanating from the Nigerian mobile wherever they may lead in their 

constitution of society (Latour 1987). More importantly, this project is not concerned 

with “science” in action, because there is relatively little of that going on in the Nigerian 

mobile (except if one defines science in the broader sense of knowledge making) but 

rather, the objects of concern in this study fall into the Latourian category of “ready 

made science” that is, they are already black boxed as artifacts, but as I shall argue, 

important questions about the configuration, utility and direction of the system of 

technologies that become the Nigeria mobile are continually being contested. There is 

nothing new about this procedure of following an artifact through its technosocial links; 

it is a well worn methodological tool in the Social Construction of Technology school 

(cf. Pinch & Bijsterveld 2004). But the notion of following mobiles (as a category of 

already existing technology) in this way is one that has not been adopted in field of 

mobile studies, even amongst STS inclined researchers and thus constitutes an important 

contribution to the literature. Most of the previous work has been focused on a particular 

contexts thus providing a useful, but unitary dimensional view of the role of mobiles in 

national social life cf. Horst & Miller (2006), Ito (2005), Hamil & Lansen (2005). By 

examining mobiles in different contexts in Nigeria, this dissertation attempts to provide a 

more multi-dimensional view of the technology’s role in society. In utilizing this 
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approach I am well cognizant of the caveats by Winner (1993) and Akera (forthcoming), 

which warn against portraits of  sociotechnical networks that avoid any political 

encounters (eg a history of bicycles that never deals with the gendered aspects of bike 

riding and design). 

 

 

1.2 Why Nigeria? 

A response to this question has already begun in the section above and I will attempt to 

expand upon those motives here. I decided to situate this project in Nigeria because, 

above all, I hope that doing so might go a long way towards understanding dysfunction 

in socio-technical systems in the country and hopefully, contribute towards improving 

the performance of said technical systems and hence improve the quality of life of 

Nigerian citizens. My fixation on being able to account for dysfunction in technical 

systems may appear retrograde in light of David Bloor’s Bloor call that the sociology of 

knowledge resist being limited to only accounting for “error” / dysfunction and the study 

of “primitive cosmologies” (Bloor 1976). While it may be true that the most challenging 

aspects of constructivist analysis reside in the most normal and successful of sciences, 

which rarely seem to need any social explanation at all, the focus of this research is on a 

functioning technological system, and the non-constructivist temptation is to explain this 

as simply the result of technology triumphing over one of Bloor’s primitive cosmologies. 

Thus we can be in keeping with Bloor’s call to account for “truth” (in this case a 
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functional socio-technical assemblage) while moving against Bloor’s implied call to 

locate in western “culture” (narrowly defined).  

The other reason why I feel this work is important in the context of Nigeria, is 

because it has the potential to undermine a certain Nigeria sensibility best illustrated by 

the Yoruba proverb, “The White Man who created the Pencil, also created the Eraser”. 

One reading of this proverb is that for every technological problem (a mistake made with 

a pencil) there is a technological fix (use your eraser) but that would be a naïve reading 

that leaves out the figure of the “White Man”. Accounting for the figure of the White 

Male creator of both pencil and eraser leads to a reading that not only identifies the 

singularly inventive powers of the generic White Man in creating both pencil and eraser, 

but also posits the solution to the technological problem at hand in the White Man’s 

agency. Of course, there is another reading that highlights the possible critique inherent 

in this proverb. One could read this proverb as stating that by creating the eraser, the 

White Man admits he is not infallible. But even that maintains its focus on the agency of 

Europeans. By focusing on a functional technology (mobiles) and highlighting the 

complex and diverse social and technical resources that are mobilized to sustain and 

stabilize it, I hope to paint a different picture of technological agency and choice. 

Finally, by situating my study in Nigeria a place far removed from traditional field 

sites in science and technology studies, I hope to add to the growing literature on non-

western STS.  
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1.3 Why Mobiles? 

Leaving aside the point already made that the Nigerian mobile is a rare success story in 

the context of Nigerian technological history; there is a broader argument that can be 

made for the centrality of mobile devices in contemporary life in Nigeria and elsewhere 

in the world. In a recent advertisement by Sprint, an American telecommunications 

company titled “Technology is only great when you know how to use it” the company 

CEO Dan Hesse is shown sitting at the bar in a diner and as the camera slowly pans in 

closer towards him, he asks, “Can you believe we still call these phones, considering all 

they can do? Technology is only great when you know how to use it.” The advertisement 

goes on to encourage Sprint customers to come by a sprint store to be taught to “get the 

most out of these devices”. The broader point is one that deserves repeating, that these 

“amazing devices” (as Hesse refers to them), have become much more than merely 

phones i.e. devices limited to the aural mode of communicating person to person. While 

Dan Hesse was referring primarily to the data communication capabilities of “smart” 

mobiles and their ability to connect to the web, and even though web connectivity is 

something that has not become mainstream in Lagos, Nigeria where this research was 

carried out, the Nigerian mobile is no less amazing in its multi-dimensionality. This 

encompasses not just spoken communication, but also an ability to serve as a flashlight 

in a pinch, as an interface to a pre-existing bank account, as a textual communication 

device, an alarm clock, a time-piece, a fashion accessory, a personal calendar, a digital 

rolodex, an adhoc storage facility for miscellaneous textual memorabilia, a currency 

conversion and transmission device and many other modalities that I will not bother to 

enumerate at this time. Some of these modes are present in varying degrees in different 
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cultures as illustrated so clearly in Ito et al. (2005) and Horst and Miller (2006). 

However, the particular dimensions of use indicated above were clearly observed during 

my field work; and some took on culturally distinct significance. In addition, since the 

understanding of the Nigeria mobile promoted in this dissertation encompasses the 

entirety of the wireless network, the list above would have to include uses of the GPRS 

network for financial exchange transactions, wide scale polling, POS terminals, ATMs, 

smart cards and more.  

Also, mobile devices and their associated networks constitute the fastest growing 

category of technological devices in the so called developing world and quite possibly 

the entire planet. According to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 

sometime in 2001, the global number of mobile lines exceeded the number of fixed 

lines. More amazingly though that number tripled over the last six years so that in 2007 

(the latest year for which data is available), there are three mobile phones to every fixed 

line. In raw numbers, at the end of 2007, there were at least 3.3 billion mobile devices 

and 6.6 billion humans.6  

 

 

                                                 
6Retrieved from http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/statistics/at_glance/KeyTelecom99.html. Last accessed 

October 28 2008 
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1.4 A note on Theory and Method: Doing STS outside the global 

center 

It is inadvisable to enter into the field without some sort of theoretical and 

methodological framing of one’s research question. Of course, good research practice 

indicates that one’s analysis and subsequent theorizing be molded by the empirical 

evidence encountered in the field, but this does not invalidate the initial framing. In fact, 

this framing can be of great assistance in sensitizing the researcher to minutiae in the 

field that might otherwise go un-noticed. Clarke refers to this sort of pre-theorizing as 

generating “sensitizing concepts” (Clarke 2005).  

Prior to entering the field, I reviewed a number of classic STS frameworks in 

search of a few that would serve to illuminate my chosen object of study. While there are 

many conceptual tools in STS that were immensely useful in muddling through the 

research process, it quickly became clear that this particular project called for synthesis 

of different frameworks. The project particulars themselves call for a critique of STS 

orientation. Firstly, Science as a formal industry engaged in knowledge generation 

barely exists at my field site. Unlike so called emerging economies (for example India), 

Nigeria is at the outer periphery of global knowledge making about the natural world, 

furthermore the object of study (mobile devices and their networks) are designed and 

manufactured elsewhere. If the SSK movement in the seventies can be credited with 

shifting the locus of inquiry to the inside of scientific knowledge making, and SCOT re-

inscribing the SSK focus on the “inside” as an occupation with the stabilization of 

technology construction, how is the analyst to proceed when confronted with “ready 

made” technology and imported cultural practices surrounding it’s use? The engineers 
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who envisioned society as they developed the mobile are far away at a distance; all that 

we have are users and the material artifact with its technological scripts (Callon 1987; 

Akrich 1992). Even in the treatment of users, perhaps best exemplified by Steve 

Woolgar’s piece on configuring the user, the analysis proceeded from within the design 

process, examining ways in which designers/engineers/scientists “configure the user” 

(Woolgar 1991). Oudshoorn and Pinch’s edited volume dissolves this with its explicit 

focus on users and non-users (Oudshoorn & Pinch 2003). The broader critique I am 

attempting to articulate is that the particular brand of constructivism that STS is famous 

for is difficult in a setting where technologies are geographically separated from their 

sites of production in a manner that is entirely disruptive to the analyst’s enquiry. This is 

not to say that the constructivist gaze cannot be applied to the politics of technology 

adoption or “transfer” but rather, that a different kind of analysis is called for. 

Perhaps the best frame in STS that speaks to the peculiarities of this case is that 

of Appropriation (Eglash 2004). Appropriation of technology framework lends itself to 

the study technological systems by taking as it’s starting point “sociopolitical resistance 

and social reconfiguration” - In other words, “ready made” technology that is being 

contested in ways that are not always obvious to the casual inspector. By focusing on 

users and their attempts to make sense of technologies, appropriation allows for a 

different orientation towards the study of technology. This point cannot be over 

emphasized. The usefulness of the appropriation frame is that it does not take as a 

starting point designers, engineers, scientists, or policy makers, but rather “users” and 

use-culture. A particularly useful position to begin from when technoscience is being 

made elsewhere.  
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Of course, this entire argument does not posit rigid categories of “technology in 

the making” and “ready made technology”, indeed, true closure is ephemeral, especially 

as concerns complicated large technical systems like a country-wide telecommunications 

grid. Crucial decisions remain that are critical in shaping the eventual characteristics of 

the network, so engineers/network designers are still disciplining “users”, however the 

basic shape of the system, the scripts that are needed to make sense of it, and the cultural 

practices that surround its utilization are made elsewhere. 

The dissertation thus while relying on the appropriation frame and focus on 

users, maintains a duet like oscillatory movement between the “inside” 

(designers/engineers/producers) and the “outside” (users/resellers/general public) of the 

Nigerian mobile. 

 

1.5 The State of Mobile Studies 

There is very little STS inclined work on mobiles at the moment. At present, most of the 

theoretically rich conversations in mobile studies seem to be taking place in Europe and 

Asia (Ito et al. 2005; Ling & Pedersen 2005; Haddon et al. 2005; Brown et. al 2002; 

Nyiri 2003; Agar 2003; Hamil & Lasen (2005). In the meanwhile, there has not been 

much academic work on mobiles in the United States, and most of the research that 

exists does not engage with STS. Rheingold’s work on texting cultures and the work of 

James Katz at the Center for Mobile Communication Studies at Rutgers University are 

examples of non-STS American research in mobile studies (Katz 2003, 2006; Rheingold 

2002).  This is not to suggest that there is a dearth of work on telephony in general. The 
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classic text is Fisher’s study of the introduction of fixed line telephones in the United 

States (Fischer 1992). Of substantial merit, is the edited volume Perpetual Contact by 

(Katz and Aakhus 2002). This volume focuses explicitly on the mobility of mobile 

technology and its social impacts. As Horst & Miller point out however though, studying 

the mobility of mobile phones is contingent on a relatively successful fixed line 

telephony infrastructure (Horst & Miller 2006:7).  

The situation in Nigeria is significantly different as the mobile network does not 

replace/enhance a fixed telephony network; it is the primary widely available network. 

Titles like Wireless World replicate this assumption albeit, with rich theoretical analysis 

(Brown et al. 2002). Other work seeks to draw parallels between internet studies and 

mobile studies, with a number of internet studies researchers making contributions to 

mobile studies e.g. Virtual Society (Woolgar 2002). Ling & Pedersen even go as far as 

labeling the mobile phone the “theoretical ‘little brother’ of the Internet.” (Ling & 

Pedersen 2005)  However, they, along with Woolgar, are quick to question the wisdom 

of importing Internet theorizing into studies of the mobile phone. 

 

Ling, Ito and Goggin are a few of the mobile studies literatures that seriously 

engage with STS theories and concepts, however, with the exception of Ito, the other 

studies cannot truly be said to be STS oriented (Ling 2004; Ito 2005; Goggin 2006). An 

opportunity therefore exists for a technology studies oriented project focused on mobile 

phones, and this dissertation seeks to apply STS concepts to mobile studies. 
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1.6 Sites and Subjects 

This study of the Nigerian mobile telephony system is based upon interviews conducted 

in Lagos (the economic center of the country, much like New York is in the US) and 

Abuja (the political capital, comparable in role to Washington D.C in the US) 

intermittently over the course of two years. The objective of my study was to 

comprehend the various aspects of the heterogeneous sociotechnical system we identify 

as mobile-phone. I began the research with a series of interviews with engineers working 

for the cell phone companies. Utilizing my own social network, generated over the 

course of two dozen odd years of living in Nigeria both as a student and later as a 

practitioner of engineering, I identified engineers willing to speak with me. Using 

snowball sampling methods, I was able to use those initial contacts as a springboard, 

leading to introductions to other individuals, and was thus able to negotiate multiple 

social networks across quite a number of institutional boundaries. Over the course of the 

two years of travelling to Nigeria, I spoke to young men selling recharge cards on the 

streets of Lagos. I had an enlightening conversation with a business woman running a 

shop in Ikeja Village - a fascinating complex and busy hub that serves as the primary 

market for ICT related technologies in the heart of Ikeja, the capital of Lagos State. I 

interviewed a radio show presenter and his engineering team. I conducted interviews 

with staff members of A3&O group, a telecommunications service company that works 

for and with the PTOs.7  I spoke for hours with engineers, product managers, legal staff, 

                                                 
7 PTO – Private Telephone Operators referred to in casual speech as mobile operators. They are the 

telecommunication companies that build the telecommunication networks that provide services to their 

multiple users. 
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sales managers and upper level management at MTN, STARCOMMS and V-MOBILE – 

three dominant mobile operators. Each day I spent in Lagos and Abuja, I got into 

conversations with everyday citizens about their use of the mobile phone and their 

singular experiences in interacting with the technology and carried out conversations 

with taxi cab drivers, carpenters, electrical repairmen, domestic helps and plumbers to 

name but a few. Though I carried around my IRB sanctioned release forms and my audio 

recorder, I did not of course record all of the many conversations I had. My perceptions 

and immersion in the daily flow of life recorded in my log files were a critical and 

important part of data gathering. In my spare time, I watched TV to enter into the local 

discourses and read the papers daily looking out for advertisements, articles and any 

visual or textual aids in understanding the mobile phone in Nigeria. At all times, my 

questioning and attention was informed by the sensitizing concepts of de-scription8  and 

appropriation9.  

 

                                                 
8 Akrich (1992) borrowing a page from semiotics, but desiring to go beyond seeing technologies as 

“scripts” (critiquing this view of technologies as focusing too much on the role, power and position of 

designers/innovators) defines de-scription as “…the inventory and analysis of the mechanisms that allow 

the relation between a form and a meaning constituted by and constitutive of the technical object to come 

into being.” The analyst is therefore advised to “…go back and forth continually between the designer and 

the user, between the designer’s projected user and the real user, between the world inscribed in the object 

and the world described by its displacement.” (italics in text) 
9 Eglash et al (2004) see appropriation as movement along the continuum between consumption and 

production. The focus is on “…the lay public as producers of technology and science”. 
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1.7 Appropriation as metaphor for Nigeria’s experience with the 

mobile phone 

This text utilizes the term appropriation in two significant ways. First, in a particular 

definitional sense of the term - 

 

“The act of setting apart or assigning to a particular use or person, or of taking to one's 

self; application to a special use or purpose.” 

 

In vernacular usage, appropriation is sometimes utilized in another sense, 

 

“The act of taking or of making use of without authority or right.”  

 

Both meanings are sometimes present simultaneously in a single act, however, in this 

text, the utility of the term is confined to the first sense of appropriation.  

It is interesting to note that others have used this same term to characterize 

particular types of activity in Nigeria. For example, Dosunmu (2005) in his examination 

of the use of traditional musical practices in modern Yoruba drama invokes the term in 

describing what he terms “a cultural self-apprehension in the case of the dramatist.” For 

Dosunmu, appropriation is about a creative act of repurposing. It is also however about 

the tension between the traditional and the modern, the foreign and the indigenous. 

Hence he celebrates the appropriation of traditional music in Soyinka’s play as being 
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responsible in some part for creating its sense of “Yorubaness”.10 Dosunmu linking of 

the appropriation of traditional Yoruba musical forms in contemporary Yoruba drama to 

the cultural apprehension of self is almost recursive in its focus on traditional music as a 

tool for re-creating and performing Yoruba identity, and reflects in no small way the 

inherent tension of Nigeria’s experience of modernity and the ever present need to 

balance the traditional with the modern. It also acts as a clarifying lens for reading this 

dissertation as an examination of how Nigeria and its citizens have appropriated (taken 

into custody, grasped the meaning of, apprehended) mobile technologies. 

Similarly Waycott (2005) in writing about appropriation and mobile technologies 

(though not in the Nigerian context), theorizes appropriation as “the integration of a new 

technology into the user’s activities.” Waycott argues that, 

“The user is not a passive recipient of the new technology but instead chooses to use it 

in various unique ways, adapting the use of the technology to suit the user’s purpose… 

In other words, by appropriating a technology the user exerts ownership over it, 

adapting the new tool so that it can be successfully integrated into the user’s social 

settings.”  Waycott (2005) 

 

For Wertsch (1998), appropriation is “taking something that belongs to other and making 

it one’s own”. The concept of constitutive appropriation is used in this dissertation to 

describe the various processes through which Nigerians apprehend the mobile phone and 

make it their own on multiple scales national, regional and personal. This process plays 

out in multiple layers, both at the personal level and on the societal stage, and is 

described in great detail in chapter three. 

                                                 
10 Dosunmu’s masters thesis was a case study of Wole Soyinka’s celebrated, historically informed play -

Death and the King’s Horseman – Dosunmu (2005). 
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1.8 Outline of Chapters 

The first chapter introduces the reader to the subject matter, providing answers to the 

question why study mobile phones in Nigeria. It also serves to situate the research in the 

life experience of the researcher and introduce the overarching theme of appropriation. 

Chapter two begins with a summary of recent Nigerian history and introduces the reader 

to specific Nigerian terms used in discussing mobile telephony. It proceeds from there to 

an examination of the history of the GSM standard, seeking to situate Nigerian 

appropriation of mobile technology with the wider global history of technology. Chapter 

three is an examination of three user practices and proceeds by utilizing the theoretical 

framework of constitutive appropriation, which is contextualized within broader STS 

theory. Chapter four introduces the reader to the quality of service debates, and traces 

the evolution of the term “quality of service” as it mutates over time. The fifth chapter is 

focused on the telecommunications consumer parliament as a deliberative democratic 

forum. The sixth chapter concludes with a discussion of the entire dissertation. 
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2. Tracing Mobile History 

Her name was Jumoke. I had met her a few weeks before I arrived in Lagos to start 

fieldwork. She was the first to introduce me to the dissonance between conceptual maps 

of mobile phones and land-hones, as opposed to the general meaning attached to those 

terms in the US. I had been invited into her kitchen, and found her seated at the kitchen 

table with three devices that all looked like phones -- and at least to me,-- were 

inherently mobile i.e. lacking wires and possessing a small form factor. She was busy 

working on all three phones. Two of the devices had their batteries out, and the last one 

was being used to place a call. While carrying on a conversation on one mobile phone, 

she beckoned for me to sit and wait. As I complied, she proceeded to attend to multiple 

tasks. Talking on one of the phones, she simultaneously swapped small electronic cards 

in the other two.  When she was finally done talking, I asked her what she had been 

doing with the other two phones and why she had three phones. She patiently explained 

that she was moving the “SIM” card from one of her “mobile phones” to the other, 

while speaking to her fiancé on her “land-line”. I pointed out that all three phones were 

capable of being moved from one place to the other, - indeed, a stranger examining all  

three devices would probably not detect any major differences in their shape, form or 

possibilities of use. Such stranger would most probably conclude therefore that all three 

devices would fulfill any reasonable criteria to qualify as “mobile” phones.  Jumoke 

agreed with this observation, then patiently explained to me the differences between the 

three phones. Two of them, she said, were mobile phones - GSM phones. The last was a 

“land-line” - a CDMA line. The reason she was swapping SIM cards was because one 

of her mobile phone’s battery had lost its charge and she wanted to use the “credit” on 

the other “line” to place a call.  

 

2.1 Speaking the Language 

In the course of my field work, I became intimately familiar with terms like SIM card, 

GSM, CDMA, credit, land-line and mobile-line. They are terms that most Nigerians 
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have come to intuitively understand. They require no explanation in Lagos, or elsewhere 

in Nigeria. These terms have become part of the lexicon of everyday speech on the 

streets of Lagos, perhaps best described by Bourdieu’s notion of doxa (the experience 

where natural and social worlds appear to be self-evident) (Bourdieu 1977:164). To 

anyone immersed in the specific mobile phone culture of Lagos, knowledge of these 

terms and their meanings has become innate – a testament to the pervasiveness and 

widespread adoption of telecommunication technologies. For example, the argument can 

be made that “credit” was a commonly used word in Lagosian parlance before 2001. 

Since the advent of mobile adoption though, “credit” is now valenced differently.11 A 

short primer is in order as an aid to the uninitiated. 

                                                 
11 In a sense then, as Nigerians have made mobile communication part of their lives, it has also brought 

about changes to Nigerian society. Reconceptualizing the term “credit” to include reference to time on 

mobile phones is not simply using the same word differently; as we will see it accompanied new usage 

patterns that constituted a profound social bridge between financial and communication worlds. 
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Table 1 List of Popular Terms 

Term Meaning 
Credit Multiple uses. Can refer to the current balance a pre-paid user has on a 

phone line. Also used to refer to the scratch cards sold on the streets and 
in stores that are used to “load” value onto a pre-paid account. 

SIM Card The SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card is a smart card that contains 
all relevant information about a particular account. It enables a phone to 
access the network resources associated with the account it signifies. 

GSM Global System for Mobile communications originally Groupe Spéciale 
Mobile. Refers to the global standard upon which the 
telecommunication system is based. Nigerian users deploy this term 
consciously and usually in opposition to a competing standard - CDMA. 
This standard was developed in Europe. 

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access. In everyday parlance CDMA is 
understood to refer to telecommunication networks that are non-GSM. 
They are based on a rival standard the IS-95 standard which is an 
American standard. 

Land – Line It could be a copper line, or a wireless line. In both cases, land-lines are 
regionally delimited, implying that a landline that works in Lagos state 
would not work in Kano state. Mobile landline networks are therefore 
geographically defined as regional. This is in opposition to the GSM 
mobile networks which are legally required to be national. Also, land-
line tariffs tend to be much lower than their mobile counterparts. 

Mobile – 
Line 

Mobile line has multiple meanings. It usually refers to a phone that is 
based on the GSM standard. It can also refer to the SIM card that allows 
usage of the “line”. So a user could say, please lend me your phone so 
that I can make a call on my line. My phone’s battery is low. This would 
not be seen as an egregious request as the cost of the call would be 
borne by the owner of the line, not the owner of the phone. 

 
A point that quickly becomes apparent to the stranger visiting Lagos is that people living 

there perceive a marked difference between “GSM / Mobile” and “CDMA / Land-line” 

and use the terms interchangeably in daily mundane conversation, i.e. GSM is analogous 

with “mobile” and CDMA is at times analogous with “land-line”. Here the terms “GSM” 

or “mobile” do not imply mobility, but rather a type of small, portable phone that posses 

an eleven digit number and is capable of functioning anywhere in Nigeria. On the other 
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hand, “CDMA” or “land-line” implies a small, portable phone that has a seven digit 

number and is usually only functional in a certain geographic region (for example, the 

state of Lagos). The argument could therefore be made, that in Lagos, Nigeria, the term 

“mobile phone” does not even mean the same thing as it does, for example in Troy, New 

York. In Troy, the “mobile” in “mobile phone” usually refers to the mobility of the 

communication device (phone), which is historically understood in contrast to the 

immobility of the pre-existing, widely available copper telephony infrastructure. In 

Lagos, the historical non-existence of such a nationwide copper based telephone network 

has had a different effect, and mobility (defined here as a lack of wires) per se is not seen 

as a salient feature, indeed in most cases it is assumed to be constitutive of telephony 

technology and not particularly interesting. The historical context in Nigeria has thus led 

to the state of affairs where the term “mobile” more often than not, references a 

particular technological configuration and not necessarily the mobility or immobility of a 

particular device. During field work, I regularly met people who carried multiple phones 

around with them. A typical response to my questioning of this behavior was that one 

phone was a land-line and the other a mobile phone. 

This difference in meaning attached to “mobile” is particularly interesting, in the 

light of particular research trajectories of scholars working predominantly in countries 

with a history of widely available copper lines, where a significant portion of the 

research design has focused on the “mobility” of these new communication devices, and 

the subsequent implications of this new mobility.12 “Mobility” would probably not be as 

                                                 
12 See for example Katz & Aakhus (2002),  Katz (2006) 
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interesting in the same way to a researcher working from a country like Nigeria as most 

Nigerians view the mobility of communication technologies not as a new feature that 

may possibly reconfigure social life, opening up new ways of being,  but as a integral 

part of any contemporary telecommunication infrastructure. This point also calls into the 

question the inherent problematic of the discourse of “technological leapfrogging” where 

countries like Nigeria are celebrated as having “skipped” the copper phase and moved to 

an all wireless state of affairs. This way of framing presupposes the centrality of the 

technological history of a number of wealthy countries and evaluates developments 

elsewhere on that basis. Such an analysis implies a single developmental path that is 

either followed at every step or, in deviant cases, “skips” steps that are “normally” 

followed. Just as post-processual archaeology has cast doubt on the claims for a 

universal sequence of cultural evolution in ancient human societies13, we can avoid the 

assumption of a single path of contemporary technosocial evolution. A much more 

nuanced picture emerges—one more like biological evolution with its multiple branches 

and diverse “solutions”--when technological choices and sensibilities are evaluated 

within the specific histories of the countries within which they emerge. 

 

2.2 Is that a Mobile Phone in your Pocket? 

Nigerian users thus appear to use different terms to describe different aspects of the 

devices they carry around with them. A closer attention to these terms reveals a 

sophisticated complexity and grasp of not only the materiality of the technologies in use, 

                                                 
13 Cf. Hodder 1983 
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but also a fluidity in the normative meanings attached to concepts like “land-line” and 

“mobile-phone”, “GSM” and “CDMA”. It is useful therefore, to probe these concepts 

and their areas of overlap and divergence. Upon initial inspection, it appears that there 

are two classificatory systems at work here. One that deals with the underlying 

technology that a device utilizes – GSM or CDMA - and the other that is more 

concerned with the use of the device, mobile (portable) or land-line (fixed). While these 

classificatory schemes overlap, it would be wrong to infer that they are synonymous. 

What does it mean to identify a device as a “mobile phone” to a Nigerian user? Why did 

some of the people I spoke with respond to the question, “Is that your land-line?” with 

“No it is my GSM”. As always meaning is contingent and contextual. 

In Nigeria’s communicative ecology14, users appear to categorize the mobile 

operators15 according to the technologies they deploy in their networks. Currently, the 

marketplace is dominated by two distinctive technologies, GSM and CDMA. This 

bifurcation is transparent to Nigerian users in very obvious ways.  

First, GSM networks have different numbering schemas from CDMA networks. 

GSM numbers in Nigeria are eleven digits long. CDMA lines have traditionally been 

only seven digits long, along with a state code that identifies the calling area that the 

number resides in. In contrast, landline numbers and cell phone numbers in the United 

                                                 
14 Slater & Tacchi (2004) define communicative ecology as ‘the complete range of communication media 

and information flows within a community’ (as quoted in Horst & Miller 2006 pg 12). Communicative 

technologies are embedded in other ‘media’ such as radio or the bus service. Thus, the technological 

systems of radio and transportation are treated as ‘communication media’ (pg 10). 
15 Mobile Operator is a term that is used widely in the GSM system. It refers to organizations that deploy 

communication networks and offer telephony services to their subscribers. 
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States are indistinguishable based on length of number and it is impossible to determine 

the underlying technologies based on an evaluation of mobile phone numbers.  

Also, in Nigeria, the user-side hardware (the physical handheld device we 

typically call “the phone”) is different under each system. The GSM (mobile) phones are 

usually more sophisticated and there is a larger selection available than there is in the 

CDMA system. From the user’s perspective, the most visible differentiator between 

CDMA and GSM appears to be the SIM card. The phones themselves are interestingly 

more transient – most of the people I spoke with had previously owned more than one 

phone, and were always on the lookout for an opportunity to upgrade their phones. 

When asked, ‘How can you tell landlines from mobile phones if they are both easily 

carried around?’ the standard response was “Mobile phones have SIM cards, landlines 

do not”.  

Users of telecommunication services in the US and in Nigeria thus have very 

different cultural understandings of what a landline is. Most people in the US  when 

asked about the differences between land-lines and mobile phones would probably 

respond that land-lines are connected to a local phone company usually through a 

physical copper line, while mobile phones are wireless. Though the reality of this insight 

is slowly changing, driven by services from non-traditional telephone companies like 

Vonage and other VOIP16 companies which offer “land-lines” that function over the 

internet and thus not connected to any copper infrastructure, one suspects that the 

majority of American users would still hold this view.  In addition, most VOIP users still 

                                                 
16 Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) a system of transmitting traditional telephone conversations over 

the internet thus saving on transmission costs. VOIP operators tend to be less expensive than the 

traditional PTOs (Private Telephone Operators) 
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connect traditional phone sets to their “land-lines” in their homes, thus “home phone” is 

usually synonymous with “land line” in the US. In the Nigerian case, where the fixed 

copper infrastructure was only available to few, and has retrograded to the point of near 

obsolescence, a very different understanding of what a land-line is has emerged. Here 

the idea of a “land-line” is closely correlated with lower tariffs, eight digit numbers, 

CDMA technology and phones that are usually light on features compared to their GSM 

counterparts. Land-lines can be mobile, or they can be fixed. They could be fixtures in 

homes, or posses the same level of mobility as “mobile phones”.  The common thread 

between the two societies understanding of what a land-line is seems to be based on 

pricing. Land-lines in both the US and Nigeria enjoy a tariff structure that is usually 

lower than that of mobile phones.  

Thus in Nigeria, while GSM and CDMA are seen as competing technological 

standards (developed in Europe and the United States respectively) they are also 

identifiers of competing wireless network operators. Similarly, the concepts of mobile 

and land-line do not refer to the mobility or immobility of devices, or even to a presence 

or absence of a copper infrastructure, but rather to many different things - tariff 

structure, underlying technological standard, numbering scheme and regional versus 

national service coverage. This is not to suggest that there is market parity between the 

two systems. GSM dominates the market and in many ways is the predominant standard, 

shaping user expectations of CDMA networks. 
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2.3 Techno-Agency 

Winner (1986:17) argues that technologies can be viewed as forms of life that shape and 

constitute the world in which we live even as we shape and constitute them.  He asks, 

“As we ‘make things work.’ What kind of world are we making?”  This view of a 

dialectic between techology and society is central to STS inquiry (Smith & Marx (1994); 

Bijker, Hughes & Pinch (1987); Mackenzie & Wajcman (1999), Bijker & Law (1992), 

and the question of “What kind of world is being made in Nigeria?” lies at the heart of 

this dissertation. It is pertinent to point out though that in this case, the “we” who make 

things work are not necessarily the same group of individuals as the “we” who live in the 

world being made. Nigerian citizens have to live in the world that is also inhabited by 

SIM cards, credit, GSM, CDMA, mobile phones and the social and political re-

configurations that accompany these new actors, many of which are first stabilized in 

societies far away from the shores of Nigeria. Winner maintains that “…it always pays 

to ask in advance about the qualities of the artifacts, institutions, and human experiences 

currently on the drawing board.” Sclove (1995) echoes this call for informed critique and 

democratic intervention in technological design. However what can be done if the 

technological system is designed elsewhere? If part of the world making is carried out 

during the design phase, then by implication, the world of Nigeria mobile phone users is 

shaped in some measure by actors elsewhere. Indeed, if one reads Winner as suggesting 

that once design is complete, and the technological system introduced, choice become 

severely limited, then one would have to conclude that an examination of the Nigerian 

mobile infrastructure, would not be about technology-in-the-making, but about 
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technology-already-made and received. The question would then become an 

examination of how well the “technology transfer” is progressing. 

 

“In the process by which structuring decisions are made, different people are situated 

differently and possess unequal degrees of power as well as unequal levels of awareness. 

By far the greatest latitude of choice exists the very first time a particular instrument, 

system or technique is introduced. Because choices tend to become strongly fixed in 

material equipment, economic investment, and social habit, the original flexibility 

vanishes for all practical purposes once the initial commitments are made. In that sense 

technological innovations are similar to legislative acts or political foundings that 

establish a framework for public order that will endure over many generations. For that 

reason the same careful attention one would give to the rules, roles and relationships of 

politics must also be given to such things as the building of highways, the creation of 

television networks, and the tailoring of seemingly insignificant features on new 

machines. The issues that divide or unite people in society are settled not only in the 

institutions and practices of politics proper, but also, and less obviously, in tangible 

arrangements of steel and concrete, wires and semiconductors, nuts and bolts.” Winner 

(1986:29) - emphasis added 

 

If however, as this dissertation will argue, Winner’s end of the design process—“once 

the initial commitments are made”—is perhaps be more appropriately seen as a 

momentary stabilization in a much longer and more dynamic history,  then one can ask 

about the nature of choices made at different points in the history, emergence and 

functioning of the technological system under examination. 

It would be simplistic to singularly ascribe the determination of the contours of 

the mobile phone networks in Nigeria to designers in Europe and the US, and that is not 

the intention here. While it is certain that critical and important decisions concerning 

mobile phone design happen elsewhere, it is also equally true that a number of core 
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decisions about the shape and constitution of the communications infrastructure are 

localized to the operators, the regulators, users and the topography and geography of 

Nigeria itself, to name but a few other factors that determine the final outcome of so 

complex and heterogeneous a network as a mobile telephony infrastructure. As Callon 

(1987) argues engineers are also simultaneously sociologists and historians, and the 

technical design process does not occur in isolation, but within an imagined social 

universe with pre-figured imagined users and uses. Accordingly, system designers in 

Europe and the US imagined a social universe within which their designs would function 

and operate.  

The question therefore, is to what extent are decisions taken elsewhere 

determinative of the “world in which Nigerian mobile phone actors live” these actors 

able to make technologically determinative choices themselves?  I will call the ability to 

exercise choice and/or take a specific action or deliberate non-action, after a 

technological system has been stabilized (introduced) – ‘Techno-Agency’.17 Techno-

Agency then refers to the ability of non-designers to exercise instrumentality in 

interacting with, and reconfiguring the technological system. This definition is of course 

dependent on a clear demarcation between design and what comes after the design 

process. It is dependent on being able to sort “designers” from non-designers, and pin-

pointing the moment that “the system or technique is introduced”. Such distinctions are 

almost impossible to undertake in practice as the question about where “design” ends is 
                                                 
17 By stabilized I am referring to the conclusion of the sociotechnical design process, after the 

technological artifact or system has achieved some sort of closure cf. Pinch & Bijker (1987).  It is the 

entirety of this process and the point of its conclusion that Winner refers to as ‘introduction’. Of course, 

this stabilization is itself a sociotechnical phenomenon and the extent to which particular non-designers 

can destabilize (i.e. reopen and reconfigure the black box) is a measure of their techno-agency.   
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an open ended one. However, it is clear that the amount of leeway available to actors 

within Nigeria is limited in large part by the decisions taken by American and European 

system designers of GSM and CDMA systems. By and large, important technical 

decisions about signaling methodologies, power requirements, frequency bands, handset 

construction, user interface design and systemic usability have already been made by the 

time any evaluation of mobile infrastructure is taken up in Nigeria.  

To further clarify, it is useful to conceive of two types of shaping mechanisms at 

work in Nigerian telecommunications – ‘Legacy shaping’ and ‘Secondary shaping’. 

Legacy shaping refers to the technological and historically contingent socio-political 

vectors that intersect to determine the contours of the mobile phone network outside the 

influence of users, regulators, and system designers in Nigeria. Thus in the case of GSM, 

Nigerian actors receive the heterogeneous technical system already designed for 

imagined users and uses as conceived by a European technical agency. This is not to 

suggest that, for example, all European-designed GSM mobile networks implemented in 

non-European countries are everywhere the same. The converse is usually the case. 

Mobile networks in Nigeria are variously different from their counterparts elsewhere, 

though they may share a common ancestry and a commonality in legacy shaping vectors. 

The sheer technical complexity required to make a mobile telephony system work, 

coupled with the regulatory and political systems within which each mobile phone 

network is embedded, ensures that each instantiation is unique. Put otherwise, it is one 

thing to design the individual components that of a mobile system, it is quite another to 

design a nationwide mobile network. The difference is akin to designing a car and 

designing a functional continent wide transportation system. Ito (2005) makes a similar 
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argument about the Japanese experience with telecommunication devices. For Ito, the 

Japanese keitai is a fundamentally different sociocultural object from its counterparts 

elsewhere and should be understood as distinct from cell phones in the United States or 

the mobile phones in the United Kingdom.  Accordingly Japanese keitai can be clearly 

distinguished from the cellular phone of the US (which Ito argues is defined by technical 

infrastructure) and the mobile phone of the United Kingdom (defined by the move away 

from a pre-determined location) - keitai roughly translated means “something you carry 

with you”.  

 

“A keitai is not so much about a new technical capability or freedom of motion but 

about a snug and intimate technosocial tethering, a personal device supporting 

communications that are a constant, lightweight and mundane presence in everyday 

life.” (Ito 2005:1) 

 

In summary, for Ito, Japanese Keitai occupy a different cultural location than British 

mobile phones and American cell phones. While Ito’s argument for the sociocultural 

specificity of the Japanese case is made in exhaustive detail, scant attention is paid to the 

sociocultural contexts of the US and UK cases beyond the observation about 

infrastructural changes (US) and location indeterminacy (UK). Ito’s argument about the 

Japanese experience is circumscribed to the sociocultural (the social meaning of keitai is 

the primary object of concern), while the observations about the US and UK cases are 

more sociotechnical in nature. Nevertheless, Ito makes a compelling argument that 

though these national communication technologies may be analogous, they posses 

different social histories and may occupy very different sociocultural niches. The 

questions thus arises, are these differences only cultural in nature, or are there significant 
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technical and engineering differences existing in different national contexts? (The 

evidence presented in chapter three seems to point in the latter direction; at least as far as 

comparisons to the Nigerian case are concerned.) 

In contrast, Katz & Aakhus (2002) arrive at a different conclusion concerning the 

universality of mobile communications. Theorizing global mobile telecommunications 

more broadly, they coin the term Apparatgeist (apparat is German for machine, geist is 

the German suffix denoting spirit or mind) to encompass the personal/human and 

machine aspects of mobile communications. For Katz & Aakhus the defining feature of 

these PCTs (personal communication technologies) is that of “perpetual contact” and 

they argue that… 

 

“The direction of the Apparatgeist is evident in the premises of perpetual contact. 

Apparatgeist can be broadly vocalized because universal features exist among all 

cultures regarding PCT; technology itself tends to assume certain standard features 

independent of place or time. Regardless of culture, when people interact with their 

PCTs they tend to standardize infrastructure and gravitate towards consistent tastes 

and universal features.”  Katz & Aakhus (2002:310) emphasis added 

 

The two positions are contrary to each other. Ito argues that paying attention to social 

history and sociocultural specificity is essential in understanding the role and position of 

personal communication technologies within society, while Katz and Aakhus argue that 

personal communications technologies have universal applicability irrespective of 

culture and as such lead to standardization of infrastructure, taste and features in 

different societies.  
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While standardization is a large part of the story of the Nigerian mobile (indeed 

the success of the industry would be impossible without global standards), there are 

features of the Nigerian mobile that can only be explained within the context of 

Nigeria’s particular social and cultural history. Legacy shaping is a concept that attempts 

to delineate these structural universals (understood in the limited sense of the term i.e. 

transnational similarities) amongst mobile telecommunication networks and give an 

account of their social history. It realizes that mobile communication technologies are 

global in reach, and are constituted within transnational networks of patents, intellectual 

property rights, bilateral agreements and standard making bodies – all of which are 

sociotechnical vectors that exert pressure towards universal conformity and 

standardization. After all, UK mobiles, US cell phones and Japanese keitais all place 

audible voice calls, send text messages, are capable of accessing the internet, store phone 

numbers, utilize numerological addressing schemas and are all portable electronic 

devices that need to be charged from time to time.  

Secondary shaping is therefore concerned with the cultural specificity of these 

mobile communication technologies i.e. the social, cultural and technical specifics that 

make the Nigerian mobile system different from the UK mobile, the  US cell phone and 

the Japanese keitai. Thus techno-agency, as defined previously, generally operates 

within the boundaries of secondary shaping. Of course, some of these phenomena 

overlap and in practice it would be near impossible to identify and explain individual 

features as a singular result of either legacy or secondary shaping mechanisms. 

However, the analytical distinction is useful as it enables a rotation of viewpoints, 

allowing for a robust discussion of mobile technologies from conception through 
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specification and design in predominantly western settings and then, a corresponding 

switch to an examination of the specifics of the Nigerian case. In summary, the argument 

here is that the Nigerian mobile system is a contingent, contextual, continuously 

evolving heterogeneous hybrid that is influenced both by actors within and actors 

without the nation state. This dissertation will primarily be concerned with exploring the 

ways in which the secondary shaping of the Nigerian mobile phone system is 

constitutive of the techno-agency of  Nigerian actors. 

 

2.4 Mutable Mobiles? 

Another critically important aspect of the mobile phenomenon viewed from both the 

national and continental perspective, is the speed at which the technology was rapidly 

taken up. Mobile communication technology is presumptively the fastest growing 

technosocial system in the world today. Larger than the Information Technology 

revolution, and parallel and intersecting with it, the ‘mobile revolution’ is broader and 

deeper in scope, reaching from large urban jungles of the world’s financial and 

economic centers into serene village squares, country sides and rural farms at the 

periphery. There are few individuals alive today who are beyond the touch of these far 

reaching informational and communicative networks. Indeed, part of the ability of 

mobile telephony in Nigeria to exhibit a mobility18 that has allowed it to spread so 

                                                 
18 The term “mobility” is used in multiple ways in this dissertation. . I make use of it analytically, as a 

quality of social experience. It is also used as a colloquial term by the people I interviewed, and finally to 
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rapidly in the country, and across much of the African continent is precisely because the 

devices are mobile in the sense that a GSM mobile phone bought in Lagos will most 

probably work in Cape Town or New York with little or no intervention by the mobile 

system operators in those places. This ability of the individual GSM user to move from 

one place to another utilizing the same user-side hardware (phone) to interface with 

different networks is perhaps the greatest, single techno-social innovation in 

communications. This feature of international roaming is most assuredly largely 

responsible for the unprecedented growth of mobile telephony systems across most of 

the world according to a Deutsche Bank 2004 White Paper.   

The mandate for GSM to encode International Roaming (IR) can be directly 

credited with creating the possibility of a second hand market, as devices that Cape 

Town users no longer need or want can be shipped to Lagos and resold on the second 

hand market. As a mandated design feature IR also influenced the architecture of GSM 

systems requiring an open architecture, interoperability and open standards. This in turn 

led to increased competition, choice and innovation - seen most clearly in the marked 

differences in sophistication between GSM phones and CDMA phones in Nigeria. 

It is important to note here that the majority of this dissertation is occupied 

primarily with GSM mobile technology for a number of reasons. First, the historical 

success of telecommunications in Nigeria can be traced to the introduction of GSM in 

2001. Prior to the 2001 reboot of telecommunications in Nigeria, there were a number of 

failed attempts to mainstream telecommunications based primarily on the CDMA 

                                                                                                                                                
describe the physical property of the phones that makes them devoid of wires and thus able to be moved 

from place to place. The use of italics is to signify that the term is being used in the analytical sense. 
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standard. In addition, GSM services comprise almost 90% of the entire communications 

market in Nigeria as the diagram below indicates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 NCC Diagram showing the market dominance of GSM19 

 
 

This is not to imply that underlying architecture can be determinant in the 

success or failure of any telecommunications industry, but to highlight particular 

properties of the GSM system that were influential in the attendant success of the 2001 

effort. A not inconsequential fact was that two of the initial operators had successfully 

managed large GSM networks elsewhere on the African continent, and as such, had 

                                                 
19 Retrieved from http://ncc.gov.ng/images/Industry_Statistics/eacp_shareservices.htm. Last Accessed 

August 2009.  
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relevant expertise to bring to bear in the Nigeria case.20 More importantly though, GSM 

had by 2001 become the de facto world standard for mobile telecommunication, used in 

over 150 countries and serving close to three billion people. Originally imagined as a 

pre-dominantly European solution to a particular European problem of integration, GSM 

is now used by a majority of the world’s mobile users. The result of a complex, 

coordinated development effort amongst varied national governments and created as a 

non-proprietary, open standard, the history of GSM stands in stark contrast with CDMA, 

which was developed in the United States primarily by Qualcomm – an enormously 

influential telecommunications company – which owns most of the patents to the 

technology, and has established it as a proprietary standard that requires a licensing 

agreement and royalty payments before it can be used. Much of GSM’s success in the 

world beyond the borders of Europe can be traced to the open nature of the standard, and 

the transparency of the development process. 

In Drawing Things Together Bruno Latour (1990) introduces the concept of 

immutable mobiles as a solution to the problem of mobilization of allies towards a 

specific exercise of power. Though Latour’s text is primarily concerned with inscriptions 

and utilizing power from a distance, the essential argument of the text is that certain 

inscriptions form a class of object – the immutable mobile, that can travel between 

communities/groups/cultures while remaining the same.21 It becomes easily apparent 

from the previous discussion that mobile telephony is not essentially immutable. At 

                                                 
20 Much of the expertise referred to here deals with the unique challenges of setting up large technical 

infrastructure in societies that do not have formal financial accountability systems and are bedeviled by 

minimal power infrastructure and byzantine government bureaucracies.  
21 For Latour, inscriptions are technoscientific drawings, maps, diagrams c.f. Latour (1987) 
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least, if the nation state is the unit of analysis, mobiles are not everywhere the same as 

has been argued here. Though the most obvious aspect of the mobile telephony system 

that corresponds to the sort of object Latour describes is the GSM standard itself (being 

inscribed physically and metaphorically), close inspection reveals that the codified 

description of the technological system is itself a moving target as it is continuously 

being updated and revised. Many citations to immutable mobiles by others criticize 

Latour’s claim for immutability (cf. DeLaet and Mol 2000; van Loon 2002). It seems 

pertinent to ask then as the socio-technical system crosses various borders, what changes 

and what remains the same Perhaps these inscriptions or objects are better described as 

embodiments of a tension between mutability and stability; a dual characteristic enables 

it to cross borders so easily and yet be taken up so widely. To understand this tension, it 

is necessary to examine the political environment from which GSM emerged. 

 

2.5 The Co-Production of GSM and Europe 

The story of the mobile telephony in Nigeria begins with the ground breaking GSM 

auction which took place in January of 2001 in Abuja; an event whose significance as a 

marker of the commencement of the Nigerian telecommunications revolution cannot be 

overstated.22 It signaled to the global telecommunications community that the Nigerian 

market for telecommunication licenses was not only viable, but highly competitive – a 

                                                 
22 Lee, Darin (2003) argues that this auction was novel and innovative in format as the Nigerian 

Communications Commission (NCC) elected to utilize a slightly modified Anglo-Dutch format which 

merged ascending and sealed bid formats. The result was an unprecedented license price of $285million – 

substantially more than the government expected. Also see Doyle & McShane(2003) 
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notion at odds with the traditional view of African countries as hostile environments to 

hi-tech businesses.  A proper consideration of the Nigerian mobile telephony experience 

must of necessity (as has been pointed out earlier in this chapter), take into account the 

social history of the mobile technology in an effort to highlight legacy shaping processes 

that are usually ignored in the official reportage.  The rest of this chapter will be devoted 

to an accounting of the history of GSM with the aim towards highlighting historical, 

economic, technical and political vectors implicated in its development.  The history of 

GSM cannot be truly separated from the history of Europe. Initially imagined as a “pan-

European digital cellular system” GSM and was conceived as a solution to the multiple, 

non-commensurable mobile networks that were scattered across Western Europe in the 

early 1980s (Redl et. Al 1995).  

In the early 1980s the telecommunication sectors of the countries of Western 

Europe were dominated by government controlled monopolies which designed built and 

operated analogue mobile communication systems. These 1st generation mobile systems 

were perceived by publics in the countries where they were available, as expensive tools 

of the rich and wealthy, with the effect that mobile user communities in Western Europe 

were very limited. As a result, by 1989 there were only about 1.2 million mobile 

subscribers in the entirety of Britain and Scandinavia counted together.23 Furthermore, 

the individual national systems were incommensurable, with the effect that a business 

traveler moving from Germany to France would have to obtain a French mobile system 

in order to do business in there. This transnational communication challenge created 

barriers to trade and economic activity - a situation in direct conflict with the desire for 

                                                 
23 The Economist Sept. 1989 
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economic integration that was a primary purpose of the then European Economic 

Community (EEC). The EEC was formed in 1957 from the desire, after World War II, to 

create a sort of “United States of Europe”. Tasked with the integration of the economies 

of its initial six (later on twelve) member nations, the EEC attempted to reduce barriers 

to trade amongst member nations, though with mixed success. It was not until the crucial 

1985 Single European Act which called for the complete integration of member country 

markets by 1992 that the EEC was fully empowered to propose significant economic 

policy to member states. The Act also laid out a vision of a truly integrated European 

Community, strengthening the powers of parliament and the council of ministers. It was 

in the crucible of this political climate that what is known today as the GSM system 

emerged.  

In 1984, a subgroup of senior European Commission officials published a report 

predicting a viable market for a Europe-wide mobile network, making the economic case 

for what was to become GSM – even though only six Western European countries had 

operational car phone cellular systems.24 Simultaneously, there was widespread concern 

about the competitiveness of the European Community’s information technology (IT) 

industry (at this time telecoms equipment was designated as an IT). Prompted by the 

French and German research and development efforts on digital mobile technologies, the 

European Commission endorsed GSM in a strategy paper published in May `1984. This 

was followed by the 1985 intergovernmental agreement between the nations of 

                                                 
24 The historical material presented here is derived from the following sources,  Jacques Pelkmans’  article 

The GSM Standard: Explaining a Success Story in the Journal of European Public Policy (Pelkmans 2001) 

and John Scourias’ online GSM History available at http://www.privateline.com/mt_gsmhistory/ (last 

accessed June 2009). 
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Germany, France and Italy which was critical in streamlining the choice of GSM as the 

preeminent technological platform for mobile communications and preventing an 

internecine feud over competing standards in Europe’s largest economies (Pelkmans 

2001). Also, the Scandinavian success of the NTM-450 analogue system exemplified the 

benefits of transnational cooperation and provided a case study of the multiple benefits 

of international roaming, especially in the realm of increased economic activity. 

 However for GSM to become a reality, all countries involved had to effectively 

agree to develop the technology jointly, and some nations had greater incentives than 

others to co-operate. For instance, the Scandinavian countries already had a successful 

transnational analogue system (NTM-450), in contrast, the UK’s analogue system had 

not met with much success. Laying out a vision of European comity through integrated 

telecommunications was all well and good, but for the whole thing to work, telecom 

operators across Western Europe had to buy into the project. Serendipitously, a majority 

of the actors were national monopolies making it far easier to achieve cooperation than if 

there were multiple actors in each market. Also, the proposed platform was based on 

second generation digital technology, and at this point, none of the national monopolies 

had invested significant resources in building digital systems, though the Germans, 

French and Scandinavians had carried out extensive research. As Pelkmans argues, the 

lack of prior commitment to any particular technology meant that 

 

“…operators had little reason to fear the negative economic consequences of 

technological leapfrogging. The long-term move to digital systems would not imply the 

end of analogue mobile telecoms. They could co-exist and no ‘cannibalization’ would 

need to occur.” Pelkmans (2001:434) 
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In other words, a substantial aspect of the widespread acceptance of GSM by the 

national operators was that it was seen as non-threatening and even possibly beneficial to 

the already preexisting analogue networks. In addition to buy-in by the national 

monopolies, making GSM work as pan-European platform required that the same 

frequencies be set aside in each country, and a binding commitment to the keep the GSM 

standard “open”. This was necessary to allow the varied, various positioned 

manufacturers across Europe to build compliant equipment at an equal footing with each 

other. To accomplish these objectives the administration of GSM was moved from the 

European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrators, which was 

dominated by national bureaucrats, to a newly created hybrid institution that would 

allow the manufacturers to participate in the governance process, the European 

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). The creation of ETSI in January of 

1988 and the signing of the 1987 Copenhagen memorandum of understanding by the EU 

administrators, national operators and equipment suppliers put GSM on a solid footing. 

The politics, economic concerns (primarily around Intellectual Property) and 

technological decisions were worked out in the ETSI over the following years. The 

process was not without controversy as the viability of GSM was only secured as it 

became more and more successful.  The 1990s saw the freezing of the phase-1 

standards and the creation of the first GSM networks. The GSM standard survived the 

liberalization pressures that swept Europe in the 1990s, and as most of the 

telecommunication markets were opened up to competition, the new actors joined the 

ETSI and participated in the development of the GSM standard. This integration process 

was repeated as new member countries joined the EU. In 1993 Australia became the first 
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non-European country to sign on to the standard. By 1997, there were a hundred 

countries involved. By 1998 global subscribers surpassed 100million. Seven years after 

that mile stone was reached a billion people were using the GSM systems, and in 2008 

there were 3 billion people on GSM networks world over. 

It should be understood, that though the outline of the envisioned system was 

being promoted by the EEC, there was no central authority that could mandate the 

development of GSM. At this point in the history of the political/technocratic entity that 

we know as the European Union (EU) and its push towards economic integration was 

still a decade off, and the political and technical structures that define the contemporary 

EU were nonexistent. The early stages of GSM development took place before the 1992 

Maastricht Treaty that formally established the EU, and even after 1992 treaty the EU 

had very limited ability to enforce its policies in individual nation states. In fact, it was 

not until 2002 that the EU commission President Romano Prodi began to articulate the 

existence of a new political entity called “Europe”. The inflexion points in the 

emergence of GSM detailed in this abridged history can be seen as crucial points in the 

emergence of the nascent European technocratic bureaucracy. While it is true that the 

vision of an integrated European telecommunications landscape animated the 

development of GSM, it is equally true that in the process of GSM becoming a reality, 

the relationships, policies and institutions that were created of necessity became, in a 

very real sense, building blocks of what is now known as the European Union. Finally, 

the operative sociotechnical imaginary of “Europe” that informed the vision and 

development of GSM, envisioned a new kind of constantly connected technological 
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empowered public – a new “European” public that utilized mobile telecommunications 

in a manner oblivious to traditional national boundaries.  

In conclusion, a credible argument can be made for the co-production of GSM 

and the EU. As the Deutsche Bank white paper appropriately named “Brilliant Past, 

Bright Future” cogently argues, the overriding design imperative behind GSM was to 

create a technological system that would function in multiple nation states. The need for 

International Roaming dictated the GSM development and implementation process. This 

can be clearly seen by examining a few of the salient features of the GSM system. Take 

the SIM card, the miniature smart card that holds all the subscriber data. Such a device is 

necessitated by the design constraint that calls for phones being able to function easily 

on different national networks and moved easily from one to another. Also, the SIM card 

enables a separation of equipment production from the operators influence. Anyone can 

build a phone to the open specifications of the standard and the operator can then load 

their “software” onto whatever phone users decide to utilize. Also, interoperability 

across national boundaries called for uniform frequency use, necessitating bilateral 

agreements on which frequencies would be set aside for GSM. The need for 

International Roaming also created a need for full network interoperability. Switches and 

other major network equipment made in Scandinavia had to interoperate with handsets 

made in France. The only way to ensure that all these complex technological artifacts 

were able to work together was to build them according to a standard, and as intellectual 

property was being donated by a multiplicity of actors, the standard was made open to 

ensure reciprocity and an even competitive playing field. In short, one could say that the 

politics of multi-statism framed the technical design process, even as the technical 
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requirements of GSM necessitated increased political interaction and agreement amongst 

the various state governments involved in its design. The inherent tension between 

immutability i.e. the same everywhere, and flexibility i.e. accounting for different 

national telecommunications regimes was present at the inception of GSM and is 

reflected in the constitution of Europe itself. Jasanoff’s notion of co-production lends 

itself to this case admirably. 

 

‘…in broad areas of both present and past human activity, we gain explanatory power 

by thinking of natural and social orders as being produced together. The texture of any 

historical period, and perhaps modernity most of all, as well as of particular cultural 

and political formations, can be properly appreciated only if we take this co-production 

into account.’ Jasanoff (2004:2) 

 

Extending the analysis, one possible explanation of the rapid uptake of GSM could be 

this inherent tension. As a socio-technical system, GSM was designed to allow for 

interoperability with similar systems in other nations while simultaneously being flexible 

enough to account for variability between states.25 

 

The history told so far has only concerned itself with the development of the standard, 

not the actual implementation of GSM networks in the various countries of Europe. 

Undoubtedly, such an accounting would reveal sociocultural specificities amongst the 

                                                 
25 For example, differences between mobile operators in different countries. Also, the standard was limited 

enough that great variability was possible. Like TCP/IP, the protocol that enables all the applications on 

the internet, GSM is flexible enough to allow different types of “applications” to run. Some examples 

include pay-as-you-go billing, which was introduced by a Portuguese operator in 1995. 
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countries of Europe, and I am well aware of this. The arguments made here are in no 

way an attempt to claim a unitary European identity, especially since this identity is still 

very much in the making. Rather, the preceding discussion has been an exploration of 

the genesis of the design of GSM mobile technology. Acknowledging the GSM standard 

is a moving target and is constantly being debated, amended and updated, we can 

nevertheless turn our attention away from the politics of design and focus on what 

happens afterwards when the technological system is actually implemented and 

transformed into an operational nationwide telecommunications system. Moving on to 

the Nigerian case, we can pose the question, how have Nigerian users appropriated the 

mobile phone? How have they made it theirs? Or put another way, what are the elements 

involved in the secondary shaping of the mobile phone in Nigeria? In yet another 

register, what does the societal appropriation of the Nigerian mobile telephony system 

look like? The remainder of this dissertation is devoted to illuminating the multiple 

facets of an answer to this question. We begin with a review of Nigerian sociopolitical 

environment. 

 

2.6 Nigeria: An Overview 

Created by the British in 1914 during the European partitioning of Africa, Nigeria is 

currently the largest country on the continent with a population of about 150 million 

people.26 Occupying roughly 350,000 square miles and home to over 250 ethno-

                                                 
26 Nigeria is the largest country on the continent by population. There are a number of countries that are 

larger geographically. It is pertinent to note that a quarter of all peoples living on the African continent are 

located in Nigeria. 
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linguistic groups, Nigeria became independent of British rule on the 1st of October 1960 

after 60 odd years of centralized colonial rule. During the years of colonial rule, the 

British relied on a “divide and conquer” policy while governing from the center. This 

had the effect of the creation of a powerful, centralized state, without the development of 

a strong national identity. A few years before independence, the country was divided 

into three large regions, North, East and West, with each region exercising a limited 

form of self governance. The regions corresponded roughly with the three largest ethno-

linguistic groups - the Hausa-Fulani in the North, the Igbo in the East and the Yoruba in 

the West. 

 Independence was spearheaded by the growing class of European-educated 

English-speaking elite that grew in the early 1900s. By 1930 they were promoting a pan-

Nigerian National consciousness and demanding an end to British rule (Falola & Heaton 

2008:13).27 Of crucial importance is the fact that this pan-Nigerian identity was born in a 

spirit of resistance against the colonial master - and on not much else. Shortly after 

independence allegations of ethnic and religious domination rose to the fore and after the 

rigged elections of 1964 and 1965, there was widespread violence, leading to the first of 

many military coups in 1966. After the counter coup in July of the same year lead to 

many Igbo military officers losing their lives, the inherent political instability of the 

fledging nation peaked in the 1967 secession of the Igbos and the eastern region. They 

declared the state of Biafra and thus began the civil war that would run from 1967 till 

1970 leaving over a million people dead.  

                                                 
27 Much of this overview is derived from The History of Nigeria by Toyin Falola (1999), and A History of 

Nigeria by Falola & Heaton (2008) 
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 General Yakubu Gowon was the dictator who oversaw the end of the civil war on 

January 12 1970, and his junta ruled the country through the oil boom of the early 1970s. 

The Gowon regime was marked by widespread corruption and mismanagement of 

resources, and was subsequently overthrown by a bloodless coup in July of 1975 led by 

his own chief of security. The coup organizers installed one of Gowon’s chief 

adversaries – General Murtala Mohammed - as the new military dictator. Mohammed 

was killed after only six months in an abortive coup attempt. His second in command 

General Olusegun Obasanjo took over the reins of power and in 1979, became the first 

military dictator to transfer power to a civilian administration.  

 The second republic was headed by President Shehu Shagari. The civilian 

administration was not equal to the task of governing as it was bedeviled with the old 

problems of factionalism and regionalism. Some state governments even refused to hang 

up pictures of the new president in their public buildings (Falola & Heaton 2008:201). 

After a single four year term in which the Shagari government succeeded in alienating 

most of the public, plagued as it was with rampant corruption, poor resource 

management and election rigging, the military retook power and held it for fifteen years.  

 General Buhari was an authoritarian who believed that the solution to Nigeria’s 

many problems was a lack of moral fiber. He initiated the War Against Indiscipline 

(WAI) program and oversaw a shrinking of the government. His WAI was supposed to 

instill patriotism, nationalism, patience and decency as well as a keen work ethic in the 

regular Nigerian. While WAI was initially welcomed by the public as a change from the 

widespread corruption of the second republic, Buhari’s authoritarian style quickly stifled 

any positive perceptions of his government. He was ousted after a little more than a year 
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in a palace coup organized by General Babangida. Babangida ruled Nigeria from 1985 

till 1993. The Babangida years marked a period of extreme deterioration as the economy 

was ‘restructured’ (along lines recommended by the IMF) leading to a period of 

prolonged hardship for a majority of the Nigerian people. The Structural Adjustment 

Program, based on neo-liberal ideology espoused by the IMF and World Bank, led to 

decreased government spending on infrastructure and social services like education, 

power generation and health care. The Babangida regime also attempted to privatize 

large sectors of the economy with dismal results as there were few foreign companies 

interested in buying the poorly managed government monopolies. After he annulled the 

presidential elections of June 12, 1993 (an election widely considered to have been the 

freest and fairest ever to take place in Nigeria) on spurious grounds, the explosion of 

protests and riots threatened to push the country in anarchy and in a placating move, 

Babangida stepped down, handing over the reins of power to an civilian led Interim 

Governing Council (IGC). 

 The IGC and the third republic were short lived. Chief Ernest Shonekan would 

head the IGC from August 27 1993 till November 17 1993 when General Sani Abacha 

declared himself head of state. Abacha is considered to be amongst the very worst of 

Nigeria’s many military dictators. During his five year rule, democratic uprisings were 

brutally put down, Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight other Ogoni activists were hung, and the 

apparatus of state barely functioned. Technological infrastructure worsened and when he 

died of an apparent heart attack in 1998, it was discovered that he and his family had 

stolen over 3 billion USD. General Abubakar was appointed head of state by the top 

military brass, and he oversaw a quick transition to civilian rule.  
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 The elections that would usher in the fourth republic took place in early 1999, 

and though they were plagued widespread vote rigging by all political parties involved, 

the second transition from military to civilian rule took place in May of the same year 

and President Olusegun Obasanjo was sworn in as the first civilian president of Nigeria’s 

fourth republic. This would be his second time as head of state. On the economic front, 

Obasanjo preserved the policies of the SAP, however, unlike Babangida he was 

successful in courting foreign investment and in 2001, in perhaps the greatest 

achievement of his civilian presidency, he successfully liberalized the Nigerian 

telecommunications industry.  

 There are a number of pertinent points that need to be highlighted in this sordid 

tale. First, in Nigeria, all politics is identity politics. The litany of names above can be 

read as a list of Nigerian heads of state, to the regular Nigerian however, these names 

cannot be separated from the ethno-lingustic groups that they are representative of. The 

very first coup was led by an Igbo man, and then the counter coup ushered in rule by the 

north, and so it proceeds. The entire history of military oppression, dictatorship and 

civilian corruption is interpreted in Nigeria along ethno-linguistic lines. There is yet 

another fault line that divides the country – religion. When Babangida was dictator, he 

announced that Nigeria was now a member of the Organization of the Islamic 

Conference. This announcement, in the way of dictators, was made without any public 

consultation or deliberation and led to widespread concern and protest over what the 

Christian bloc perceived to be the Islamization of the country. Ultimately, Babanginda 

backed down, but a new wrinkle was forever introduced into the national dialogue and 

thus began the politicization of religious identity (Falola & Heaton 2008:222). The 
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predominantly Islamic north has since been regarded with suspicion by the Christian 

dominated south, a sentiment that is vigorously returned. In Nigeria, identity politics is 

mediated by ethno-lingustic and religious differences. The extreme polarization of the 

political space is probably the most pressing political problem in the country. It has 

given rise to the phrase “The National Question” (cf. Momoh & Adejumobi 2002; 

Afigbo 2005). 

 Secondly, the deterioration of basic services like water, security, waste 

management, electricity, mail and telecommunications can be linked directly to the long 

night of military dictatorships. The military was ill equipped to manage civilian 

infrastructure and worked to undermine the civil service as it was perceived to be a 

threat to their power base. In summary, the 2001 reboot of telecommunications in 

Nigeria occurred was marked by a political environment rife with factional suspicion 

and distrust. As a former military ruler, President Obasanjo was resented even by the 

Yoruba – his own ethno-linguistic community. On the other hand there was a tangible 

yearning for political and economic progress - the expected fruits of this third attempt at 

democracy. It was against this political backdrop that the fateful 2001 GSM auctions 

took place. 

 

2.7 The Telecommunications Revolution in Nigeria 

The effect of widely available telecommunication services cannot be overemphasized. In 

the span of seven years, from 2001 till 2008 (the most recent year for which data is 

available), rapid progress has been made as illustrated in the diagrams below. 
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Figure 2 NCC Diagram showing the rapid increase in the number of available 
telephone lines28 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
28 Retrieved from http://ncc.gov.ng/images/Industry_Statistics/eacp_teledensity.htm. Last Accessed 

August 2009.  
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Figure 3 NCC Diagram showing increasing levels of private investment in the 
telecommunications industry29 

 
The diagrams above tell the same story from two different perspectives (indeed the 

curves have similar outlines). The first diagram shows the enormous success of the 

mobile phone in Nigeria, as teledensity (a measure of the number of lines per 100 

people) increased from 0.4 in 2000 (0.4 lines available to 100 people) to almost 47 

(about 1 to every two persons) in eight years. In raw numbers, the number of phone lines 

in the country went from about 450,000 to over 60 million. As the slope of the curve is 

increasing, it appears that the rate of adoption is accelerating and has not yet reached a 

plateau. 

Figure 3 tells a similar story, investment in telecommunications went from a paltry 

50 million dollars in 1999 to 12 billion in 2008. This curve however is tapering off and 
                                                 
29 Retrieved from http://ncc.gov.ng/images/Industry_Statistics/eacp_investtrends.htm. Last Accessed 

August 2009.  
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instead of doubling every year (2001 – 2003) seems to be doubling every four years. The 

continuous injection of capital has had the effect of increasing the size of the middle 

class as the professional technical class has grown to support the increased 

infrastructure. 

 

 

2.8 In Summary… 

As we noted in chapter one, there is a strong case to be made against the common 

assertion that Western technologies have universal properties that simply homogenize all 

cultures foolish enough to adopt them. As we encounter the contemporary Nigerian 

mobile scene, we see an interplay of mobile adoption and shifts in colloquial language 

that are quintessentially (albeit not necessarily uniquely) Nigerian. Again, STS work 

dealing with the politics of technological systems (Winner, Sclove, Akrich) illuminates 

the contrast between an overly technological deterministic reading of Nigeria’s 

experience with the mobile phone, and the appropriation that marks its actual quality. 

The portrait that we see emerging—and will be fleshed out in the following chapters--is 

not one of mobiles determining the trajectory of Nigerian society, or its inverse, how the 

mobile is purely a construction of  Nigerian culture, but rather a productive tension 

between the two. It is an acknowledgement that like all technologies, mobiles carry 

scripts with them that are reflective of the socio-historic conditions of their emergence 

(hence the need to elucidate the co-production of GSM and Europe) however they are 

simultaneously culturally interpreted, and occupy specific niches in society (Ito 2005).  
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The concepts of legacy and secondary shaping are introduced to distinguish between 

the heterogeneous forces at play in the emergence of mobile technology in 

predominantly western European settings, and the heterogeneous forces at play in 

Nigeria at the introduction of the mobile phone. The assumption is that the Nigerian 

mobile is a resultant vector of these different shaping mechanisms. The concept of 

techno-agency helps us highlight the asymmetric ability of persons in determining the 

contours of the mobile system.  Techno-agency is a concept limited to non-system 

designers, and speaks to their ability—albeit obscure or counter-intuitive--to reconfigure 

the technological system. Different actors posses different types of techno-agency as 

they are situated differently with regard to the technological system. For example, the 

individual Nigerian user who attempts to reconfigure their mobile phone in order to 

enable internet access on their home computer, but quickly run into a block put into 

place by the mobile operator that disallows this type of use. The extent to which techno-

agency can be positively exercised in such cases is thus a question of the user’s ability to 

“route around” such blocks, or create new types of uses – a process described in great 

detail in the next chapter. 

In later chapters we will also examine the case for appropriation at a much larger 

scale; that of the nation. Just as lay persons can exercise techno-agency despite 

predetermination of many system characteristics by the designers, the Nigerian 

government struggles to exert its techno-agency—to achieve secondary shaping--over 

and against the legacy characteristics predetermined by European governments. For 

example, the NCC can specify frequency bands and write the rules by which the mobile 

operators must live, but in many instances, it is constrained by international bilateral 
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agreements that govern vital aspects of GSM technology, exemplified most spectacularly 

in the GSM standard. The NCC can of course choose to set its own standards, but doing 

so is impractical as the Nigerian market is not sufficiently large enough for equipment 

manufacturers to consider designing to a different standard. Here the NCC runs into 

limits to its techno-agency as regards mobile communications.  

Finally, as we move into the next chapters, we need to keep in mind the cultural 

context of Nigeria. The litany of dictatorships, corruption, and identity politics in the 

history of Nigeria alert us to some of the reasons that appropriation is necessary among 

individuals, and the challenges to appropriation at the level of national society.   
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3. Appropriating Users 

“We know, for instance, to call the various kinds of wireless telephones (cellular, PCS, 

etc.) phones instead of radios because they are associated with the institutions and 

practices of the phone system, despite the fact that they are themselves wireless 

transmitters (which would theoretically, at least, make them radios.)30 Phone is really a 

linguistic shorthand for a whole set of related institutions, technologies, people and 

practices that are conveniently (and perhaps necessarily) forgotten when we place our 

calls.” – Jonathan Sterne (2003:182), The Audible Past: Cultural Origins of Sound 

Reproduction 

 

Whereas the previous chapter was concerned with the history and contingent factors 

surrounding the emergence of GSM technology as it developed elsewhere, this chapter is 

devoted to an examination of the Nigerian mobile telephony system and how Nigerians 

are integrating the technological system into their lives. The term “system” is appended 

to “mobile” in a descriptive attempt to recover the multiple dimensions of “phone”. As 

Sterne points out in the quote above, phone (or in our case mobile telephony system) is 

really just shorthand for institutions (mobile operators, regulatory bodies,) technologies 

(GSM, CDMA,) people and practices. This heterogeneity requires that any robust 

examination of the telephony system must not be limited to the artifact that individual 

mobile-users carry around and present when they are asked for their “phones.” In a quite 

literal sense each “phone” is merely a node in a material network, linked wirelessly to 

other mobile-network devices known as Base Transceiver Stations (BTS). Multiple BTSs 

are also linked to a specific Base Station Controller (BSC) which feeds the Mobile 

                                                 
30 Actually it would be more accurate to state that phones are wireless transceivers (i.e. transmitters AND 

receivers) not merely transmitters. 
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Switching Center (MSC). Dependent on the complexity and size of the network, there 

may be multiple MSCs. The point then is that every phone (hardware that mobile-users 

utilize in interacting with the mobile system) is engaged in a seamless, elegantly 

scripted, bidirectional, electromagnetic duet with all the BTSs, BSCs and MSCs that 

comprise individual network nodes. This physical interconnectedness, incorporeal 

though it may be, is a crucial part of what Sterne reminds us is so conveniently forgotten 

when we invoke the shorthand of phone. In addition to the non-human actors described 

above, the heterogeneous mixture represented by “phone” includes the software and 

hardware engineers that specify and build the mobile telephony network, a multiplicity 

of mobile phone users, the state appointed regulator, various mobile phone companies 

along with the expertise and human capital they embody, and of course, the legal statutes 

that govern the behavior of the entire amalgam.  

In addition, the mobile telephony system is also used to transport data, and not just 

by individual users sending text messages to each other. Banks use the system to interact 

with their customers, ATMs use the system to talk to computers at the local bank to 

verify that the customer they are attending to actually has money in her account 

available for withdrawal. Restaurants use the system to collect payments from the bank 

accounts of their clients. Radio stations utilize the mobile telephony system to solicit 

real-time feedback from their listeners, and conduct surveys and polls of their imagined 

publics. Vending machines at the gas station (petrol station - in Lagosian parlance) use 

the mobile telephony system to collect payment from drivers who are filling up their 

tanks. The local government utilizes the mobile telephony system to inform citizens that 

their tax payments have been verified and their tax clearance certificates and available. 
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The musical director at the local church uses the system to send notices of meetings to 

the members of her choir as do businesses as they co-ordinate the activities of their 

employees. These examples merely provide an inkling of the complexity that is reduced 

and set aside when we invoke the term mobile phone. To achieve some understanding of 

the process through which Nigerians have made the mobile phone theirs, a thorough 

parsing of these different segments of the mobile phone system is required. This chapter 

focuses on the interaction of two critical aspects of the mobile telephone system - mobile 

users and mobile operators. The analysis is concerned with three particularly Nigerian 

practices - financial transactions via SMS, flashing (a practice of communicating via 

missed calls) and specific engineering innovations in the design of Nigerian mobile 

networks which are driven by the peculiar usage patterns of Nigerian mobile users. First, 

it is important to develop the theoretical concept of appropriation being deployed here, 

especially since appropriation will be used in a more detailed theoretical sense and 

therefore needs to be distinguished from the more metaphorical senses employed earlier 

in this dissertation.  

 

3.1 Appropriating “Appropriation” 

First, it is important to note, as was pointed out in the previous chapters (cf. Dosunmu 

2005; Waycott 2005), that other scholars have invoked the concept of appropriation. 

This appears to be especially true for scholars whose area of study includes those 

countries or regions of the world that have Historically Been Less Wealthy Than Some 
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Western Countries (HBLWTSWC)31. Appropriation appears to resonate with intellectual 

work where the issue of marginality is of some importance. Beginning with Eglash 

(2004), this section explores appropriation as a theoretical concept in the work of others, 

culminating in an articulation of appropriation that will prove useful in examining the 

Nigerian mobile. 

 In the introduction to the edited volume Appropriating Technology: Vernacular 

Science and Social Power Eglash (2004) argues for a focused examination of the “…lay 

public as producers of technology and science” and against an understanding of the 

public as “…merely passive recipients of technological products and scientific 

knowledge.” Eglash characterizes one particular vein of STS work as synonymous with 

“social impact studies”, where the object (knowledge and/or technology) is studied as it 

moves from a space of high social power and productive capacity, into a space of low 

social power and consumption cf. Fig 4 below. 

 

 
                                                 
31 I find the dominant classificatory schema derived from the developing/developed binary utterly 

distasteful for a multitude of reasons too many to enumerate here. Suffice to note that this discourse 

reinforces a comparatively reductive view of nations, based primarily on their level of dominance in the 

global capitalist game and their pursuit of what has to be viewed as a predominantly modern, western way 

of life. This discursive frame is absolutely incapable of capturing the sheer vastness of the human 

condition and in my view has the effect of dehumanizing a large portion of world’s citizenry. In a vain 

attempt at humor I therefore propose a distinction (where one cannot be avoided) that while focused solely 

on economical activity, does so in a way that leaves room for other types of comparison and notes the 

temporal nature of the current status quo. Hence the acronym HBLWTSWC. While I would consider India 

to fall squarely into this class, there are some that will disagree.  There are other problems with this 

schema as it fails to properly account for a country like Japan. This however is the point. Any 

classification scheme that tries to account for the full range of human societal diversity based on a 

comparative frame is problematic from the outset. 
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Figure 4 Standard View of STS – Social Impact Studies (reproduced with Author’s 
permission) 

 

While Eglash notes that many academic branches of STS do not fall under this “impact 

studies” rubric, it is still the most prominent in mainstream use (for example journalistic 

reports on “how technology is changing society”) and thus still a strong player in policy 

(it is more likely that government decision makers are reading the New York Times than 

“Science, Technology and Human Values.” Severe simplifications aside, the thrust of 

the critique is that by and large, STS analyses and the stories that circulate within and 

without the community usually begin from the position of privilege and work from out 

from there. This pre-occupation with centers of power can be traced (at least in one 
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variation of the STS origin story) historically to the focus on scientific knowledge 

production bequeathed by the SSK school, and a corresponding focus on technological 

design from scholars like Lewis Mumford and Langdon Winner (traced from a different 

branch within STS genealogy).32 Even the early texts that focused on “users”, usually 

did so from the point of view of designers (as an example, Woolgar’s (1991) text on 

“configuring the user” was really about how IT designers imagine users and seek to 

discipline them).33 There are a few contemporary exceptions to this and a growing body 

of scholarship focused on users and non-users is developing [Akrich (1995); Oudshoorn 

& Pinch (2003) ; Oudshoorn et al. (2004)] nevertheless the claim made by Eglash that 

“This book presents the first collection of case studies of such instances of appropriated 

science and technology” may be accepted as contingently valid.  

For Eglash, appropriated technologies are critical because of “their potential 

contribution to sociopolitical resistance and social reconfiguration.” If “appropriated 

technologies” are about power and contestation, then it follows that there are stronger 

and weaker appropriations. However Eglash does not use success of resistance or 

political efficacy to categorize the case studies. Rather he groups the cases into three 

                                                 
32 These are just two of many possible genealogies that could be traced in an effort to contextualize STS in 

academic history. There are many others, and not all STS scholars would situate themselves in the two 

branches identified here. Also, in his piece Oppositional Technophilia  Eglash discusses the some relevant 

reasons for STS’ complex relationship to Technology (Eglash 2009) 
33 There are a number of important exceptions to the focus on “productive” (as opposed to “consumptive”) 

spaces of technology and science. Two of which are sufficiently canonical to be mentioned here - The first 

is Ruth Schwartz Cowan (1987) concept of the Consumption Junction, which takes as the point of 

departure, an explicit focus on “consumers”. Also, Kline & Pinch (1996) explicitly advocate for “Users as 

Agents of Technological Change” and frame them as “active participants” in the social construction of the 

automobile. 
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distinct classes situated along an axis that runs the gamut from consumption to 

production.34 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5 Categories of appropriation in the consumption-production dimension. 
(reproduced with Author’s permission) 

 

The author provides the following examples,  

 

Reinterpretation – Graffiti Tags; the physical and functional aspects of buildings remain 

unchanged, a new semantic claim is placed upon the structures the graffiti writer writes 

upon. 

 

Adaptation – Bedouin Cassette Players; Bedouin minority utilizes the recorder function 

in the cassette players to record their own songs. This eventually leads to the rise of 

Bedouin pop music. 

 

                                                 
34 Here, the sense of “stronger” and “weaker” is strictly confined to the relative position of the 

appropriable act on the consumption/production axis and has no bearing whatsoever on the effectiveness 

or ideological position of the act itself. Reinterpretation may be more political salient than Reinvention. 
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Reinvention – Low Rider Cars; Latino mechanics reconstructing cars using electrically 

controlled air pumps to replace shock absorbers with shock producers, thus violating the 

marketing and design intentions for the vehicles. 

 

By constituting the notion of “Appropriated Technologies” from a standpoint of 

examining marginality in the various communities examined in the volume, Eglash 

specifically ties “Appropriation” to those at the “margins of social power” – even Neo-

Nazi groups are “outside the centers of scientific production.” While this is a valid 

epistemological position from which to conduct research, it is insufficient to analyze the 

cases we are concerned with as the “appropriations” in the three cases under scrutiny, do 

not necessarily proceed from positions of marginality except in the sense in which 

“users” are marginal with respect to “designers” – though these cases do a lot to 

undermine that argument, as will be expanded upon later. In addition, the act of 

appropriation can have the effect of reconfiguring social relations, within the group as 

Jonathan Donner shows in his study of the rules of beeping.  

Also, Eglash’s consumption / production dimension (see Fig 5.) presents 

consumption and production as two antipodal extremes - albeit on a continuum. This 

view of consumption and production reifies both as distinct, separate moments instead of 

simultaneous processes as the empirical material suggests. Indeed Eglash implies as 

much when he states that the attention will be focused on “the lay public as producers of 

Technology and Science.” However, within Eglash’s framework, the binary of 

production and consumption appear to refer to particular phases in a technological 

artifact’s life-cycle. Here production is synonymous with creation and consumption is 
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synonymous with use. I argue that “consumption” and “production” should be seen as 

analytical categories that are imposed on the messiness of the observed phenomena 

instead of being viewed as two ends of a continuum, fully separated by the processes of 

creation and use. They are both fully simultaneously present in the examples that Eglash 

provides and the three cases described above. The act of using a technology entails the 

production of knowledge about its possible uses, cultural practices, the formation of 

communities, and in some cases even the reconfiguration of the artifact – all activities 

subsumed in the term “consumption”.  The creation of a technological artifact involves a 

“production” that always utilizes a resource, whether it be labour or goods and/or 

services, and encompasses design of the artifact, institutional arrangements that help 

define what the artifact is, the building of networks that give the artifact meaning, the 

creation of discourses that shape perceived acceptable and unacceptable uses, and 

sometimes imagining and creating the very publics that will be using said artifact.35 In 

The Grundrisse, Marx argues similarly that, 

 

“Production is also immediately consumption. Twofold consumption, subjective and 

objective… Consumption is also immediately production, just as in nature the 

consumption of the elements and chemical substances is the production of the plant.” 

Tucker (1978:228) 

 

The point being made here, is not that production or consumption are not useful 

concepts, but that each is contained in the other, and when in mundane speech we refer 

to “production” or “consumption”, we are willfully highlighting one aspect of the 

                                                 
35 Callon’s (1987) study of the electric vehicle (VEL) in France illustrates this point that engineers 

involved in the design, did not just design the vehicle, but also the society in which it was to be used. 
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phenomena and downplaying the other. An example, that inverts Marx’s above, is 

making chemicals (production) from plant life (consumption). This insight is important, 

because of the traditional way in which “consumptive” and “productive” acts are 

viewed. Appropriation works by inverting our vision of the phenomena in question, 

highlighting the productive elements in acts that are usually viewed as consumptive in 

nature. 

  This productive element might be directed at physically reconstructing the 

artifact itself (which Eglash would call reinvention) exemplified by the low-rider cars, 

where car “consumers” reconstruct and rearrange the material elements of the vehicle. 

This type of appropriation, by re-configuring the material world, can give rise to uses 

outside the intent of the designer and these new uses may or may not be in conflict with 

designers’ purposes. The MIT economist Eric Von Hippel has extensively studied 

consumptive acts like this where the productive element is directed at reconstructing the 

material artifact. These reconstructive “innovations” can (at least theoretically) be co-

opted by the corporations and brought into the capitalist mode of production – a process 

that Von Hippel actively promotes.  He argues for broadening the concept of 

“innovation” to include both user-innovators and manufacturer-innovators.36  By 

viewing both users and manufacturers as capable of innovation, Von Hippel ascribes 

both productive and consumptive capacities to each. Von Hippel’s insight though is 

utilized to demonstrate how corporations can benefit from (and are sometimes initiated 

by) user innovation. 

                                                 
36 Von Hippel appears to define innovation as “developing and modifying products” cf. Von Hippel 

(2005:19) 
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Eglash is not alone in identifying particular types of user behavior as 

“Appropriation”. Jones & Twidale computer scientists both, utilize the term 

“appropriable” to argue that the traditional computer science practice of creating 

tailorable tools with maximal flexibility and customizability may in fact be self-

defeating and actually prevent users from making of the tools what they will. Their case 

study based on empirical observations of actual user behavior suggests the counter 

intuitive proposition that software tools that are simply and rigidly defined are more 

easily taken up by user communities and deployed in unanticipated ways than their 

functionally equivalent counterparts that are generalized and abstracted (Jones & 

Twidale 2005). Their conclusion: If computer scientists are interested in designing for 

“appropriation” i.e. unanticipated uses, then best practices around design should be 

updated to downplay modularity, extensibility and reusability. In addition to the general 

implications for software design that Jones & Twidale allude to, it is worth noting that 

their view of appropriation is not tied to a view of power, marginality or socio-political 

resistance, but rather to a desirable attribute of software design. Here, user appropriation 

is a design objective. However, unlike Eglash, Jones & Twidale’s analysis begins with 

and firmly interacts with the designers (in Von Hippel’s terminology, the manufacturers) 

point of view. For Jones & Twidale, appropriation by users is a desirable goal that 

software designers are working to achieve.  

Similarly, Bar et al. (2007) present their own take on appropriation which differs 

in a number of key ways from the Eglashian framework described above. For Bar, 

appropriation is similarly the  
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“…process of interacting with technology and modifying both the manner in which the 

technology is used, and the social framework within which it is used.” Bar et al. 

(2007:5-6)  

 

Like Eglash, Bar sees the appropriation process as “fundamentally political” a “battle for 

power over the configuration of the technological system” and draws inspiration from 

Latin American cultural history to identify three “modes” of appropriation – “baroque 

layering”, “creolization”, and “cannibalization”. These three modes represent increasing 

degrees of “power contestation” with cannibalization being the most extreme example – 

corresponding to the continuum positioning of Eglash’s three modes with increasing 

degrees of “production” and subsequent decreases in “consumption”. Bar’s three modes 

are summarized below,  

 

“We distinguish three principal modes of technology appropriation. Echoing our earlier 

exploration of cultural appropriation in Latin America, we label them ‘baroque’, 

‘creolization’ and ‘cannibalism.’ Briefly summarized, baroque layering is the filling-in 

of technological spaces that providers intentionally leave blank for users to personalize 

their devices and applications; creolization is bricolage, the recombination of the 

technology’s components to create something new; and cannibalism is creative 

destruction, an innovative act that first requires breaking down the existing to come up 

with something new. Like the various forms of cultural appropriation, these three mode 

sare ideal types and most real-life appropriation borrows from several of them, or fall 

somewhere in between.” Bar et al. (2007:59) 

 

Though, Bar’s three modes are different from Eglash’s there is substantial overlap 

between them. However, I find Eglash’s framework more nuanced as it conceptually 

separates semantic association, use, and structure providing for easier comparisons 
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between cases. In addition, Bar et al. cast appropriation as a fundamental power struggle 

over the configuration of the technology in a binary conflict that pits “users” against 

“technology providers”. While STS has long since advocated paying attention to 

conflict/controversy (Latour 1987; Collins & Pinch 1998), consigning appropriation to 

conflict analysis makes it unsuitable for examining practices that may not necessarily be 

confrontational – for example, the second case study in this chapter on EFT with cell 

phones cannot be characterized as confrontational. 

 There are moments in Bar’s paper where his theory of appropriation process 

appears to escape the confines of an adversarial frame. At the very start of the paper, Bar 

states that  

 

“…we need to understand appropriation: the process through which mobile phone users 

go beyond mere adoption to make the technology their own and embed it within their 

social, economic and political practices.” Bar et al. (2007:1).  

 

This framing of appropriation as the activity users undergo as they embed the 

technological system/artifact into their lives/social, economic and political practices, 

resonates with a Media Studies understanding of “domestication” (Silverstone & Hirsch 

1992).  Within their theory of the “Moral Economy of the Household”, Silverstone et al. 

identify four distinct phases in the dynamics of this moral economy, of which 

Appropriation is the first, followed by Objectification, Incorporation and Conversion. 

For Silverstone, appropriation is the point at which an object leaves the world of 

commodities, and is taken possession of by individuals or households and owned. As 

noted by Oudshoorn and Pinch in the introduction to their edited volume, media and 

cultural studies have  
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“…recognized the importance of studying users from the very beginning. Whereas 

historians and sociologists of technology have chosen technology as their major topic of 

analysis...cultural and media studies have focused primarily on users and consumers. 

Their central thesis is that technologies must be culturally appropriated to become 

functional.” Oudshoorn and Pinch (2003:12) 

 

3.2 Appropriation Reconceptualized 

Critically reading the authors above, a few pertinent points emerge as pertinent to a 

different theory of appropriation – one that for the purpose of differentiation from the 

theorists discussed above, I will assign the label constitutive appropriation.  I append the 

adjective “constitutive” as a reminder of the productive nature of the act of appropriation 

i.e. I use constitutive here in the sense of “the essential making of what a thing is”. 

 

1. Constitutive Appropriation can be described as the process whereby a user makes 

a technological artifact or system theirs, integrating it into their sociocultural 

worlds and in the process transforming said artifact or system to serve the users 

ends (Eglash, Bar et al., Oudshoorn & Pinch). 

2. Constitutive Appropriation is thus by definition, not necessarily circumscribed to 

studies of the marginal. It can be used in a more general sense, even describing 

certain activities of system engineers as shown in section 3.4 below ( cf.Von 

Hippel, Jones & Twidale, Bar et al.). 
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3. Constitutive Appropriation is not necessarily circumscribed to studies of 

individuals. It can also refer to a community or even a nation which finds itself in 

the position of re-interpreting, adapting or reconfiguring a legacy system. Such 

instances are referred to as “societal appropriation.” 

4. Consumption and Production should not be viewed as opposite ends of a 

continuum. Rather, there is much to be gained by seeing them as operating 

simultaneously (Von Hippel, Marx). 

5. Constitutive  Appropriation can be described by mundane processes of 

integrating systems and artifacts in the lived experiences of individuals and 

communities. This description must include the attendant re-configurations of 

social life (Silverstone et al., Donner). 

With our theoretical framework in place we can proceed upon an examination of three 

cases constitutive appropriation of the Nigerian mobile phone. 

 

3.3 My Mobile, My ATM: Sending money via text 

I stumbled upon this practice by accident. I was talking to one of my most informative 

interviewees and he happened to relate the following conversation purely by chance. 

 

Interviewer: “Could you please put me in touch with the chap you mentioned when we 

spoke last, the one who published the newsletter on GSM?”  
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Interviewee: “Sure, I’ll text you his number. He was very useful when I was writing my 

final paper in an MBA class. He sent me his statistics by email and asked me to pay him 

10,000.00 naira”.37  

Interviewer: “Hmm, I hope he does not ask me for too much, how did you pay him?” 

Interviewee: “I was going to pay the money into his account, but he asked to me send 

him credit instead.” 

Interviewer: “I don’t understand, how did you send him 10,000naira via credit?” 

Interviewee: “Ahh, I guess you have not heard about this. I bought 10,000naira worth of 

credit and sent him the credit via text as payment.” 

 

Some translation is required. As has already been explained in the previous chapter, the 

term “credit” in Nigeria refers to the means of purchasing telecommunication services 

from the mobile phone network. Majority of Nigerian subscribers are, in industry 

parlance “pre-paid” subscribers. About 98% of all the 112 million38 installed lines in 

Nigeria are operated using the pay-as-you- go model where subscribers maintain an 

account balance, which is then gradually depleted as the user utilizes the telecom 

utility’s services. This account balance is replenished by adding “credit” to the account. 

The primary means of accomplishing this is with disposable scratch cards denominated 

in certain pre-agreed quanta ranging from 200naira to 5,000naira (about $2 to $50). An 

example of these recharge cards is show in Figure 1 below. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
37 10,000 naira is roughly $100 
38 NCC Industry Statistics. http://www.ncc.gov.ng/subscriberdata.htm. Last accessed March 3, 2009. 
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Figure 6 Example of a Recharge Card 

 

Users utilize “credit” by “loading” the credit on their phones thus updating their account 

with the nominal value inscribed on the scratch card. The business of selling “credit” to 

the public is one that employs a large army of young men and women. Store front 

enterprises are also involved in offering these cards to the public. “Credit” is ubiquitous 

in Lagos, sold everywhere, even in traffic (in Lagos one can buy many things during in a 

traffic jam from the comfort of one’s car – legions of poor young men and women are 

only too happy to run beside the vehicle offering their wares). Assuming that each of 

those 100 million-plus lines needs to be updated with funds (a practice known as 

“topping up”) frequently it becomes immediately obvious that this is a huge market 

involving millions of recharge cards every month. Though these small pieces of plastic-

paper constitute a significant environmental burden, they form the basis for a “sub-
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economy” of sorts - one in which naira is constantly being traded for “credit”. The 

telecommunication operators sell the “credit” at wholesale rates to distributors and 

utilizing the multiple routes described, the recharge cards are made available to members 

of the public who require them. In the 2007 fiscal year MTN Nigeria, the largest 

telecommunication firm with about 44% of market share enjoyed revenues of 20.3 

billion Rand, or about 2 billion dollars. Assuming that the rest of the industry operates 

on similar financial ratios, one can estimate the value of the Nigerian mobile market at 

4.5 billion dollars in 2007. Even if only 80% of that revenue came from the sale of 

recharge cards (the primary means by which telecomm operators generate revenue), it 

would be fair to estimate that over the course of 2007 about 3 billion dollars worth of 

recharge cards were bought and sold. 

The practice of sending money via text described in the conversation I had with 

my interviewee above, entails the involvement of a substantial number of actors. First, 

the party that wants to send the money exchanges the money for the equivalent value in 

recharge cards. These cards are then scratched off to reveal the codes for “recharging”. 

These “recharge codes” when entered into a phone will credit a subscriber’s account 

with the nominal value on the card. The party sending the money then copies the codes 

into a text message and sends them to a receiving party. This sort of activity is not 

unique to Nigeria. In London, I noticed a number of people buying “credit” for others 

and sending it to them in the same way. That credit was then used to update the account 

of the receiving party. However unlike in Nigeria, British mobile users have not taken 

the other step of reconverting the credits to cash. This is where the Nigerian version of 

this practice gets interesting. 
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Nigerian mobile phone users who receive this digital “money” have taken the 

final step of converting it back to cash - thus completing the act of transferring money 

from one physical location to the other without the involvement of formal financial 

institutions. This conversion of “credit” back into cash is usually done by selling the 

recharge codes to a third party. This is usually the small scale entrepreneur who provides 

a ‘pay-phone’ type of service where people can pay to make calls. Sometimes, there is a 

small cost associated with this last step as the pay-phone operator, charges a small fee by 

keeping back a small amount of the “credit”. However, most of the people who 

described this practice to me insisted that they were able to convert the “credit” back into 

money at zero transactional cost. As an example, assume that a “Party A” buys 10,000 

naira worth of “credit” in Lagos. Scratching off the recharge cards, she makes a note of 

the codes and sends them via text message to her brother in Abuja (Party B). He then 

walks across the street to the lady who owns a telephone stand and offers her the 

“credit”. As she requires daily infusions of credit to keep her business running, she 

agrees to purchase the “credit” and hands him 10,000 naira in cash. The diagram below 

illustrates the process.  
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Figure 7 EFT with mobile phones  
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In the six steps show above, 10,000 naira has been moved from Lagos to Abuja in a most 

efficient manner, with zero transaction cost and a in a relatively secure manner, the 

entire process being carried out within the course of a single day. Indeed, if all elements 

line up appropriately (i.e. Party B in Abuja is able to find someone willing to purchase 

credit immediately) the entire process can be completed in a matter of minutes. As can 

be noted from the diagram above, a number of actors are involved in actuating the 

movement of money. It is instructive to examine each step and identify the actors 

involved at each step of the idealized process shown above. 

 

Step 1: Party A wishes to send money to Party B. Actors involved include Party A, Party 

B and 10,000 Nigerian Naira. 

 

Step 2: Party A purchases “credit” from the street vendors. Actors involved include 

Party A, “credit” in the form of recharge cards and the street vendors that sell the credit. 

 

Step 3: Party A sends a text message which includes the recharge codes (un-actualized 

credit). Actors involved include Party A, the phone used to send the text message and the 

mobile network which conveys the message from Lagos to Abuja. 

 

Step 4: Party B on the receiving end in Abuja receives the text message with recharge 

codes embedded. Actors involved include Party B, the network conveying the text 

message, the text message and the un-actualized “credit”. 

 

Step 5: Party B identifies an individual interested in purchasing the un-actualized 

“credit”. Actors involved include Party B, the individual buying the credit and the credit 

itself. 
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Step 6: “Credit” is actualized by loading onto the account of the actor whom the credit is 

sold too and Party B receives Nigerian Naira. Actors involved include “Credit”, the 

account on the mobile network that receives the credit, Nigerian Naira and the person 

who has bought the credit. 

 

The involved exercise of translating money from one place to the other described above 

enrolls a large number of actors, both human and non-human. The actors singled out in 

the steps are not presented as an exhaustive representation of all possible actors involved 

in each step of the idealized process above, they are introduced here in a bid to gain a 

clearer understanding of the sort of actor enrollment necessary to use mobiles in 

actualizing something that looks very similar to electronic funds transfer outside the 

official financial apparatus. This new network is one that includes money, people who 

sell recharge cards, the mobile phone network, people involved in selling 

telecommunication services, and finally the two parties that wish to move money from 

one place to the other. 

This practice of sending money over mobile phones can be analyzed as a case of 

constitutive appropriation described most appropriately by what Eglash terms 

“Reinvention” i.e. the productive element operative here brings about an entirely new 

use for the technological system by re-configuring the material39 elements of money, 

text messaging, and the sale and purchase of credit. This practice in effect, creates a new 

network of which the mobile telephone network is a primarily a carrier of information - 

                                                 
39 Another problematic aspect of Eglash’s framework is that by defining reinvention as “material” 

reconfiguration he failed to consider reconfiguring software or other information systems in which the 

materiality is questionable. Granted there is some silicon chip in the system with electrical charges that 

give the software a physical existence, but this is far more fluid and ephemeral than most understandings 

of “material” would allow.      
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denoted by the dotted lines in the diagram. Unlike Eglash’s framework which remain 

focused on only non-human elements, constitutive appropriation stresses both the non-

human and human elements. 

 Users that participate in this practice have come to see their phones as virtual 

ATM machines and are engaged in constitutive appropriation of material, semiotic and 

social elements - the mobile telephony network, the new association of phones as ATMs, 

and maintenance of “trust relationships” that are essential in implementing the money 

transfer process. “Trust” is an essential part of this process and can be seen in all the 

steps above. Party A must trust the sellers of the “credit” being exchanged for money, 

that s/he is not being sold counterfeit cards. This trust relationship is especially essential, 

as most people in Lagos bring a strong sense of skepticism to all their financial 

transactions, and the credit purchasing transaction is usually not considered concluded 

until the credit has been loaded onto the phone and accepted by the network as valid. In 

fact, it is not uncommon to buy the recharge card and wait by the seller while loading the 

credit. In this way, any potential problems can be addressed in full view of the seller of 

the card. To understand the source of this skepticism is to understand Nigeria’s recent 

economic history. As Jane Guyer relates in her book, Marginal Gains, 

 

“The decline of postcolonial states’ capacities and the surge in the entrepreneurship of 

traders in the popular economy have shifted the whole process of product definition and 

quality standards back again into the popular domain. From 1986 to 1996, the currency 

(the naira) devalued against the dollar from parity to eighty, in a series of lurches. 

Consumer prices responded, lurching upward over the entire ten years: one week, 

toothpaste, the next macaroni, and the next, local foodstuff. The price of new vehicles, 

and even a new tire for an old vehicle, quickly rose beyond middle-class salaries 
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because wages and salaries were controlled. The 1989 riots against structural 

adjustment marked a moment of desperation before a new set of accommodating forces 

set in. In the 1990s, a flood of low-quality goods from all over the world poured into 

consumer markets. By the mid-199s, with the currency deeply devalued and the 

collaborative relationship between the military state and major economic actors deeply 

corrupt, the value registers seemed in profound disarray.” (Guyer 2004:85) 

 

As noted in the last chapter, Nigeria is a classic example of a declined postcolonial state, 

and the description above highlights the economic consequences of this process of 

decline. Culturally this has created a vigilant skepticism in economic transactions, with 

Nigerians always wary against being duped and sold inauthentic products. All this serves 

to highlight both the motivations for avoiding state and corporate institutions, as well as 

the high levels of trust required in the phone credit system. One must buy credit and then 

send the PIN number to someone else by text without loading the credit immediately and 

receiving the reassurance of the confirmatory signal that the network generates upon 

accepting the face value of the plastic recharge card.40  

 Similarly, the receiving party B in possession of the PIN number that needs to be 

converted  back to cash, has to do so via another trusting relationship. This relationship 

is driven by the practical fact that the street side entrepreneur, who is selling phone 

                                                 
40 The Guyer reference above serves as a backdrop against which the activity described in this section has 

evolved. The interesting point to note is that trust relationships have developed inspite of this history. 

Why? In my observation of Nigerian society, it has come to my attention that while most Nigerians are 

skeptical of official institutions, they are usually willing to trust each other especially since most trading 

relationships are viewed as somewhat exclusive. If one buys credit from a particular individual, it is 

assumed that one is now a “customer” and as such when the good or service is required again, the 

“customer” is supposed to return, provided he or she has been treated fairly. Traders in market places greet 

returning clients with exclaims of “Welcome my customer!”. 
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services on the network, has no need whatsoever to purchase credits from party B. Said 

entrepreneur would only be financially motivated to do so if party B sells the credit at a 

value lower than the face value of the credit, thus saving the entrepreneur money. 

However, doing so would not be in party B’s interest as that would mean a loss of 

potential value from the credit exchange. Thus party B establishes a relationship with the 

entrepreneur and it is upon this relationship that the transaction is completed. Such an act 

may or may not be interpreted as a favor from entrepreneur to client. In a reversal of the 

trust that party A has extended to the sellers of the credit, the buyer of the credit from 

party B usually loads the credit in the presence of party B before handing over cash and 

completing the circle of exchange.  

Thus by selling the credit on the receiving end, the mobile phone user leverages 

the distributed network of telecom service resellers and takes advantage of their existing 

recurring need to recharge their account. It should also be noted that at present, there is 

nothing adversarial about this practice. The mobile operators are paid for their services, 

the credit is purchased and sold legally, and the text message used to send the 

information is charged at normal rates. In Nigeria mobile operators and banks have 

designed financial products in an effort to channel some of the resources their way, by 

offering similar services but with a substantial transaction cost. However these products 

have not caught on with the mobile phone using public, perhaps because they are 

undermined by this practice which appears to have been spontaneously developed by 

mobile phone users in Nigeria. With a transactional cost that approaches zero this 

practice is widely employed across the nation. Interestingly, similar practices have been 
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observed elsewhere in countries that have historically been less wealthy than some 

western countries (HBLWTSWCs).  

Jan Chipchase of Nokia in his presentation at the 2007 TED conference mentions 

a similar practice observed in Uganda called “Sente” which is functionally similar to the 

Nigerian practice, but appears to be limited to low income communities. Sente usually 

incurs a 10-20% transactional cost and does not use text messages to send the “credit”, 

rather in Chipchase’s telling, wealthy urbanites call the local phone kiosk operator in the 

village and read out the credit details. The local kiosk operator loads the credit, takes out 

10% and pays out the balance to the member of the village indicated by the wealthy 

surburbanite.41 The Kenyans have the M-Pesa42 system which has proved hugely 

popular. M-Pesa, unlike the Nigerian example which appears to be a fully emergent 

practice, was introduced and marketed as a service provided by the mobile operators – 

Safricom and Vodafone. M-Pesa users treat their M-Pesa accounts like traditional bank 

accounts with which they can make both deposits and withdrawals. M-Pesa also allows 

subscribers in the urban areas to send money to the rural areas of Kenya. The M-Pesa 

service is targeted primarily at the un-banked, pre-paid mobile subscribers and by all 

accounts has been highly successful with over three and a half million subscribers in a 

little over a year of its introduction. South Africa has the WIZZIT service and The 

Philippines have a service called G-Cash. M-Pesa, WIZZIT and G-Cash are all services 

offered by specific mobile phone operators in the countries wherein they operate. In 
                                                 
41 In his 2007 presentation TED conference Jan Chipchase mentions similar uses of Sente in avoiding 

armed robbery. http://www.ted.com/talks/jan_chipchase_on_our_mobile_phones.html (Last accessed June 

2009) 
42 The M prefix usually stands for “mobile” and it is common to affix it to services associated with mobile 

phones. 
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some cases, these m-payment services are run with the involvement of the banking 

sector, and thus are a part of the formal economy. Furthermore, in all the examples of m-

finance where the system originated from the operators, each user is billed per 

transaction.43  

In contrast, the money transfer practice in Nigeria appears to have a zero 

transactional cost in scenarios like the one described above; though without further 

extensive surveys, it is impossible to rule out alternative scenarios where this may not be 

the case. In the interviews I conducted into this practice of sending money, I repeatedly 

raised the issue of transaction cost asking people who had actually effected transfers this 

way if they had lost money in the transfer process, and in all instances, they responded 

negatively. There is however one structural disadvantage that the Nigerian system has, 

as the very informality of the practice and its isolation from formal financial institutions 

results in severe limitations on the liquidity of the digitized money. While in the form of 

“credit”, the money is literally frozen and cannot be utilized in any financial transaction 

without being converted back to cash - unlike many of the corporate transactional 

systems described above which allow their clients to utilize their money in various ways 

while it is in digital form. Of course, this can sometimes be an advantage. For example, 

while undertaking interstate travel, the inaccessibility of the money means that one can 

convert cash into credit and travel surreptitiously with the PIN numbers – a practice that 

prevents armed individuals from forcefully stealing the money during the journey; a 

situation that is unfortunately all too familiar to Nigerian road travelers. Upon arrival at 

                                                 
43 See Omae (2008) The Transformational Potential of M-Transactions for a succinct review of these 

systems. 
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one’s destination the process is inverted, and the cash is withdrawn from the system. 

Finally, being a completely informal practice, it bypasses the monitoring of the formal 

economy – a point that may be problematic or preferable depending on one’s point of 

view. .  But whether one views the informality as a negative or positive, the important 

feature is that the system arose spontaneously, unlike M-Pesa, WIZZIT and G-Cash. The 

spontaneous emergence of a system which required formal operators in many other 

nations suggests that there may be something about Nigerian culture itself that is 

conducive to appropriation. We have already seen hints of that in the first chapter’s 

discussion of appropriation in Nigerian music and drama, and we will return to this 

theme later.  

The next act of constitutive appropriation that we will examine is one that 

involved the configuration of the Nigerian mobile network.  

 

3.4 Configuring a “Nigerian” Mobile Network 

This is an engineering story, and yet it is not acultural. It is of necessity different because 

it takes place in Nigeria. The same story could not be told in France or even in South 

Africa. It requires seeing the mobile system from a situated and privileged viewpoint – 

that of a “core network” engineer. It is important to qualify the kind of engineer because 

there are different types of engineering work involved in making any mobile system 

function. The engineers we are concerned with here are responsible for maintaining the 

“core network”. They specify, build and optimize all the elements in the switching 

subsystem, also known as the “core network”. These elements include the Mobile 
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Switching Centers (MSC), Base Station Controllers (BSC), the Home and Visitor 

Location Registers (HLR and VLR) and other specialized network equipment. Below is 

a diagram of a typical mobile telephone system network topology, showing the elements 

listed above. The core network elements are encircled. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Typical Network Topology Showing elements in the Core Network 

 

The “core network” is named thus because it is the heart of the mobile telephony 

network. The elements outside the circle are the Base Transceiver Stations (BTS) and 

individual mobile terminals – phones (users are not shown on diagram as they are not 

typically indicated in diagrams of this sort that engineers utilize). Individual mobile 

phones communicate with the BTS which is best described as the interface between 
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mobile phones and the network. The BTS is primarily a collection of transmitters and 

receivers which communicate with individual phones. BTSs have limited local 

intelligence and are directed and controlled by the BSC. Base Station Controllers (BSCs) 

monitor and control several BTSs and are in turn monitored and controlled by a Mobile 

Switching Center (MSC) which is the primary controller and processing hub of the 

network. If a wireless network can be described as having a heart and or brain, the MSC 

would fulfill both functions. The other elements in the diagram are ancillary and work as 

supportive agents to the MSC. The Home Location Register (HLR) is a database system 

of sorts that stores information about individual subscriber’s identities. The Visitor 

Location Register (VLR) is a similar system that caters to visitors to the network (for 

example roaming “guests” from other countries). This simplified diagram leaves out a 

number of elements because they are not necessary to the telling of the tale.  

In order to appreciate the story, it is important to know a little of how a mobile 

telephony network handles calls. Telephone calls on GSM mobile networks are 

complicated things. Each call requires a number of operations and generates multiple 

messages between the phone and the rest of the network. When a mobile user dials a 

number, the network sends information back and forth in order to setup and make 

available a voice channel that will carry the conversation between both parties to the 

call. This setting up process involves database lookups to determine the last known 

position of the party being dialed in order to get the phone on the other end to ring. All 

this activity on the network is called signaling traffic differentiated from voice traffic 

which is traffic that is billable and thus earns money for the mobile operator. Signaling 

traffic is a continuous phenomenon, occurring in the background,   because as long as a 
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mobile phone is switched on, it is required to constantly update the network on its 

geographical location and status. However, signaling traffic intensifies when a call is in 

the process of being placed.  

In conversations with radio and network engineers at MTN, I learnt that when it 

came to configuring the mobile network in Nigeria, the traditional rules that were 

invoked as standard and conventional failed miserably. Following generally accepted 

rules and practices, MTN designed and configured their network to handle the specified 

number of users that they had taking into account, geography of the coverage area, 

frequency selection, the size of each cell, and other important variables. However, the 

network that resulted from the outcome of this design quickly ran into problems as 

crucial sections of the core network quickly became saturated and acted as bottlenecks to 

the flow of traffic, bringing the network quickly to its knees. These problems elicited 

complaints from users all over the country and in response, the Nigerian Communication 

Commission (NCC) put pressure on MTN. In response MTN stopped accepting new 

subscribers while they tried to figure out the root cause of the problems.  

As I reconstructed their efforts over the course of multiple interviews, a picture 

of what they were up against emerged. It turns out that mobile users in Nigeria behave 

very differently from mobile users elsewhere, and it was this behavior that made all the 

old rules of dimensioning (an engineering term that refers to the process of generating 

specifications based on particular constraints) the network irrelevant. As the engineers 

responsible for dimensioning the BSCs in the network quickly discovered, though the 

manufacturer specified particular BSCs as capable of managing a certain number of 

BTSs, if one did indeed load the recommended number of BTSs on the BSCs, the result 
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was a non-functional network. The solution was over-dimensioning (going beyond the 

standard recommended values) the network. This was achieved by using more BSCs, 

and fewer BTSs per BSC, increasing the number of MSCs and upgrading the data-link 

communication channels between core network elements (represented in the diagram by 

solid lines, the radio connections are represented by dotted lines). It was only after these 

substantial and expensive changes that the network was sufficiently robust and capable 

of handling the traffic that Nigerian users generated. In the words of the Chief 

Technology Officer (CTO), the pre-eminent engineer in the company…  

 

“What is really strange in Nigeria is that we have a very high busy hour call 

attempt…Whereas in a country like South Africa and a lot of other developed nations 

you see between 1 and 1.5 busy hour call attempts, the average here is about 3.6 or 3.9” 

 

Another statement that he made, 

 

“In Nigeria what you find is that subscribers have quite short Mean Hold Times. 19 

seconds for outgoing calls and 32 seconds for incoming calls.” 

 

I quickly learnt that these two indices - Mean Holding Time (MHT) and Busy Hour Call 

Attempts (BHCA) are ways of describing mobile phone user behavior. They also have a 

tremendous impact (at least in Nigeria) on the way the networks are designed. The index 

on the MTN network was woefully small and measured in seconds, whereas European 

indices are usually measured in minutes. MHT reflects the average amount of time users 

spend on a call. Nigerian MTN users stay on the phone for an average of roughly 19 

seconds per call.  In essence, they spend a very short time on the phone speaking if they 

initiate the call, and roughly one and a half times as long if they receive the call. This 
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discrepancy between time spent when receiving a call and time spent when making a call 

may be explained in some measure by the fact that the policy of mobile phone billing in 

Nigeria is the same as in Europe – calling party pays - the effect of this is that the party 

placing the call shoulders the entire cost and the party on the receiving end pays nothing. 

Contrast this with US mobile phone billing policy where both parties pay irrespective or 

who places or receives calls. 

Busy Hour Call Attempts (BHCA) is a teletraffic measure that represents the 

number of calls attempted at the busiest hour of the day by all users. In experiential 

terms, a BHCA of 3.9 means that Nigerian subscribers at the busiest hour of the day, 

when confronted with a busy signal, will retry four more times before giving up.44 

“Developed Nation” (in the words of the MTN CTO) users on the other hand, upon 

receiving a busy signal, would usually try just one more time and then give up. 

Interpreting both indices a picture emerges of the “average user” during peak periods.45 

The average Nigerian mobile phone user only stays on the phone for nineteen seconds 

                                                 
44 Nigerian mobile users may be so persistent because they experience busy signals frequently. These busy 

tones are usually arise as a result of network congestion. In that case, retrying the number can sometimes 

work. Unfortunately, this leads to a self-reinforcing positive feedback cycle where once someone tries a 

number unsuccessfully, recieves a busy signal and tries again, the person generates congestion for other 

network users and they responding by copying the same behavior  and the cycle self perpetuates. Going 

solely on personal experience, in the US busy signals are so rare that they are usually indicative of 

something consequential to one’s ability to place the call like the other party being engaged on another 

line. In other words, one could say that Nigerian mobile users interpret busy signals as, not available right 

now try again  (right away), while US mobile users interpret busy signals as, not available, try later.  

Perhaps when busy signals fall below a certain threshold, Nigerian mobile users will lower their BHCAs. 
45 Of course, said “average user” is a fiction generated by these numbers. In reality, Nigerian citizens vary 

widely in their use of mobile technology, with some users spending much longer on calls, and other 

spending shorter amounts of time on calls. For more on the construction of both users and non-users, see 

Sally Wyatt (2003) 
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once connected. If the line is busy, said user tries immediately to make another call and 

if unsuccessful, keeps on trying at least four more times. As has been mentioned 

previously, each time a call is initiated, the network needs to locate the mobile phone of 

the receiving party (which it does by querying its databases), and then actively select and 

devote voice channel resources to the call. All this requires substantial processing by the 

MSC and utilizes valuable bandwidth as messages travel back and forth amongst the 

various network elements in their effort to accomplish this process, which in engineering 

speak is referred to as “call set-up”. These processes utilize the processing capacities of 

the MSC, HLRs and VLRs, even if the call does not go through (i.e. is unsuccessful for 

whatever reason). Taking into account the high BHCA and the low MHT, it is easy to 

see how the network can quickly become saturated, as subscribers who are unable to get 

through, have precious limited resources allocated to them. Then, they keep on trying, 

tying up further network resources, only to get through and spend a short time on the 

phone before making another call.  

The result of following the traditional dimensioning methodology, was that 

though the network could theoretically (here the basis of the theory was the behavior of 

a well known quantity, the average European user) handle all the traffic, the processing 

capacity limit was quickly being reached and very few calls (if any) where being 

successfully routed. MTN had to go back to the drawing board and redesign the network 

( based on the real Nigerian user). This resulted in the network being over-dimensioned 

with respect to the old standard and more MSCs and larger BSCs (utilizing High Speed 

Links between them) became necessary. In engineering vernacular, the traffic profile of 

Nigerian users requires a fundamentally different kind of network.  
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MTN is a large transnational corporation with substantial buying power, and 

because it operates in a relatively small market (there are not that many mobile operators 

in the world), it has much greater input into the design cycle of the businesses from 

which it purchases its equipment. It was therefore inevitable, that the challenges of 

building GSM networks in places like Nigeria were brought to the attention of MTN’s 

suppliers – in this case the Swedish global telecommunication giant Ericsson. 

Observations about the “strange behavior” of Nigerian users were communicated to 

Ericsson by MTN.  Ericsson and other core network equipment manufacturers have 

developed new designs for these devices (based on blade server architecture) that allow 

their end users (the mobile operators) to upgrade specific portions of the hardware.46  

As an example of constitutive appropriation that we can label “Adaptation”,47 

this example highlights the importance of paying attention to the dualism of production 

and consumption. It is true that the MTN engineers were in many respects the designers 

of the mobile network, however, it is also true that the Ericsson representatives I spoke 

with in distant London, saw and spoke of them as their users. The MTN network 
                                                 
46 I tried in vain to establish direct causal links between the concerns of organizations like MTN about the 

need to “over-dimension” their networks, and the new initiatives by Ericsson to introduce new product 

architecture that allows for specific upgrades where required. I visited Ericsson offices in London and 

Lagos,  and in the course of conversations with various engineers and project managers, I was able to 

establish that the design cycle directly utilized user (here the users are the mobile operators) feedback, but 

there were other considerations that led to these substantial changes, including advances in computer 

hardware technology. In other words they were hesitant to fully attribute their new design decisions to the 

kinds of user feedback described here. They did however concede that “emerging markets” like those in 

Africa were crucial to their ongoing success and as such their needs were influential in the decision 

making process. 
47 This is a case of adaptation (in Eglash’s parlance), as the solution to the unprecedented traffic profile of 

Nigerian users was to utilize latent functionality in the network devices leading to the creation of a new 

unprecedented network. 
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engineers when faced with unprecedented mobile-user behavior (in the form of unique 

traffic profiles, short mean call times and a high BHCA) adapted by deploying core 

network elements in new configurations ignoring standard rules of network design. Even 

more interestingly, by problematizing the different aspects of MSC design (i.e. 

processing capacity versus switching capacity), they catalyzed new designs that called 

for scalable processing power of MSCs – affecting the design of future individual 

mobile-network components (MSCs and BSCs). Here again, by avoiding an explicit 

focus on marginality, constitutive appropriation allows the analysis to include engineers. 

The third case of constitutive appropriation we will turn to is one that is less 

about use practices and more about cultural interpretation. 

 

3.5 Flashing / Beeping 

The final case is about a practice that is termed “flashing” in Nigeria. Elsewhere in the 

world it has been referred to as “beeping”.48 To flash, a user calls another user and then 

drops the phone after the other party’s phone has recorded the “flash” by ringing at least 

once, sometimes longer. Flashing is a simple communication act that utilizes the mobile 

network to reach out and virtually “touch” another albeit by means of a fairly narrow 

band communication. Though deceptively simple, it works because it takes advantage of 

a number of structural elements present in the design of mobile telephony systems. First, 

flashing uses the ability of mobile networks to locate other phones and ring them. Also, 

                                                 
48 Donner (2008) explores the widespread nature of this practice. He identifies similar practices in Finland, 

Ghana, Sri Lanka, India, Indonesia and Jamaica. 
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because digital networks transmit the identity of the calling subscriber, when the 

network rings the other phone it provides it with the number of the party doing the 

flashing. Provided the person being flashed has the “flasher’s” number in their address 

book, the phone records a “missed call” from the flasher. Thus flashing also takes 

advantage of the design of mobile phones themselves utilizing their ability to record 

missed calls to communicate between two people.  

Flashing is like a virtual tap on the shoulder from one user to another, or slap on 

the back if you may. Very similar to the “ping” feature on Facebook, where users can 

virtually reach out and ping each other, or the “buzz” feature in some Instant Messaging 

applications, in Nigeria, mobile phone users flash each other. A flash can be endowed 

with contextual meaning – it may signify “I am thinking of you”. At other times, it may 

be the simple outcome of network congestion and be exactly what mobile phone 

programming proclaims it to be – a missed call.  

I noticed this type of user behavior very often during my fieldwork. Kunle and 

Tosin (not their real names) were two friends that engaged in this often. I observed the 

practice multiple times while I was interviewing Tosin. As he went about his daily 

activities, his phone would ring and then quickly fall silent. When this happened, he 

would pick it up and note whom the “missed call” was from. Incorrectly misinterpreting 

the flashes as “missed calls”, I asked him why he didn’t call the caller back. He 

explained that Kunle was flashing him; something Kunle obviously did multiple times 

during the day. I asked what it meant and was told that Kunle was merely reaching out to 

say “hey” as the day went by. Flashing, when not done accidentally (i.e. a missed call), 

is interpreted contextually. For example, it may be a pre-arranged signal that triggers an 
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event – a number of times when people arranged to pick me up from a location, they 

would flash me when they were five minutes away alerting me to their proximity, 

allowing me ample time to round up whatever it was I was doing and move to the pick-

up location. I found this kind of flashing highly efficient, as it allowed for non-verbal 

and non-textual communication between me and the person driving without being 

disruptive in the way a fully fledged telephone call or text message would be, as flashing 

while driving is as simple as pushing a button.  

In his excellent article The Rules of Beeping: Exchanging Messages Via 

Intentional “Missed Calls” on Mobile Phones, Jonathan Donner of Microsoft Research 

examines similar behavior to what has been described above. Drawing upon interview 

data gathered from Rwandan mobile users, the article examines “beeping” through the 

lens of adaptive structuration theory, after concluding that Rogers (2003) diffusions 

innovations theory is not particularly suited to the analysis because of its focus on how  

 

“…users modify technologies for their own purposes. In the case of beeping, however, 

users have created a set of distinct social practices around the technology, rather than 

altering the technology itself. Thus, a better lens might be adaptive structuration, which 

accounts for complex interplay among individual action, social structures, and 

information and communication technologies.” Donner (2008:9) 

 

I would like to observe here that one strength of the theoretical model of constitutive 

appropriation outlined at the beginning of this chapter, is that it does exactly what 

Donner criticizes Rogers’ diffusions innovation theory of being unable to account for – 

“modifying the technology for their own purpose”, and “creating a set of distinct social 
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practices” can be analyzed in this framework, as both are knowledge generating 

practices, both “producing” new configurations of humans and non-humans.  

Donner’s analysis of “beeping” is nuanced and insightful, utilizing adaptive 

structuration theory to account for the “interplay between users and the technologies 

available to them”. However, it is based upon by a conceptual map in which beeping is a 

practice tied to a particular economic rationality best described by the Zainudeen et al. 

(2006) phrase “telecom use on a shoestring”. For Donner, 

 

“No matter what kinds of [beeping] messages are exchanged-callback, pre negotiated 

instrumental, or relational – the most important point of commonality is the desire to 

lower telecommunications expenses in the face of economic constraint.” Donner 

(2008:10) 

 

Hence, Donner’s analysis cannot explore the possibility of beeping/flashing as an 

emergent phenomenon, based upon a cultural interpretation of new utilizations of socio-

technical resources to actualize a different communicative practice. His conceptual 

understanding of beeping as driven by the cost concerns of rational economic actors 

suffuses Donner’s analysis and thus his exposition of the rules of what he terms 

relational beeping, rule 1 being – “Send Callback Beeps to People with More Money” 

Donner (2008:7).However, Donner is aware of the limitations of his theoretical 

formulation as he acknowledges that there are beeps that appear to be driven from 

concerns other than the financial saving measures. 

 

“…this [Donner’s] study asserts that beeping has a strong cost saving rationale and that 

it may be more popular among people of modest income means. However, anecdotes 

from Africa and India tell of prosperous government ministers and captains of industry 
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engaging in the practice, as well. Apparently the head of India’s Cellular Operators 

association and the chairman of one of India’s largest telecommunications companies 

exchange (pre-negotiated) missed calls when they do not want to disturb each other…” 

Donner (2008:15) 

 

Unlike Donner this dissertation does not accept an a priori frame that utilizes cost 

concerns to explain any of the cases described in this chapter, rooted as it in STS 

sensibilities about theory making accounting for both “rational” and “irrational” 

behavior cf. Bloor (1991). By tying beeping to cost saving rationality, Donner implicitly 

calls into question the rationality of the use of beeping amongst elite and high-income 

earners, which his theory fails to account for. As David Bloor49 so eloquently argued in 

Knowledge and Social Imagery, we should seek for causal explanations that are… 

 

“…impartial with respect to truth and falsity, rationality or irrationality, success or 

failure. Both sides of these dichotomies will require explanation.” Bloor (1991:7) 

 

The challenge therefore is to proffer a theory that is sufficiently robust in explanatory 

ability to simultaneously account for what Donner observed as “beeping” amongst 

people of modest means, and also for the observance of the same practice amongst the 

elites.  

                                                 
49 Bloor was warning against assuming the “obvious truth” that social explanations for science only matter 

when an error is introduced. Thus Blondlot’s illusory N-rays were explained as the result of social forces 

(the French desire for fame following defeat in the Franco-Prussion war) but Röntgen’s X-rays were 

purely scientific rationality. Here I am appropriating Bloor’s caveat to prevent us from assuming “obvious 

truths” about the economic rationality of individuals in our explanations of technosocial behavior. Perhaps 

more importantly, economic rationality itself can be seen as a cultural feature or imperative, just as 

Traweek (1988) characterizes physics as the “culture of no culture.” 
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 I observed in Nigeria that flashing, as opposed to beeping was widespread.50 For 

example, I was enjoined many a time when travelling between destinations to “flash” the 

party I had just left upon arrival at my new destination to inform them I had arrived 

without incident. People routinely asked for flashes from each other for diverse reasons - 

acknowledging arrival, indicating consent to a pre-determined request, showing 

affirmative affection, as a marker of romantic or platonic interest, to name a few reasons 

I was given for indulging in this practice. I also noted that the choice of which 

communication modality to use was an outcome of a complex decision making process 

in which cost was merely one of many variables taken into consideration. For example, 

even when calls were free between users of the same network, they would still flash each 

other instead of calling or sending a text message. This lead to my conclusion that what 

was at stake was not merely the cost, but also the efficiency of the communication 

modality in the decision of whether or not to flash. Lagos, is a very busy city, and time is 

valued highly, when I asked why people flashed instead of calling, mostly they 

responded by letting me know that it was “easier” to flash and that a call would take too 

long, and sending a text message would be too onerous. Of course, people routinely 

                                                 
50 Why Flashing in Nigeria and Beeping in Rwanda? One possible reason why the Nigerian practice is 

called flashing might shed some light on its peculiar widespread nature. Almost ALL cell phones light up 

and then ring and in some cases, may even vibrate when a call is received. However, it is usually possible 

to disable the ringing and vibrate functions but usually impossible to prevent the phone from lighting up 

for a few seconds when an incoming call is detected. As a general rule, as long as a mobile phone is 

switched on it will “flash”(light up) , but it may not “beep” if the ringer has been disabled (for example 

during a meeting, or at a religious meeting when phones are set to silent mode). Flashing is then, 

potentially at least, always possible, while the audible aspect of beeping can be prevented by the receiving 

party. Of course, the phone will register the missed call in its call list, but the immediate visual signifier of 

lighting up – flashing is what informs the receiving party that someone is communicating. 
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resorted to flashing when they were “low on credit”, but there were numerous instances 

where flashing was chosen solely because it was “easier” – which I interpreted as “more 

efficient”. 51  In the example already given about picking someone up while driving, it is 

“easier” for the driver of the vehicle to flash the party being met when five minutes 

away, than it is to call and say “I am five minutes away” or send a text message saying 

the same thing. On arriving at a destination, a flash is also the quickest and most 

effective way of communicating “I have arrived”.  

In summary, as I spent time observing the practice, it became clearer that 

flashing was viewed in Lagos as just another modality of mobile communication – much 

like sending a text message (texting) or placing a call (calling). Flashing was another 

way of communicating amongst two mobile users. The decision to flash, had over time 

become to be perceived no differently than the decision to place a call or send a text. It 

would be ignorant to ignore the effectively zero cost of flashing as irrelevant to its use, 

but that alone is insufficient to explain the widespread utilization of this communicative 

practice, especially amongst those for whom other modes of communication were 

effectively “free” (some networks allow for free calls amongst their subscribers). It is 

probably undoubtedly true that just as in the Rwandan case, flashing emerged in Lagos 

from a need to communicate when one was low or out of credit. However, it is also true 

that flashing has transitioned from its humble beginnings as a practice undertaken solely 

by lower-income users, into a mainstream utilization of mobile communicative 
                                                 
51 Again it is important to note that this efficiency is not merely a matter of universal economic rationality: 

New York City is even busier than Lagos, and yet flashing is virtually non-existent there. One could say 

that Lagosians have constructed a version of economic rationality that fits their cultural priorities—and 

this is perhaps not a bad way to phrase it—but then the very meaning of “rationality” as a universal is at 

question. 
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resources. If we thus view flashing as an example of adaptation - constitutive 

appropriation where Nigerian mobile users took a network feature that was being used to 

indicate “missed calls”, realized that in the process of doing so, phones always lit up, 

and perceived a parallel use for the feature, adapting it into a highly efficient form of 

non-verbal, low-bandwidth communication, then the mainstreaming of flashing is 

comprehensible. Indeed, after returning to the US, I found myself “flashing” other 

family members in certain circumstances where a flash was sufficient and adequate to 

communicate my intent. Why didn’t flashing catch on in the US and Europe? Since the 

capability has been present there long before it was available in Africa, and US and 

European societies have low-income populations in which the economic motivations are 

present, the fact that it has not yet emerged suggests again that this is at least partly a 

culturally specific behavior. This hypothesis not only has consequences for STS, but also 

for African studies. Many scholars in African studies posit that the claim for 

commonality across different African nations and ethnic groups has been vastly over-

stated—indeed Mudimbe (1988) titles his text The Invention of Africa. But if there is a 

culturally specific technosocial behavior (flashing) that is common across the African 

continent and relatively rare in other geographic areas, it suggests that at least some 

commonalities are likely present, even if they are more along the lines of Wittgenstein’s 

“family resemblance” than the Afrocentrists’ essentialism (Eglash & Odumosu 2005). 

On the other hand further research may determine that flashing and beeping are 

characteristic of some cultural feature that certain non-African nations can also include. 

For example, in one study groups of American, French and Puerto Rican friends were 

observed in a coffee shop to determine how frequently physical contact occurs. U.S. 
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friends touched each other an average of only twice an hour, French friends touched 110 

times, and Puerto Rican friends touched 180 times (Davis 1999). Anthropologist Ashley 

Montagu made a related observation about Americans waiting for a bus: “While waiting 

for a bus Americans will space themselves like sparrows on a telephone wire, in contrast 

to Mediterranean peoples who will push and crowd together.” (Montagu 1986).  Perhaps 

flashing is most likely when we combine the cultural psychology of a “high touch” 

culture with the economic needs of a disadvantaged population.   

 

3.6 Constitutive Appropriation 

This chapter has focused on different groups of users of the Nigerian mobile phone. 

Examining three different case studies of particular use practices through the concept of 

constitutive appropriation developed here, this chapter attempts to more fully develop 

what it means for Nigerians to appropriate the mobile phone. What is the mobile phone 

becoming in the hands of Nigerians? The first case examined the practice whereby the 

mobile telephony ecosystem is turned into a virtual ATM machine capable of shifting 

money from the real world into the virtual world of credit in one place, and reversing the 

process in another within an astonishingly short period of time. Consequently, Nigerians 

have become people who are extremely comfortable with the interaction of real and 

virtual money/credit and the commensurability of the two, shifting back and forth 

between both registers to avoid being robbed, to send money to those in need, and to pay 

people at a distance.  
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The second case study is an examination of engineering practices in the making of the 

Nigerian mobile telephony network. Here we see that Nigerian engineers and system 

designers encounter the behavior of the actual Nigerian user and determine that a fully 

functional network has to take into account this real user and his or her particular use 

practices. The result is a network that is materially, topologically and instrumentally 

dissimilar to networks of similar size and membership elsewhere in the world. This case 

study goes a step further and reverses the traditional role of engineering system 

designers as solely productive actors, and examines their relationship with the engineers 

and designers of the elements that they use in their work, indicating the possibility that 

the requirements of the real Nigerian user may be affecting the upstream design process 

in a tangible and substantial way. It also buttresses the point made in the previous 

chapter, that not only should mobile telephony systems be understood as culturally 

specific, but also as possessing their own unique material and technical histories.  

 The final case study attempts to situate the practice of “flashing” amongst other 

traditional modalities of mobile phone use culture, and argues that the Nigerian mobile 

user be credited with identifying and utilizing network resources in a manner that creates 

a singularly efficient communication mode. All three cases are theorized from the 

viewpoint of constitutive appropriation.  

The question of which theoretical frame is appropriate to apply to these three 

cases is an apt and relevant one. While it is undoubtedly true that there are a variety of 

theories and approaches that could be applied to these cases, I believe that constitutive 

appropriation is of particular merit for a few reasons. Firstly, it acted as a sensitizing 

concept (as discussed in the first chapter) during field work, my sensitivity to moments 
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of appropriation enabled me to ask relevant questions about practices that were in many 

ways initially uninteresting to my interview subjects. It was only with hindsight as they 

continued regaling me with their stories, that they came to appreciate the uniqueness of 

the practices discussed in the three cases above. Secondly, constitutive appropriation 

enabled me to begin with certain examples of user practices, and work out from there 

“forward” by examining the implications and constitutive nature of such practices, and 

also working “backwards” trying to open up the black box of the technology. This 

flexibility to focus on users and their practice, and work out from there was especially 

useful as a heuristic device working as I was with a technological system which was 

designed and built in completely different social and national communities from the ones 

I was studying. Finally, constitutive appropriation allows the analyst to reverse 

traditional notions of engineering system design as a solely productive process, by 

paying attention to the “user” role that engineers also act out. The best example of this is 

in the second case study, where it is possible to read the changes made by the MTN 

engineers to the network design as being necessary because the traditional design criteria 

were predicated on a particular type of user, and thus presumptions of this typical user 

behavior had been implemented in the very hardware that these engineers had to use. 

The problem the Nigerian engineers ran into was one of processing capacity a problem 

easily solved once the need for variable processing capacity was established and the next 

generation of core network equipment were built in such a way that it was now possible 

to selectively upgrade their processing capacity while leaving the switching capacity 

static. Instead, they had to solve it by effectively upgrading both switching and 
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processing capacities (implement in hardware by using more MSCs and BSCs). The 

analysis of this case is illuminated by the choice of theoretical frame.  

If we return for a moment to Latour’s concept of immutable mobiles, what if 

anything does constitutive appropriation contribute to the question of how to draw things 

together? For Latour, immutable mobiles are inscriptions, things that have the ability to 

“force others to go out of their ways”. These objects are semiotic and material at the 

same time. The GSM standard can be described in these terms, as it does “force others to 

go out of their ways” (see  techno-agency in 2.8 above) however as Arrigo & Williams 

(2006) argue,  

 

“…immutable mobiles, being hybrid assemblages, are never completely immutable. 

Once assembled, once ‘drawn together,’ they will, as an encircled consistency, continue 

to circulate across the network, but simultaneously, its inherent gaps and contradictions 

will start cutting across the immutable mobile and scatter its fragments through the 

network. Both the encircled consistency as well as the fragments will become part of the 

network and will thus end up as parts of yet other hybrid assemblages or as yet other 

extensions in or through which actors produce knowledge as well as themselves. 

Latour’s immutable mobiles in a way, are what appears when actors draw together, or 

assemble, things from the network.” Arrigo & Williams (2006:112) 

 

The network that Arrigo & Williams refer to is an actor-network of humans and non-

humans. The critical insight is that immutable mobiles are themselves heterogeneous, 

comprising multiple elements that can shaken loose and incorporated into the actor 

network leading to the formation of new assemblages. This is an apt description of the 

constitutive appropriation process. The import is that immutable mobiles, are not just 

mutable, but are also subject to reconfiguration into new assemblages of things 
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(technology) with new characteristics that may or may not enable the assemblage to 

“travel”. 

In conclusion, this chapter extends the overarching argument of the dissertation. 

By focusing on the minutiae on the appropriation process, constitutive appropriation 

illuminates what individual Nigerians are becoming with the advent of the mobile phone, 

while simultaneously highlighting the formation of the “Nigerian” mobile phone. The 

next chapter will examine the how mobile telephony is articulated and debated on the 

national stage and the influence of these debates on the national discourse. 
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4. Quality of Service – Articulating the Public Good  

 

“The object of politics, then, is not a goal that is in the minds of subject – not a matter of 

preferences, interest and plans – but what circulates in an association that has an 

appropriate constitution and is understood as an aim for praxis.” – Gerard de Vries, 

2007 

 

While the previous chapter focused on how different groups of individuals appropriate 

the mobile phone, the examination in this chapter is focused on appropriation at the 

national level. At noted previously, societal appropriation is the macroscopic view of 

constitutive appropriation: just as lay users are to professional designers, Nigeria’s 

deployment of cell phone technology is to the nexus of European governments and 

corporations that created it. At the core of the debate, is what constitutes a “good” 

mobile telephony network in Nigeria? This is not a trivial question. As will be argued in 

the following sections, the very definition of what a “good” mobile network is becomes 

articulated by the debate itself. At different periods in the history of the Nigerian mobile, 

the national debate is concerned about different aspects of the mobile telephony network 

and the locus of concern, or rather, the object of concern provides a viewpoint from 

which we may point to the contours of the popular imagining of a “good” mobile 

network. At the very onset of the introduction of mobile phones, the debate was about 

the immediate availability of mobile phones, and it was a “good” thing that anyone who 

wanted one and could afford it was able to get one. Over time though, the concern 

shifted to price and the needs of low-income users. As mobiles became readily 

affordable even to the poorest Nigerians, the public debates became centered on different 
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issues, interconnectivity (the difficulty of placing a call to a party on a different 

network), the cost of airtime, warranty on phones, congestion on the various networks, 

network outages and a myriad of other issues. A number of these concerns became 

associated with the label “quality of service”. This chapter tracks the emergence of this 

political object (quality of service) over the time period of when the field research was 

being conducted, and examines how different political actors articulate quality of service 

and seek to influence the national debate. We begin though with a reprise of the 2007 De 

Vries / Latour debates about tracking the political in the politics of technology, with an 

aim towards establishing a framework for interpreting the various newspaper and 

magazine articles, advertisements, blog postings and official state documents that 

constitute the material for the following analysis. 

 

 

4.1 Subpolitics 

In his highly important 2007 paper What is Political in Sub-politics? Gerard de Vries 

lays out the argument for a different conception of “politics” as praxis. Utilizing the 

notion of “sub-politics”52 the idea that, 

 

“Definitions of the common good, concrete policies and decision that may affect large 

bodies of the population are debated and set outside state-related political institutions 

and arenas, for example in research laboratories and in conferences where experts from 
                                                 
52 A term introduced by Ulrich Beck as a corrective to the Weberian view of politics as always being 

concerned with the state. For Beck, politics in the wake of ‘reflexive modernization’ is ‘generalized’ and 

‘dispersed’. Beck (1992, 1997) 
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non-governmental organizations (NGOs), civil servants and elected politicians meet” de 

Vries (2007:782) emphasis added 

 

De Vries identifies two standard STS responses to the problem of subpolitics. 53 The first 

being to “bring politics back to where it was supposed to belong,” for example, the much 

lauded US Office of Technology Assessment and similar institutions introduced in 

Europe, with the aim of reinforcing democratic institutions by infusing the political 

process with expert knowledge. The second reaction, an inverse of the first, was to 

“bring democracy to the sites where subpolitical decisions are made”, exemplified by the 

various processes and structures that seek to increase democratic participation and 

representation – citizen juries and consensus conferences to name but two.54  

For de Vries, these attempts to rectify the challenge posed by subpolitics - while 

laudable and useful in many instances - do little to address the ontological question of 

what exactly is meant by ‘politics’ in these subpolitical spaces? Utilizing a Dutch case 

study of maternal blood screening, de Vries argues that contemporary political 

philosophy is rooted in an identification of the state with sovereignty (and historically 

with the prerogatives of a singular sovereign). Contrasting this view with an Aristotelian 

view of a polis as the natural state of human life not something external to the individual, 

de Vries distinguishes between praxis – actions that are co-extensive with the activities 

themselves, and poiesis – actions undertaken with the intent to produce some external 

                                                 
53 A simple framing of the ‘problem of subpolitics’ is – accepting that Science and Technology are 

inherently ‘political’ in the sense described above, how then can they be made democratic? Hence the 

subtitle of Latour’s (2004) Politics of Nature: How to Bring the Sciences into Democracy 
54 Interestingly, DeVries seems to be unaware of a third thread in STS – Appropriation Studies. By 

documenting the spontaneous emergence of more democratic re-configurations of technological systems 

by users, Appropriation Studies proffers a third solution to the problem of subpolitics. 
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end. Current political philosophy argues the philosopher, is a view of politics as poiesis, 

whereas for Aristotle politics is a matter of praxis.  

 

“Praxis within a polis that aims for ‘the highest good’. This has an immediate 

consequence. Like the ‘good discussion’ we may aim for in a meeting, the ‘highest 

good’, the aim of political praxis, should not be conceived as something that will be 

produced after all the political work is done. ‘The highest good’ is not what we intend to 

bring about when we engage in politics. It is what is articulated in political praxis.” de 

Vries (2007:793)   

 

In the Dutch case, de Vries shows how a focus on the creation of a new object – 

‘prevention of severe birth defects by prenatal screening’, (PBDPS for short), assists in 

identifying the ‘politics’ in the subpolitics of the maternal screening test. 

 

“The researchers were involved in politics because they had translated a wide range of 

conflicting views and interests into a common good (PBDPS) and had set up the 

constitution for a practice in which this object could circulate. For the simple reason 

that their political work took place outside the official institutions and arenas of state 

politics, we may qualify their role as a ‘subpolitical’ one.” de Vries (2007:798) 

 

Utilizing the same measure, he differentiates between actors involved in subpolitical 

activities from actors that at first glance may appear to be contributing to the discourse, 

but cannot truly be said to be engaging in subpolitics based on the above articulation of 

the ontology of subpolitical (i.e. whether or not they were explicitly involved in 

addressing and articulating the political object PBDPS). De Vries thus proposes a 

political theory that is concerned with political objects not necessarily subjects and the 

object/goal of their “politics”.  
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In his comment on the article, Bruno Latour (2007) substitutes the term “object” 

for one favored by Noortje Marres (2007), who interpreting and summarizing the 

pragmatist philosopher John Dewey offers the phrase, – “issues and their trajectories”. 

Latour argues that STS’s contribution to subpolitics, is the realization that ‘politics has 

always been issue-oriented’ Latour (2007:815). For Latour (and Marres would probably 

agree), 

 

“Whatever the term one wishes to use – object, thing, gathering, concern – the key move 

is to make all definitions of politics turn around the issues instead of having the issues 

enter into a ready-made political sphere to be dealt with.” Latour (2007:815) 

 

While Latour is correct in identifying de Vries’ formulation of subpolitics as “issue” 

based, he fails to address de Vries’ notion of praxis, the articulation of the “public 

good”, the mechanics of creating the “political object”, or the transformation of said 

political “object” – this final measure in particular, being the yardstick that de Vries 

proposes that we utilize in measuring political engagement. It appears that in his effort to 

interpret de Vries work in a way that amplifies his own, Latour misses a few crucial 

points of what de Vries is proposing. While it is true that “the issues deserve more 

merit”, de Vries most important contribution is in proposing a clear condition for 

identifying the “political” in subpolitics. For de Vries, for an action to be viewed as 

political,  it  has to be involved in praxis, (i.e. translating and articulating the “public 

good”). This is the real subversive component of the philosopher’s piece. 

Whereas, the previous chapter was concerned with examining specific usage 

practices through the lens of appropriation, this chapter resets the analytical gaze to a 

scale that is wider in scope. Following de Vries’ lead, the discussion below is focused on 
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tracing the political trajectory of the mobile phone in Nigeria by focusing on one 

particular sub-political object as it is re-created, articulated and re-imagined in the 

theatre of Nigerian mobile phone discourse. Unlike de Vries’ Dutch case study, the issue 

that we will follow is an actor category which, by the end of my fieldwork, had not yet 

achieved closure but rather, continues to remains a locus of fierce contestation. The 

objective of this chapter is to examine the various political-discursive actions undertaken 

by the stakeholders, and how they imagine the ‘public good’. The operational definite of 

politics employed here is straight from de Vries’ piece. An action is political when it 

“translates a wide range of views and interest into a common good”. 

 

4.2 From ‘Poor Network’ to ‘Quality of Service’ 

When I arrived in Lagos in the fall of 2006 to conduct a preliminary survey of the field, 

a large majority of the city’s population had embraced mobile phones and the devices 

were ubiquitous by the fall of 2006, some five years after the GSM license auction. 

However, the simple act of placing a call was a difficult proposition as I quickly 

discovered. At certain times of the day, it was next to impossible to get through to 

anyone if they were using a different service provider. This was true especially if speech 

was the preferred means of communication; text messages got through reliably.55 I learnt 

                                                 
55 In the previous chapter, a plausible explanation for this was presented. One possible interpretation is that 

service providers initially designed their networks based on internationally acceptable criteria (which 

happened to be predicated on particular user behavior), however, faced with a different type of traffic 

profile, they updated their best practices, and by March of 2008, things had gotten substantially better. 

Text messages use different channels and thus were not impacted by users constantly attempting to place 

voice calls. 
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to be cognizant of the service provider of the people I attempted to contact on the phone. 

Calling someone who used the same service provider tended to be much easier than 

trying to reach someone who used a different service provider. It was this fact, I believe 

that lead so many people to carry multiple phones; one for each service provider. At that 

time, the colloquial term used to describe this frustrating situation was “poor network” 

or “bad network”. For example, if I was unable to make a scheduled call with someone, 

upon reaching them later I would explain that “the network was bad”, or “the network is 

poor in this area” (implying that poor network performance can be attributed to 

geographical location).  At that time in 2006 the prevailing complaint of most of the 

people I encountered was “interconnection”. These interconnection problems 

represented the bulk of the discontent of 2006 Nigerian mobile-users. This is not to 

imply that there were no difficulties with placing calls to users with the same service 

provider, just that the focus was on the various mobile networks being able to “talk” 

with each other. In other words, the standard by which individual Nigerian mobile users 

determined if the 2006 mobile network was a “good” one was their ability to place calls 

to people on other networks. Upon my return to Lagos in 2007 and 2008, the story had 

changed substantially; almost every individual mobile user and decision maker I spoke 

with referred to “quality of service” as the object of concern. Most people made 

statements like “we need to improve the quality of service.” There was no longer any 

mention of “interconnection” problems, and when I raised the issue, I was told 

“Interconnection is no longer a problem, quality of service is what we need to solve 
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now”.56 Indeed, the “interconnection problem” had ceased to be salient. Perhaps 

buttressing the point by Noortje Marres, no issue, no politics!  

By 2008, Quality of Service (QoS) had become the new interconnection. The 

House of Representatives was threatening draconian laws over the issue, promising to 

pass laws preventing the operators from accepting new customers until the issue had 

been fully laid to rest. The Nigerian Communications Commission (NCC) began to float 

the idea of imposing fines as a response to the QoS crisis, and the telecommunication 

companies were taking out full page advertisements in the newspapers, apologizing to 

the public for the poor quality of service even while attributing blame to the poor 

national infrastructure. What did all these parties mean when they used the term quality 

of service? Where they all talking about the same thing? If, as this chapter argues, QoS 

was, and still is, a site of subpolitical activity, what was the public good being 

articulated? 

 

4.3 Tracing ‘QoS’ 

 The first textual reference to QoS appears in the official government document that 

established the Nigerian Communications Commission – The Nigerian Communications 

Commission Decree of 1992, Section 1(d) 

 
                                                 
56 To buttress this point, the first volume of the Consumer Parliament Review (a publication of the NCC) 

published in May 2004  has only a technical reference to quality of service in written statements by the 

Executive Vice Chairman. On the other hand a substantial portion of the document is dedicated to 

discussing ‘Interconnectivity Blues’ and addressing the interconnectivity problems, including, an NCC 

mandate announcing new interconnectivity rates. None of the other participants even mention QoS. 
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“to protect licensees and the pubic[sic] from unfair conduct of other providers of 

telecommunications services, with regard to the quality of service and to the payment of 

tariffs:” 

 

Here QoS is presented as something that could conceivably be threatened by the “unfair 

conduct of other telecommunication providers” and is important enough to the public 

interest, that it is decreed that the NCC protect the public “in regard to”’ it. This is a very 

narrow definition of quality of service, (i.e. something could somehow be degraded, 

mainly by the unfair conduct of a few contrary telecommunication providers). The view 

of quality of service that is operative here is one where the telecommunications sector is 

portrayed as a “commons”, subject to the same tragedy that all commons are susceptible 

to - namely that individual decisions lead to the destruction of the open access commons, 

and government intervention is necessitated to prevent mutually assured destruction of 

the valuable resource.57 The law is unfortunately, not very detailed about what this 

protection would involve.  

The 1992 act was developed during the dark years of military dictatorship. 

Subsequently, upon a return to democracy, the law was repealed and set aside by a new 

act written in 2003. Of course by 2003, the NCC had already successfully carried out the 

GSM license auction and was widely perceived as an exemplary government institution. 

As such, one would imagine that it would have had a substantial role in shaping the 2003 

act. The article that concerns the QoS controversy is found in chapter seven (the chapter 

that deals with consumer affairs), section 104(a) of the 2003 act. 

                                                 
57 For a nuanced argument against Garrett Hardin’s 1968 Tragedy of the commons article, see Ostrom & 

Field (1999).  
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‘104. All service providers shall, in respect of their specific services –  

(a) meet such minimum standards of quality of service as the Commission may from 

time to time specify and publish;’  

(b) deal reasonably with consumers; and 

(c) adequately address consumer complaints. Nigerian Communications Act (2003) 

 

Of note is the obvious difference between the 2003 and 1992 legislation. Whereas the 

1992 act defined quality of service as something that needed to be maintained and 

protected by government oversight, the 2003 act defines quality of service as an 

objective standard that all mobile operators are capable of meeting. Furthermore, by 

situating this definition in the consumer affairs section (a section that did not exist in 

1992 when the military were in control of the affairs of state) and making it one out of 

three points that speak to the relationship between mobile service providers and 

consumers (citizens), the 2003 act places the definition of quality of service on a 

qualitatively different set of assumptions about the possibilities of life in the mobile 

telephony era. It appears to be taken for granted that it is possible to envision a future 

where service providers are held accountable to the consumers by meeting the 

government derived standards for quality of service, dealing reasonably with consumers 

and adequately addressing their complaints.  

A large amount of this difference is of course, rooted in the different political 

environments in which each was written – military dictatorship on one hand, and a 

constitutionally based democracy on the other. This short section on quality of service of 

the 2003 act became the basis for a number of aggressive policies that the NCC argued it 

was bound to purse in its consumer protection role. How did QoS change from a side 
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note in 1992 to the primary political issue in Nigerian mobile telephony in 2008? I 

attempt to reconstruct the chronological evolution of QoS here.  

In response to public agitation about the poor experiences of mobile phone use 

(driven in large part by the Telecommunications Consumer Parliament – which is 

discussed in detail in the next chapter), the NCC in May of 2006 sent a letter to all the 

mobile operators proposing to begin measuring QoS. These measurements were to be 

based on indicators that the commission had determined best represented an adequate 

level of QoS. The letter did not arouse much reaction from the mobile operators. 

However as members of the public continued to complain about missed calls, dropped 

calls, ‘poor network’ and problems with loading credit on their phones, pressure 

mounted on the NCC to address these issues. Between May and June of 2007, things 

came to a head, and the NCC wrote to each mobile service provider, giving them seven 

days to comply with the aforementioned published QoS indicators.  

The indicators that the NCC had published in 2006 called for quarterly reporting 

using a table created expressly for this purpose. The table was filled with standardized 

measures defined by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). These 

measures included Call Completion Rate (CCR) and Answer Seizure Ratio (ASR) – two 

measure that attempt to objectively determine how many calls placed by customers 

actually get through to their intended parties. Also included were indicators designed to 

measure the effectiveness of customer care centers, for example, measuring how long 

customers were kept on hold when they called (a baseline of 2 minutes was 

recommended). Finally, the report required the collection of statistical data on recharge 
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card loading errors. All these problems had elicited vociferous public protest at the 

Telecoms Consumer Parliament (TCP) meetings. 

It is important to note that by defining QoS as ‘meeting measureable 

benchmarks’ (which is in line with the law), the NCC was simultaneously defining 

QoS as something that was completely controllable by the operators and which they 

were solely responsible for maintaining. In other words, if we view the NCC’s 

position as the primary representative of the state, engaging in political activity, defining 

the public good in terms of a functioning mobile network, not plagued by dropped or 

missed calls, where customer service centers answer within two minutes and are staffed 

by polite and helpful personnel, then we can see how the responsibility for achieving this 

publically useful and good network can be viewed as being the sole responsibility of the 

operators, who are admonished to clean up their act or face punitive action. 58   

 While the letters that the mobile operators sent the NCC in response to the 

notification of the new QoS regime are not publically available, the second round of 

correspondence from the NCC responding to the objections raised by each operator are. 

Each letter begins by invoking Section 104(a) of the 2003 act and then references the 

terms of the license each operator signed on to. While all the letters make interesting 

reading, I shall focus on the communications between the NCC, MTN and Celtel. 

                                                 
58 From an STS perspective it is important not to generalize this to the common claim that establishing 

measureable benchmarks will necessarily benefit the public good. Mooney (2006) for example shows how 

the Bush administration used the supposed lack of a “gold standard” for certain toxic effects as a political 

block against environmentalists. Similar failings have been documented for the Bush administrations’ 

insistence on universal benchmarks for educational achievement under the No Child Left Behind act, 

which critics see as a means to shift public funding to private schools and hence further the Bush 

administrations’ interests in Christian religious influence. What is important in the NCC case is their 

strategic use of benchmarks. 
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4.3.1 MTN and its Response 

In its letter to MTN, dated June 14 2007, the NCC noted that the QoS indicators had 

been published since May 26, 2006, effectively giving MTN over a year to comply with 

them. As such, the NCC proposed to suspend all MTN promotions,59  in effect arguing 

that the problems plaguing the network were attributable to network congestion (i.e. 

MTN had too many subscribers). MTN in return, argued that it was impossible for any 

corporation to comply with the new standards in a mere seven days. It also argued that 

suspending MTN promotions would be anti-competitive and not in the public interest 

(here we see articulated a neo-liberal free market position as being in the public interest). 

Finally, MTN objected to being forced to pay compensation to each subscriber as 

suggested by the NCC. The NCC did not buy any of the arguments and ordered MTN to 

comply fully with the QoS benchmarks. It also ordered a cessation of all promotional 

activities subject to a rolling 30 day review.  

Though MTN took an aggressively contrary position to the NCC, it should be 

noted that by focusing on the punitive measures that would be imposed and arguing for 

more time to gather the information the NCC required, MTN was in effect acquiescing 

to the NCC’s articulation of the public good which placed all the responsibility for non-

compliance directly at the feet of the mobile operators.  

 

                                                 
59 Promotions are programs that mobile operators undertake to attract new customers. For example, they 

may offer free phones, or free calls to other subscribers – these promotions usually last for a limited period 

of time but are usually successful in attracting new customers. 
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4.3.2 Celtel and its Response 

The letter to Celtel began in a similar fashion to the MTN letter and the demands made 

of them were virtually identical. However, Celtel’s response was substantially different. 

Unlike MTN, Celtel attempted to reframe QoS problems by making two claims. First, 

Celtel argued that “contrary to the Commission’s claim, the QoS inadequacies are not 

traceable to recent promotional activities.” As evidence, they presented internal statistics 

of the functioning of their network – “capacity utilization on the Celtel radio and core 

networks has remained within 60% since 2007.”60 In addition, Celtel also argued that 

suspending promotions was inequitable and unjustified. However, the NCC refused to 

accept these arguments and required Celtel to conform to the QoS indicators and ordered 

a cessation of promotional activities (including the program where all calls on Sunday 

were free) subject to a rolling 30 day review.  

In effect, the NCC rejected Celtel’s arguments even in the face of the startling 

statistic that the network was only operating at 60% of capacity. If this was truly the case 

(and there is no reason to believe otherwise), why was QoS so poor? The last chapter 

sheds some light on this very point. MTN engineers had made the similar claim during 

my conversations with them, when they pointed out that during promotional activities 

that encouraged users to use their phones differently, for example free calls after 

midnight, users placed much longer calls and did not continuously attempt to get through 

if they got a busy signal. The net effect was that capacity utilization went up over 90% 

                                                 
60 In light of the analysis in the preceding chapter, this claim by Celtel can be interpreted as potentially 

misleading. As was argued, the bottleneck in Nigerian mobile networks was not capacity, rather, because 

of the unique usage patterns of Nigerian users (traffic profile), the processing abilities of networks were 

compromised long before the limit of switching capacity was reached. 
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with an attendant increase in QoS as a result of changed user behavior. Read in light of 

the discussion in the previous chapter, the MTN engineers were arguing that the 

promotions made Nigerian users behave like their European and South African 

counterparts. Maybe the NCC got it wrong, perhaps what was needed was more 

promotions, not less! 

The important thing to note here is that Celtel attempted to reframe debate, by 

arguing that promotions were not contrary to the running of a good network, indeed, 

they may have contributed positively to a better user experience. However, as both 

Celtel and MTN appeared to accept the NCC’s articulation of a good network as defined 

above, they did little to move the debate forward, and the NCC was not convinced of the 

strength of their arguments. 

 

4.3.3 From immediate causes to remote causes 

Though the NCC did not accept Celtel’s arguments, the exchanges between the 

regulatory body and the operators did have the effect of opening up the black box of 

QoS, by suggesting that perhaps the problem was not as the NCC had first defined it.61 

In June 2007, the NCC organized a public forum on the issue and invited various 

stakeholders. As reported on a blog post, 

                                                 
61 In examining the opening of this black box, I am cognizant, as always, of Winner’s admonition to not 

exclude political consequences from the analysis (Winner 1993). 
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Figure 9 NCC Blog retrieved March 23 2009 

Interestingly, the blog post indicates openness to reframing the problem of QoS. The 

first item on the Agenda was ‘identify issues affecting QoS in Nigeria’. This was very 

different from the previous position that defined QoS simply as measurable indicators. 

More interestingly, the outcome of the interaction of different stakeholders (including 

consumer advocacy groups, members of the general public, operators etc.,) was QoS 
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being redefined in terms of ‘unreliable public power supply’, ‘security’, ‘limited 

transmission infrastructure’, ‘network congestion’ and a ‘lack of information to 

consumers’. Apart from ‘network congestion’ all other items on the list were not 

represented in the initial QoS metrics that the NCC had previously circulated.  

The impact of the varied attempts to articulate QoS differently from the NCC’s 

initial position are seen very clearly in an interview that the Executive Vice Chairman 

(the apex executive) gave to TELL magazine, a national weekly news magazine. 

 

4.3.4 Of  ‘immediate causes’ and ‘remote causes’ 

In the special October 2007 edition of the TELL news magazine titled ‘The Telecoms 

Revolution’ Ernest Ndukwe, the Executive Vice Chairman of the NCC was interviewed 

and asked about QoS. An extended excerpt of his interview gives us a glimpse into the 

mind of the top boss at the NCC. 

 

TELL: Of late, there has[sic] been quality-of-service challenges. What measures have 

the commission taken to overcome these challenges? 

 

EVC: There is no doubt that the quality-of-service situation has not been at the level that 

we all would want. I must say that every Nigerian has a right to complain and every 

Nigerian has a right to expect a higher level of quality of service. And the question is, 

how did you get there? And I will answer it in two phases, what I call the immediate 

causes and the remote causes. Under immediate causes, I will say that recently we have 

had promotions by operating companies…Obviously that stretched the networks to the 

limit and brought out the challenge…there is capacity limitation in the networks…That 

is why the first thing we did was to say no more promotions because your networks are 

not able to carry these things, what they must do is to concentrate on expanding the 
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infrastructure as fast as they can and that they must be able to prove to us that their 

infrastructure can carry them before they start adding new services and putting in new 

promotions into the networks. We have toyed with the idea of even stopping sales of SIM 

cards completely. But we said it is arguable, whether that is the best decision…the 

sudden deterioration in the national power supply situation has also affected them. The 

operators blame this as the major part of the problem but we at the NCC don’t quite 

agree that it is the biggest. It is an issue, there is no doubt in my mind, and it probably 

contributes 30 to 40 per cent of the matter. Yes, it is a major issue. But we say there are 

other major issues…There are also remote causes. One of the major remote causes was 

the gradual decline in the fortunes of NITEL62 as an operating company…Many of the 

operators were depending on the limited long distance infrastructure they (NITEL) had 

and after sometime, NITEL couldn’t even maintain this long-distance infrastructure 

anymore and it started deteriorating. Even the microwave route, they couldn’t buy diesel 

to power the microwave stations. So when you don’t have a link, of course, you don’t 

have a network…Then you have security challenges that we have in place. These are 

things that the government is tackling very seriously at this time to ensure that if 

generators are in place, they are not removed by anybody. If there is a requirement for 

diesel, it is easily available and that it is not stolen after it has been delivered to the site. 

These are remote challenges that also contributed to the deterioration…But we must sort 

out some of the power supply challenges we have in the country today. 

 

The response above appears to parse challenges to QoS into immediate and remote 

causes, which correspond fairly accurately to internal and external resources available to 

network operators. Congestion and crowded networks are ‘immediate causes’. Problems 

like the non-existent power grid, obfuscation by individual state bureaucracies during the 

permit process, and the lack of nationwide transmission infrastructure are classed as 

                                                 
62 NITEL – The Nigerian Telecommunications Company was the sole state run Telecom monopoly before 

the liberalization of the industry began in 2001. The Nigerian government has attempted to sell NITEL 

multiple times, which each attempt ending in failure. 
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remote causes. This perhaps signifies that by October of 2007, the NCC had begun to 

think of QoS in terms that went beyond the initial quantitative indicators called for in the 

quarterly reports. 

 

4.4 Reframing the Debate 

Nevertheless, if the mobile operators succeeded in expanding the matters of concern 

discussed under the rubric of QoS in the mind of the chief executive of the NCC, they 

had not shifted the general view of the public’s representatives, who still viewed them as 

being primarily responsible for the QoS challenges. By January of 2008, the National 

Assembly began to indicate interest in the matter. A few representatives began to float 

the idea of a new bill banning the sale of SIM cards and scheduled public hearings where 

representatives from the different networks were summoned to testify. MTN responded 

by taking out a full page ad in The Guardian (Nigeria’s leading daily) on the 22nd of 

January, where it issued a “public apology to all esteemed customers on quality of 

service” and laid out the expansion plans for the upcoming year, itemizing upcoming 

equipment roll out. It was a mea culpa of sorts and strangely appeared to accept the 

framing of the problem as one of a dearth of equipment intersecting with too many users.  

A few weeks later the company changed tactics, first, on Sunday February 3rd 

2008, the Chief Technical Officer was featured in an interview in the business section of 

The Guardian (the top rated news daily in Nigeria). The first question that the reporter 

posed was “Poor quality of service is now a major issue with GSM operators, what are 

the major causes of the problem?” His response was a clear attempt to shift some 
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responsibility to external factors – “The poor quality of service is as a result of the 

environmental and security challenges we face, and the rapid increase in the usage of the 

network by MTN customers.” 

On the following Monday, February 4th 2008, in a center page spread complete 

with captioned images, MTN attempted to educate the public by “explaining network 

challenges” and sought the public’s understanding of the difficulties involved in 

operating a nationwide mobile telephone network. At that time, MTN had over 3,400 

Base Station sites, and as the infomercial explained, each site had two generators and a 

transformer, which were regularly vandalized. The centerpiece spread also explained 

that MTN was building a fiber optic “super highway” to improve transmission of mobile 

communications traffic, but that the fiber cables from which the super highway was 

constructed were subject to vandalism and frequent cuts which lead to “poor service 

experiences”. At the end of the piece, the stated goal was to  

 

‘…ensure that in the months to come, our customers will enjoy the best quality of service 

in terms of call success rate, voice quality; and network availability that is of 

international standard.’ – The Guardian, Feb 4 2008 

 

What MTN attempted to do here was literally to reframe the debate by widening the 

variables that were relevant to the proper functioning of a mobile network. At the public 

forum in June of 2007, the outcome of the open discussion had been a broadening of the 

issues that informed QoS. The participants at that meeting highlighted the anemic public 

electrical grid, security (Base Transmitter Stations were subject to frequent vandalism 

and theft of their generators), the lack of a national transmission infrastructure, 

congestion on the network and the need to inform the public of specific network outages. 
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Of the five issues that rose to prominence at the 2007 public forum, only one was 

supposedly within the control of the mobile network operators – network congestion. If 

one accepts that a minimum standard level of quality of service is essential for the 

functioning of a good mobile telephony system, indeed the minimum standard is 

required by law (as stated in the 2003 act), then by defining quality of service as being 

dependent on a functional national power grid, a working state security apparatus, and a 

national transmission backbone, one broadens the very definition of what is in the public 

interest in obtaining a “good” mobile telephone system, and it has to include all these 

things. The net effect is to shift a large portion of the responsibility of the poor quality of 

service from the network operators to the state – which is ultimately responsible for 

providing these other necessary components that determine QoS. Ultimately, MTN, by 

focusing on the “environmental and security challenges” experienced by all Nigerians, 

rearticulated the public good to include these elements over which they had no control.  

 

“The ‘highest good’ is neither an ideal to be realized, nor a set of preferences people 

have in mind when entering the political arena. It is what is articulated in political 

praxis, it is what circulates in a polis, an association of a plurality of men with a proper 

constitution. The ‘highest good’ is to politics what the object is in experimental science: 

neither something in the mind, nor anything out there that lies waiting to be discovered 

and described, but something that is constituted, articulated and that circulates in a 

practice that meets certain conditions.” de Vries (2007:794) 

 

However this piece of political praxis played out in the court of public opinion, and it is 

my personal opinion that these arguments were effective in relieving the industry from 

some of the invective directed its way, MTN and the other mobile operators failed in one 

critical point. They failed to set up a constitution and a practice where their newly 
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articulated political object could circulate. After all, if QoS included all these items, how 

then was the state supposed to ensure a “minimum standard”? In practical terms, how 

was the newly articulated QoS to be measured?  

As de Vries indicates, it is not sufficient to articulate a subpolitical object in 

praxis, it is also necessary to setup a constitution for a practice in which the object can 

circulate de Vries (2007:799). By instituting metrics in their required quarterly report, 

the NCC had constituted a material technology (the report) that the mobile industry did 

nothing to change. How does one code a lack of electrical power, or poor security and 

the vandalization of underground cables in an easily measurable index? A number of 

possibilities come easily to mind, but there is no evidence that the mobile operators 

pressed the NCC to include measurements of, for example, the average number of hours 

per day the national electrical supply was available, or even the frequency of generator 

theft in the reports. Perhaps the operators were of the opinion that it was sufficient to 

make the argument in the pages of the Nigerian dailies.  

As a result, when the NCC solicited comments on its draft QoS regulation late in 

December of 2008 in a public inquiry attended the regulators on the 11th of February 

2009, the only change initiated was a distinction between actual network performance 

and measured network performance. Instead of being measured quarterly, the QoS 

would now be measured monthly. There was also an acknowledgement of the need to 

scale down the measurement indices, though these are yet to be agreed on (at time of 

writing). However, the NCC insisted that ‘promotions’ would be discontinued if it could 

be shown from the monthly measurements that the QoS indicators were declining.  
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4.5 In Conclusion 

I have argued that focusing on praxis helps to illuminate political activity in the struggle 

over the definition of what constitutes a good mobile phone system in Nigeria. It is de 

Vries’ standard for subpolitical activity63 that enables the analysis to interpret the 

struggle over the definition of QoS as relating to the wider question of the “public good” 

in Nigeria. As MTN finally argued, the challenges with mobile technologies cannot be 

separated from larger societal problems. At stake in the QoS debates are the 

understanding of what a “good” mobile phone user experience is, and how to ensure that 

such a mobile phone system is realized. By paying attention to the issues raised by the 

actors, we traced the emergence of QoS as a term of political contention, and 

documented the various attempts to define and articulate QoS. The NCC, as the primary 

state representative, plays a crucial role in shaping the mobile telephony network in 

Nigeria. In the next chapter we shall examine the arena through which the NCC solicits 

input from the public, and which is credited with determining much of the NCCs 

policies. We shall examine the NCC Telecoms Consumer Parliament as an effort in 

democratic governance, a space where all the actors – government sanctioned regulator, 

mobile operators and the Nigerian citizenry have the right to speak. 

 

                                                 
63The activity must translate a wide range of views and interest into a common good. 
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5. Governing Mobiles 

“By far the greatest latitude of choice exists the very first time a particular instrument, 

system, or technique is introduced. Because choices tend to become strongly fixed in 

material equipment, economic investment, and social habit, the original flexibility 

vanishes for all practical purposes once the initial commitments are made. In that sense 

technological innovations are similar to legislative acts or political foundings that 

establish a framework for public order that will endure over many generations. For that 

reason, the same careful attention one would give to the rules, roles, and relationships of 

politics must also be given to such things as the building of highways, the creation of 

television networks, and the tailoring of seemingly insignificant features on new 

machines. The issues that divide or unite people in society are settled not only in the 

institutions and practices of politics proper, but also, and less obviously, in tangible 

arrangements of steel and concrete, wires and semiconductors, nuts and bolts.” – 

Winner 1986 

 

The previous chapter examined the QoS debates in Nigeria, and it was pointed out that 

these debates were driven in large part by complaints from the public about everyday 

problems they encountered in their attempts to utilize the mobile communication system. 

These complaints effectively set the agenda for the NCC, and determined its role in 

bringing QoS to the fore as a problem requiring immediate redress. In this chapter, we 

will focus on the process through which mobile phone users are solicited for comment 

and enrolled into the policy making process. There are two primary avenues that the 

NCC has instituted to channel public involvement into the regulatory process, both of 

which are housed in its Consumer Affairs Bureau (CAB). Members of the public can 

either contact the NCC by sending in their complaints in writing (regular mail, email or 

fax), or alternatively, they can attend one of the regular public meetings organized by the 
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NCC in various parts of the country. The chapter will examine the most prominent of 

these public fora – the Telecommunications Consumer Parliament (TCP). 

The TCP is perhaps best described as an experiment in democracy (Jensen 2005), 

or more specifically, as I shall argue, an exercise in deliberative, participatory co-

governance. TCP meetings bring together consumers (citizens), advocacy groups, 

network operators, and the regulator for the implicit purpose of governing the 

sociotechnical system of the Nigerian mobile. The TCP provides for citizens to comment 

and question any dimension of the mobile system. Questions raised and addressed, range 

from tariff and billing policies, to the availability of service in underserved and rural 

areas. TCP meetings are held all over the country on a rotating schedule, thus ensuring 

that each geographical area of the country is attended to. This rotation is particularly 

important as Nigeria is still largely a combination of a central bureaucracy (the federal 

government) and an assortment of regional factional mini-nations. In most cases, 

regional identification trumps national identity. In addition, there is wide topographical 

variation within the country, contributing to the need for comprehensive representation, 

as geography can be highly determinative of wireless network performance.  

The TCP meetings are usually recorded and broadcast by the national state run TV 

and radio stations. Each meeting is open to all members of the public, and participation 

rates have remained high over the years that the TCP has been operational. TCP 

meetings, by their very nature are something of a rarity in Nigeria and have become a 

cause célèbre amongst the Nigerian consumer rights community. Meetings are driven by 

questions and challenges that members of the public raise. Nothing is considered to be 

beyond consideration, and the NCC is itself challenged regularly in these sessions. The 
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TCP begins with individual consumers airing personal challenges which may be 

addressed to specific operators, the NCC, or be general items that all may speak to. The 

established protocol of the meeting requires that each challenge must be answered in its 

particulars. The broader impact of the TCP has been wide-reaching improvements that 

have affected the experience of the vast majority of Nigerian mobile users.  

 

5.1 Structure of the TCP 

As an exercise in participatory co-governance (by co-governance, I am implying here 

that the NCC enrolls the public in its governing activity), TCP meetings are deceptively 

simple. Usually, the NCC releases detailed information about upcoming meetings 

(including the time and venue), publicizing this through the local daily newspapers, and 

by distributing leaflets in the geographical area in which the meeting will be held. 

Interested parties show up at the designated time and place and consumers (referred to as 

parliamentarians during meetings) are seated around the periphery of the room. NCC 

executives are seated in a position of prominence that completes the arc inscribed by the 

seated parliamentarians. The representatives from the mobile operators are usually 

seated in the center of this ‘parliamentary’ meeting.64 The figure below is a captured 

video image from the TV recording of one of the TCP meetings that took place in Lagos. 

                                                 
64 This seating format reinforces the imaginary of the “parliament” that drives the meeting as it inscribes 

the relational dynamics of a parliamentary setting onto the space being used. In a number of instances, the 

TCP meetings are actually held in rooms designed for this explicit purpose. For example, meetings held on 

Lagos Island take place in the chambers of the original parliament building of the First and Second 

republics, complete with tiered seating for the parliamentarians and a high table for the NCC, with the 

mobile operators seated around a table in the center of the room. Figure 5.1 is illustrative of this setting. 
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Note the fixed furniture in the decades old parliamentary space. The parliamentary 

chamber is no longer used to conduct affairs of state, as Nigeria no longer runs a 

parliamentary system. The center table, the tiered seating and both podiums are fixed 

elements of the room, seating the NCC board, and the attending parliamentarians 

(consumers). The center table is an ad hoc addition, around which representatives of 

different mobile operators are seated. The structure has clearly been appropriated to 

serve the needs of the TCP. This venue was the location of the very first TCP meeting, 

and subsequent meetings in other locations are arranged in such a way as to achieve the 

same effect of this setting. 
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Figure 10 Screen capture of NCC TCP meeting in Lagos. 
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Though the image is blurred (this prevents individual identification), certain features of 

the space are visibly apparent. The camera is located on the axis facing the front of the 

room, and thus renders an entire section of parliamentarians invisible. From this angle, 

we can clearly identify the center of the room, where a table is set on a raised dais. 

Seated in a row of five, with the most powerful man at the dead center of the table (and 

thus the exact center of the room), are the members of the executive management team 

of the NCC. From right to left, the head of Consumer Affairs, the Director of Support 

Services, the Executive Vice Chairman (center), the Executive Commissioner for 

Licensing and Consumer affairs, and finally, the head of Public Affairs and 

Governmental relations. I note their titles here in order to give the reader a sense of 

gravitas that the presence of this entirely masculine executive group lends to the 

meeting. Their very presence announces to the world that this is a serious, consequential 

and perhaps sexist meeting.  

At the podium on the left, stands the person who can only be described as the 

controller of the meeting. She conducts the introductions, identifies people to speak and 

keeps the meeting moving along. Upon occasion, she is overruled by the Executive Vice 

Chairman (EVC).  At the very center of the room facing each other, eight representatives 

from eight different mobile operators are seated, and surrounding them on three sides are 

the parliamentarians. This group includes members of the public, and representatives of 

various advocacy and consumer rights groups.  

Paying attention to the mechanics of space is important. As Foucault argues, 

ideology can be inscribed in the material arrangement of space. 
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“Are you certain that it is merely the form of the court that is involved here? I do not 

know how these things are done in China, but look a bit more closely at the meaning of 

the spatial arrangement of the court, the arrangement of the people who are part of or 

before a court. The very least that can be said is that this implies an ideology. What is 

this arrangement? A table, and behind this table, which distances them from the two 

litigants, the ‘third party’, that is, the judges. Their position indicates firstly that they are 

neutral with respect to each litigant, and secondly this implies that their decision is not 

already arrived at in advance, that it will be made after an aural investigation of the two 

parties, on the basis of a certain conception of the truth and a certain number of ideas 

concerning what is just and unjust, and thirdly that they have the authority to enforce 

their decision. This is ultimately the meaning of this simple arrangement.” Foucault 

(1980:8) 

 

It must be stated that the animating idea/imaginary of the TCP is not the court, but rather 

the parliament. However, there are a number of strikingly similar structural features. It is 

clear that the NCC board is at the position of power / authority, and the arrangement of 

the NCC board indicates that the EVC holds the greatest power (this became very clear 

during the meeting as the EVC interrupted proceedings whenever he pleased). One could 

assume that that the centralized, lower sitting location of the operators places them in the 

position of those being put to question, and the parliamentarians are there to give witness 

and to contest the testimony of the operators. The NCC, very obviously, as the state 

appointed regulator, has the power to enforce its decisions and everyone present is aware 

of this. 
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5.2 Anatomy of the 36th TCP 

This section is devoted to reviewing the actual content of a meeting. In the course of a 

regular meeting, there is a “Chief Whip” and sometimes a designated “Speaker” for the 

parliamentary session - this can vary from one meeting to another. Earlier meetings 

usually had designated speakers, but this position was sometimes set aside in favor of an 

appointed coordinator. If a Speaker is present, he or she opens the meeting by making a 

few remarks. If no speaker has been designated, the Executive Vice Chairman (EVC) of 

the NCC opens with his remarks. The floor is then immediately thrown open and a 

microphone is passed around for individual parliamentarians to speak about any 

challenges they might have.65  

In March of 2007, the 36th meeting took place on Lagos Island.66 It was attended 

by eight Telecom service providers, the NCC and about eighty parliamentarians. The 

meeting was opened by the appointed designated meeting coordinator; a lady who 

introduced everyone and welcomed the virtual national audience attending via the video 

recording. Eight of the service providers were present and they were individually 

introduced by name and affiliation. The same introduction was extended to the 

representative board members of the NCC. Individual parliamentarians were not 

introduced, leaving one with the impression that the introductions were conducted for 

                                                 
65 While I was unable to actually attend a TCP meeting during my fieldwork, I was fortunate enough to 
obtain a video recording of one meeting and was given the written transcript of another by a contact in the 
NCC. The reconstruction presented here is based on an examination of the video recording of an actual 
meeting.  
66 At the nominal rate of one a month, the implication is that these meetings had been occurring regularly 

over three years i.e. since 2004. 
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the benefit of the parliamentarians. The EVC opened the meeting, and his opening 

remarks highlighted the goal of the event which in his own words was to  

 

“…give consumers the opportunity to air views and tell us how they feel about services 

being provided by the operating companies and enable the companies to hear the 

consumers and talk to them directly, feel the pulse of the consumers in the market.” 

 

He took a few minutes to touch on general matters, updating the TCP on ongoing 

licensing issues and reviewed problems that had been identified at earlier parliaments 

including efforts the NCC was making to address them – validity periods for contracts 

and issues concerning phone theft. He also spoke about a new class of license that would 

make it easier for smaller businesses to enter the Telecom ecosystem (businesses 

involved in the resale of recharge cards for example). Next, the EVC addressed the 

problem of access to rural areas and announced the availability of grants from the 

Universal Service Fund to address rural access, stressing that the grants were available to 

everyone - mobile operators and the general public, stating that good ideas were useful 

irrespective of their origin. This statement at face value does not appear to be 

particularly revolutionary. However, in the context of the rife cronyism plaguing official 

bureaucracy in Nigeria, the idea that anyone could apply for a grant, and expect to be 

evaluated on the merits of the application, is revolutionary indeed.  

The meeting coordinator began the first round of questions after laying out the 

ground rules of acceptable conduct. Parliamentarians would have to would have to 

introduce themselves, and give their phone numbers before asking questions. Also, their 

questions would have to be specifically addressed to one of the institutions present at the 

meeting. It could be the NCC, or any of the eight mobile phone operator representatives. 
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The first round of questioning comprised of questions from nine people, eight men and 

one woman. The eight men raised questions about their individual problems, ranging 

from death threats over text messages, to problems with browsing the web on their 

mobile phones. The sole female voice was a representative of an advocacy group – the 

Consumer Rights Advocacy League and she presented a complaint about the 

deterioration of services from NITEL – the initial government run monopoly (basically 

rendered irrelevant by the increased competition) and recounted a case of corruption that 

her organization had encountered when they tried to intervene.  

After this first round of questions, during which everyone from the NCC, and 

Telecom companies was busy scribbling away, the meeting coordinator solicited 

responses from the principals to which each question had been addressed. Each problem 

was dealt with individually, and in cases where the complaint was a general one, the 

operator concerned always made a promise to look into the matter and revert to the 

individual concerned. After each point was addressed satisfactorily (if the EVC felt the 

matter was not sufficient addressed, he interrupted proceedings to ensure that the 

response was detailed enough) a second round of questions was taken and the process 

repeated. 

In total, about twenty people spoke with a few speaking more than once. Four of 

them were advocacy groups, inclusive of the primary consumer advocacy group (setup 

and funded by the federal government, in effect a federal institution devoted to consumer 

rights) – the Consumer Protection Council. It is interesting to note that the matters tabled 

by the advocacy groups were systemic in scope, while most of the individual 

parliamentarians addressed their own challenges. 
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After three sets of questions and responses, the EVC of the NCC addressed 

general industry wide issues promising improvement on the QoS problems. He also 

solicited input on improving the process of the TCP and promised to follow up all the 

issues raised.  

The TCP is widely perceived to be successful, indeed, many of the speakers at 

the parliament prefaced their questions with statements of appreciation of the TCP, the 

NCC, and sometimes of specific operators who had responded promptly to previous 

complaints. This collegial environment where citizens paid compliments to the regulator 

and corporations is emblematic I believe, of the power of a “good” debate in furthering 

civil discourse particularly in the Nigerian context, where government institutions have 

a long history of actions that are contrary to the welfare of the public. 

 The TCP has been credited with substantial changes to the structure of the 

telecommunications industry in Nigeria perhaps the most celebrated of which is “per 

second billing”. This is a billing regime where the smallest unit of airtime one can be 

billed for is the second, not the minute.  The issue had been raised at the very onset of 

the TCP in 2003, and initially ALL the operators protested and indicated that it was not 

feasible, however, in a bid to be more competitive, one operator implemented the 

scheme, and all the others followed suit in order to remain competitive. “Per second 

billing” has now been implemented in other countries around the world, and Nigeria was 

one of the very first countries to begin the practice. It remains till this day, one of the 

celebrated successes of the TCP. TCP has also been credited with helping lower call 

rates and extending the “validity period” (in pay-as-you-go regimes, subscribers have to 

continue putting money into their accounts otherwise they get cut off, even if their 
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account balance is positive). Finally, QoS became a prominent issue by virtue of the 

ruckus raised at TCP meetings over problems encountered when placing calls. It is 

instructive to consider a few reasons for the success of the TCP.  

There are two broad reasons why a program like the TCP works. First, it engages 

members of the public in an oversight role. The NCC has regulatory authority and 

responsibility to regulate the industry, but only to the end that such activity is seen to be 

beneficial to the public good. The open, public format of the TCP allows the NCC to 

pursue a somewhat aggressive, progressive agenda under the cover of doing so at the 

request of the public. By making matters public, especially in front of competitors, the 

TCP allows the NCC to regulate by “disclosure” i.e. exposing particular operators 

without having to exert legal pressure on them. This regulation through “disclosure” 

works in a manner similar to the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) of the US 

Environmental Protection agency (EPA). The TRI and other Pollutant Release and 

Transfer Registers (PRTRs) work by publically identifying the polluters.67 As Kim 

Fortun has argued about the scorecard website that makes the TRI data accessible to the 

public, 

 

“Scorecard works through disclosure. The intent is to regulate conduct that affects the 

environment through the circulation of information rather than expressly through law. 

Instead of dictating what pollution industries do, it publicizes what they do. The effect is 

impressive, even if “command” environmental regulations remain important. Bill Pease, 

for example, refers to the quiet changes that corporations make to get off of “top ten” 

                                                 
67 While it is true that there is much that can be improved in the TRI, and questions remain about what 

kinds of data should be information should be included, there is no doubt that the very existence of the 

TRI has played a large role in the emergence of corporate environmentalism. Cf. Fortun (2004) 
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pollution lists. Phillip Greenspun points to Dupont’s “The Goal Is Zero” advertising 

campaign as an index of Scorecard’s success.” Fortun (2004:63) 

 

Public disclosure, especially when the potential witnesses are numbered in the millions, 

can have a powerfully chilling effect on negative behavior by corporations. The 

recording and broadcast of the TCP to national audiences serves not only to document 

the meetings and inform the public about the proceedings, but also as a potent tool of 

regulation by disclosure. 

 Finally, there are powerful economic incentives that come about as a result of 

making things public. During the observed TCP, I noticed that operators were quick to 

seize upon perceived weakness of their competitors and advertise the fact that they 

represented a viable alternative. In other words, operators that failed to respond 

appropriately risked their behavior being used by competitors as validation for the 

potential of a superior customer service experience with said competitor.   All these 

mechanisms work to induce compliant behavior with the simple tool of public attention. 

Ezrahi’s (1990) observation though about the American political system, is especially 

salient here, 

 

“The American rejection of hierarchical authority structures and the commitment to the 

principle of divisible sovereignty imply that a comprehensive view is not accessible to 

privileged outsiders but is largely an aggregate of the equally authoritative yet partial 

views of all participants. Against this background, it should be easier to understand the 

significance of the fact that in liberal democracy political action becomes an ongoing 

public spectacle in which political actors and institutions clash or cooperate under the 

gaze of the public eye. As Bentham understood, the key to the panopticon principle as a 

source of power is not that the objects of inspection are continually under the eye of the 
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inspector, which may be impractical. The point is rather that the observed ‘should feel 

themselves under inspection.’” Ezrahi (1990:117) emphasis added 

 

By staging of the TCP as public spectacle involving public involvement The NCC thus 

makes each and every member of the public a potential observer / inspector, reversing 

the traditional view of the panopticon.  

The second reason for the success of the TCP is the responsiveness of the NCC. 

Every complaint is documented and followed up even when individual operators take 

responsibility for resolving them (indeed this is probably why the operators make good 

faith efforts to address problems). Participants reported receiving calls from the NCC 

after parliaments, verifying that they were satisfied with the resolution to their problem. 

This, and the simple fact that every parliament is attended the “Oga Pata Pata”(a Yoruba 

term that loosely translated means “the apex boss)  of the NCC, and that he or she is 

responsible for the continued interest and participation by the public. In Nigeria, as in 

most parts of the world, chief executives are not known for getting their hands dirty this 

way.68 Given Nigeria’s history of elitism, this is a dramatic shift towards a more 

democratic stance, even if it is only restricted to the confines of the TCP. 

 

 

 

                                                 
68 A number of participants openly wondered why the CEOs of the represented telecommunication 

companies were absent when the EVC was always present. 
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5.3 Technologies of Elicitation 

The TCP can be described as a “technology of elicitation”, a term introduced by Lezaun 

and Soneryd (2007),  

 

“Inevitably, this new centrality of the public has been accompanied by the deployment of 

a range of technologies of elicitation. These are instruments, such as the discussion 

group, the counseling meeting, or the citizen jury, designed to generate lay view on the 

issues at hand, and feed those opinions into the policy process.” – Lezaun and Soneryd 

(2007) 

 

However, it is important to distinguish the TCP from other elicitation technologies like 

the Danish Consensus Conferences, and Scenario Workshops that are designed to assist 

in the assessment of science and technology (Andersen and Jaeger 1999, Jensen 2005). 

The argument could be made that the animating imaginary in the Danish Consensus 

Conference and other similar technologies of elicitation is the court or jury – as in the 

case of citizen juries. This explains the focus on consensus and the need for 

randomization of the citizen panel, also the construction of a ‘good citizen’ as a 

disinterested non-expert (Sclove 1995, Andersen and Jaeger 1999, Lezaun and Soneryd 

2007).  Finally, the format of the consensus conferences is similar to a trial where 

evidence is presented, questioning of the witnesses (experts and other stakeholders) is 

allowed and the jury (citizen panel) aims for consensus.  

By institutionalizing the TCP as an aspect of its bureaucracy, while leaving the 

agenda setting to the public and advocacy groups, the NCC is utilizing this “technology 

of elicitation” for the purposes of governing. This can perhaps be seen in the different 

imaginary that animates the TCP, namely that of the parliament as opposed to the 
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European consensus conferences which are organized as jury trials. Here, Nigeria’s 

familiarity with British forms of government, which result from its colonial history, 

provides the underlying model. Though the contemporary Nigerian state operates a 

Federal presidential system with a representative legislature, the NCC chose to model 

their efforts in public participation on the parliamentary system, which is characterized 

by no clear distinctions between the executive and the legislative. Parliaments don’t just 

rule on one issue and disperse; they meet habitually to determine matters of state – in 

other words, they govern.  

 

 

5.4 Limitations and Challenges 

For all the positive aspects of the TCP, there are some very obvious drawbacks to this 

model of participatory democratic form of technological life. First, as Sclove (1995) and 

others have argued, technological systems are structural for non-users as well as users. If 

I live in a society where the majority own mobile phones, and crucial services (for 

example paying government taxes) are conducted on that platform (as they are in 

Nigeria), it severely affects my decision not to own a phone. By encoding an 

understanding of who is authorized to speak as a person who is a telecoms consumer, the 

TCP does not allow for non-user voices to be heard. In fact, upon rising to speak, one is 

required to state one’s name and one’s telephone number, automatically excluding 

people who do not have phones.  
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Second, TCP meetings are not completely representative, (though the same could 

be said about any design for public interaction). However this is actively recognized and 

addressed by constantly shifting the meeting’s location in an effort to cover the different 

geo-political areas of the country. Thirdly, TCP meetings, by virtue of the commitment 

required in time and effort, automatically disenfranchise certain sectors of the public 

from attending – the meetings are held during the week, usually in the afternoon when 

the vast majority of the public is at work. Finally, though the advocacy groups do a good 

job of addressing systemic challenges rather than individual problems, the balance of 

expertise still rests firmly with the operators and answers given to question can 

sometimes stymie understanding couched as they are in technical language. The NCC’s 

obvious bias on the side of the citizenry with an aim towards achieving the public good 

does much to counteract this. 

 

5.5 Assessment or Governance 

As has been argued above, the TCP is a method for public participation in technological 

governance rather than a tool for assessing between options - something that other 

technologies of elicitation are primarily designed to do.  It appears particularly suited for 

engaging the public in self-determination of the world in which they are to live. 

Alternatively, using de Vries’ framework, the TCP can be viewed as a space for sub-

political action, where individual mobile phone users (parliamentarians) and political 

pressure groups (the advocacy groups that are always well represented at these events) 

have the opportunity to engage in debate with the state and articulate new political 
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objects. “Interconnection” is such an object, whose trajectory can be traced from the 

discussion at the TCP. The meeting itself, provides a space and a constitution that allows 

for the circulation of the political objects that are articulated therein. This arrangement 

(the TCP), actually amplifies the techno-agency of its participants, because it allows 

them to be fully instrumental in their interactions with the mobile telephony system. 

Consumers in their role as parliamentarians can request lower pricing, better services, 

improved conditions of use (as they agitated for during the complaints that led to per 

second billing). 

However, if we take Winner’s point in the quote at the start of this chapter 

seriously, the TCP fails as a democratic intervention into technological life, particularly 

because it is concerned with governing the technological system after the conclusion of 

the design process. If “the greatest latitude of choice exists the very first time a 

particular instrument, system or technique is introduced’ then surely, technologies of 

elicitation that are focused on initial design are our only hope for significant change. I 

would like to suggest however, that this is not the case. Some technologies are more 

‘flexible’ than others, and can be re-configured long after they have been “introduced” 

(Hess 1995). Mobile phone networks are constantly being updated and upgraded; they 

are run on equipment that is basically a huge networked computer, capable of being 

upgraded via software. Policy changes that affect pricing and the format of the network 

are possible years after the point of introduction. The success of the TCP in 

implementing major changes to the configuration of the Nigerian mobile is testament to 

the crucial insight, that even after a technological system has been introduced, it is still 

possible to re-configure it in substantial ways. Furthermore, governing the technological 
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system can prove to be as fruitful for democratic intervention as prior assessment; 

perhaps even more so. This is because a governance orientation is open to flexibility and 

change in the system. Governance implies an ability to respond to a changing 

environment, whereas an assessment orientation that focuses only on the initial point of 

introduction or design, and leaves (to use Winner’s terms) the political foundings frozen 

in time and subsequently in the material arrangements of the technological system. A 

move towards democratic governing of technology allows for a re-configuration of the 

technological system when new variables emerge, and perhaps offers the best 

opportunity to mitigate unintended consequences. 

In summary, an incrementalist position that affords for an iterative policy 

governance process in addition to technology assessment may prove to be a better 

prescription for democratic intervention and control of technology (Woodhouse and 

Collingridge 1993). In that sense societal appropriation—the reinterpretation, adaptation, 

or reinvention of technological systems by a government or other societal body 

representing the public good—is a crucial component for the technological democracy 

that Winner aptly envisioned. 
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6. Conclusions 

“The ‘cosmopolitanization of reality’ is, contrary to conspiracy theories of various sorts, 

an unforeseen social consequence of actions directed at other results in a context of 

global interdependence and its attendant risks. These cosmopolitan side effects, often 

undesired and mostly unintended, frustrate the equation of the nation-state with national 

society and create new transnational forms of living and communicating, new 

ascriptions and responsibilities, new ways in which groups and individuals see 

themselves and others.” – Ulrich Beck (2004) 

 

6.1 Discussion 

There appears to be an unexplainable affinity between the concept of “Appropriation” 

and theorizing about information and communication technologies (ICTs). Perhaps it is 

because information systems are more pliable than other more material technologies; 

after all, a large component of information systems consists of software, which by its 

nature is more amenable to reconfiguration than material only structures.  

While the early contours of this dissertation were still being hammered out, I 

read Ron Eglash’s introduction to the edited volume Appropriation Technology and 

decided to develop the concept of appropriation as an organizing frame for thinking 

through my ideas about how mobile phone users in Nigeria interact with mobile 

technologies (Eglash 2004). Francois Bar and his co-authors also embraced the term 

appropriation in their provocative piece Mobile technology appropriation in a distant 

mirror: baroque infiltration, creolization and cannibalism, which refracts appropriation 

through a Latin American nativist lens that epitomizes cannibalism (Bar et al. 2007). 
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Their explication follows a substantially different track from Eglash, although there are a 

few points of consonance.  

It appears that “Appropriation” evokes a resonance with the emancipatory 

modality in the study post-colonial subject. Something akin to the idea that, “As I/we 

appropriate this technology, I/we give it meaning and shape and determine its position in 

the social order”. Similar perhaps to the Negritude movements of the 1950s, or the Pan-

Africanism of the 1970s – all one has to do is replace technology for “tradition” in the 

emancipatory sentence above. Appropriation confronts power asymmetries head on, and 

perhaps suggests that the tools and possibilities of reconstructing the technological 

system, and by extension the social contract, are not only present, but available and 

actionable to the inquisitive bricoleur. Like Lévi-Strauss (1966) I mean by bricolage the 

use of pre-existing things in the constitution of a new thing with a different purpose than 

the pre-existing things implied. And like Lévi-Strauss, these hybrids include mixtures of 

the semiotic and material. However Lévi-Strauss explicitly defined the bricoleur as the 

opposite of an engineer.69    To the contrary, engineers do this sort of thing all the time 

when they combine elements in a way that gives rise to a new thing. Perhaps the most 

salient contemporary example of this is the iPhone, a singular device that has 

                                                 
69 Turkle and Papert (1990) make a similar point about programmers, who often re-purpose whole chunks 

of code rather than write each program from scratch. However we need to be careful in how we define re-

purpose. The point that Levi Strauss made is that engineers design the system and then create it using the 

parts with the specified parameters. It is not bricolage because they are not re-purposing; the parts are used 

in precisely the way they were intended, even though they are “pre-existing things.” Programmers now 

typically work within a integrated development environment (IDE) in which reusable chunks of code are 

formally categorized and automatically placed; this formalization of what was once bricolage can no 

longer be seen as the bricoleur’s art; it is now the engineer’s science.   
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“crowdsourced” its application development in ways that have allowed rank amateurs to 

participate .70  

 

6.2 Conceptual Contributions to STS 

As was discussed in chapter one, the overarching conceptual theme that is amplified in 

this dissertation is the concept of “appropriation”. In one respect then, this dissertation 

can be read as a conceptualization of an array of appropriation strategies.  

“Appropriation” is the organizing metaphor for thinking through the many 

associations present in the dissertation, and this text can thus be viewed as an exploration 

of the ways in which Nigeria(ns) has/have “appropriated” the mobile phone. The title of 

the dissertation is thus a description of the process of appropriation, the praxis of this 

quest of understanding, the desire to uncover “what is going on here” in the Nigerian 

mobile universe. To interrogate is to “examine by questioning”.  

 From the point of view of STS literature, appropriation studies can be viewed as 

a natural extension of the recent shift towards studying users. The intellectual history of 

any concept or school of thought is complex and varied, and as was well documented in 

chapter three, appropriation is no exception with roots in media studies, HCI, computer 

science, management studies, and consumption studies. Nevertheless, it useful to 

examine its genealogy within technology studies historiography.  The theoretical case 

                                                 
70 iPhone development has been taken up extremely rapidly, even amongst groups not traditionally 

considered software developer i.e. 11 and 9 year olds, as a recent article about two enterprising brothers 

demonstrates cf. http://www.inc.com/news/articles/2009/07/iphone-app.html. Last accessed August 2009.  
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for appropriation is laid out in great detail in section 3.1, so what I would like to do here, 

is to highlight particular resonances in the literature.  

Pinch and Bijker (1987) in their seminal article laying out the outlines of the 

Social Construction of Technology (SCOT) research program, utilize the all 

encompassing category of “relevant social groups” in their efforts to provide a multi-

dimensional view of technological development and design. This analytical category is 

problematic because it tends to “…overemphasize the coherence of social groups and 

their interpretations” (Akera forthcoming; Winner 1993). However the work on social 

groups and parallel work by Cowan (1987) on the consumption junction, laid the ground 

work for the shift to a focus on users.  

 The seminal text on users is of course Oudushoorn & Pinch 2003, How Users 

Matter.  In the introduction to the edited volume, the interpretive flexibility of SCOT has 

been transformed. In the very first line, the authors state that “New uses are always being 

found for familiar technologies.” No mention of interpretive flexibility; users are now 

the focus,  

 

“Our concern in this book is with the role of users in the development of technology in 

general. We are interested in how users consume, modify, domesticate, design, 

reconfigure, and resist technologies. In short, our interest is in whatever users do with 

technology.” Oudshoorn & Pinch 2003:1 

 

The volume also marks the move away from a one dimensional view of society shaping 

technology of SCOT, to the bi-directional view of co-construction, hence the subtitle 

“the co-construction of users and technology”. There can be no doubt, that this is a 

reformulation and an extension along the lines that Mackay and Gillespie (1992) 
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recommend in their discussion paper “Extending the Social Shaping of Technology 

Approach: Ideology and Appropriation”. In this paper, the authors critique social 

shaping of technology in both its “micro” (SCOT, actor-network and the systems 

approach epitomized by Thomas Hughes) and “neo-Marxist” approaches (Cowan and 

Winner). The principal critique (in my view) relates to the status of the subject;  

 

“Much of the SST approach has been informed by macro perspectives, which prioritize 

the role of structure over that of subject; they explain the subject’s action in terms of the 

determining constraints of social structures and institutions. The subject is relegated to a 

passive, determined role, as opposed to one which actively constructs the social world.”  

- Mackay & Gillespie 1992:690 

 

The shift in perceptions of the subject (users) from passive to active agents occurred 

gradually over time. Of note, is Woolgar’s 1991 piece that discusses how users are 

“configured” - though even here the user is cast in the role of passive subject that is 

acted upon by system designers. Another important article in the history of the evolution 

of “user studies” is Users as Agents of Technological Change: The Social Construction 

of the Automobile in the Rural United States by Kline & Pinch 1996. Though the 

authors utilize a unidirectional analysis in making the case for user participation in the 

development of the automobile (they fail to show how the automobile itself played a 

crucial role in the construction of rural America), it deserves mention for supporting the 

analytical shift from “producers of technology” to “users of technology”. 

 Appropriation studies should thus be seen as an evolution and extension of an 

already ongoing shift within technology studies as it not only focuses on users, but it 

begins the analysis from the point of view of the user. As Mackay and Gillespie argued, 
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“As well as being encoded, technologies constitute a site on which various social forces 

converge. This is the sphere of appropriation. The user may bring to bear on a 

technology an intention which was not foreseen by the technology’s designer: The PC 

exemplifies this process. As well as being encoded, technologies are subjectively 

deployed; appropriation is the sphere in which these two forces come together, making it 

an important moment to study.”  - Mackay & Gillespie 1992:709 

 

By approaching technologies from the viewpoint of “users” one critique that is leveled at 

social shaping of technology approach is inherently addressed - that is the necessity for 

an attention to power asymmetry. This dissertation goes a step further. In chapter three 

the concept of constitutive appropriation questions the analytical consistency of the term 

“users” and suggests that it might be more useful to think of terms like “user” and 

“producer” as fluid analytical categories instead of pre-existing entities. 

 

 

6.3 Reviewing the argument thus far 

Before embarking on a discussion of the implications of this research, it is worth the 

trouble to review the scope and detail of the argument thus far, beginning with the 

second chapter. 

Chapter two provides the historical and political context for situating the mobile 

phone in its beginnings as a project of European integration and also, a rehearsal of the 

local political environment in Nigeria. The objective here, is to account for the history of 

the mobile phone in Nigeria in a bid to understand the technological and political scripts 
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that mobile phone technology necessitates. This is crucial to a through accounting of the 

mobile phone in Nigerian technological and social life. These influences and scripts are 

given the label “legacy shaping”, to differentiate them from influences of the social and 

political context in Nigeria, which also has import on the trajectory of the mobile phone 

development in Nigeria. These Nigerian influences and histories are given the label 

“secondary shaping”. Chapter two also introduces the notion that GSM and Europe are 

co-produced. This co-production is in no small manner, responsible for the global uptake 

of GSM and its establishment as the dominant world standard. The triumph of GSM 

proves the old STS maxim, that there is no “natural” trajectory for technology (Pinch & 

Bijker 1989). Contrary to what I was taught in engineering, the technology that wins out 

in the end does so not because it is “better”. It is widely accepted engineering fact that, 

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is a more spectrally efficient transmission 

schema than the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) protocol upon which the GSM 

standard is based (it is for this reason that third and fourth generation mobile networks 

utilize a variant of CDMA). Yet, GSM prevailed over CDMA as the de facto world 

standard and remains so today.  

The global hegemony of GSM means that the European Telecommunications 

Standards Institute (ETSI), which is responsible for the maintenance of the GSM 

standard is also a global “law” making body, with responsibility for detailing specifics of 

a standard that determines the behavior of a technological system used by billions of 

people in the world. At its onset ETSI was dominated by state controlled monopolies and 

various manufacturers of mobile equipment, and concerned itself with the development 

of mobile technology in Europe. That is not the case today. If the pervasiveness of the 
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mobile phone in a majority of countries of the world can be interpreted as a marker of 

globalization, then the structural importance of ETSI is one of the side effects of 

cosmopolitanism that Ulrich Beck is referring to in the quote at the beginning of this 

chapter. Of the 700+ members of ETSI, only two are from the African continent with the 

majority, of the representation coming from corporations located in the countries of 

Western Europe, Australia, The Americas, Japan, China and India. A small number are 

government institutions, and there are even a few user groups on the roster, but the vast 

majority of the membership is taken up by mobile operators and equipment 

manufacturers from the richest industrialized nations. While there is no doubt that these 

two classes of actors are important stakeholders in the creation of global standards, a 

representative sample of the actual users of the technology is conspicuously absent.  

The GSM standard is a moving target, constantly being updated and refined in a 

process that is still coordinated by a European technical agency. As I left the field, the 

NCC was in the process of auctioning of new licenses for the provision of third 

generation (3G) mobile services. The protocols that define 3G were developed under the 

auspices of this same agency, far removed from the sphere of influence of ordinary 

Nigerians. Chapter two thus enables a social and political contextualization of the mobile 

phone with respect to its adoption in Nigeria. 

The concept of constitutive appropriation is derived in the third chapter, and 

provides a framework for examining three important user practices. Constitutive 

appropriation is a concept that attempts to highlight the productive aspect of the 

appropriation process, attentive to but not trapped within considerations of the 

marginality of the appropriative act. It is the affirmative side of techno-agency; Techno-
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agency actualized through bricolage. The usefulness of this framing is seen in the 

analysis of all the cases in the third chapter. Mobile phones can, and do function in a 

newly constituted sociotechnical network that enables money transfer in Nigeria. This is 

achieved by integrating previously disparate human and non-human elements of the 

mobile network into a newly constituted network. Constitutive appropriation enables us 

to see the contours of the newly constitutive practice that sets up an exchange where 

mobile airtime credit and the Nigerian naira are commensurable, enabling the movement 

of money from one place to another. There are currently no limits on the techno-agency 

of the users involved in this practice, as it is currently constituted. However it is easy to 

see how this practice could be perceived as disruptive if the mobile operators decided to 

offer similar services.  The good news though is that Nigerian users have a forum where 

they can air their concerns and participate in the governance of mobile life – the 

Telecommunications Consumer Parliament (TCP). One can imagine the agitation at the 

TCP if the mobile operators attempted to ban the practice of moving money in and out of 

the virtualized economy of mobile credit.  

Constitutive appropriation also assists in renewing our understanding of the 

practice of flashing. The argument being made is that the mainstreaming of flashing 

should be viewed as invalidating Donner’s assertion that flashing is driven mainly by a 

cost saving rationale. The empirical evidence indicates rather, that while the might have 

been the case initially, flashing has since been elevated to an ordinary communication 

modality and has become one of three modalities of communication utilized on the 

Nigerian mobile network – texting, speech and flashing.  
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Finally, constitutive appropriation is useful in the analysis of the one of the 

principal secondary shaping mechanisms that is determinative of the configuration of the 

Nigerian mobile network i.e., the Nigerian mobile user. We see that the usage patterns of 

the Nigerian user expose the inherent, unquestioned assumptions that underlie the 

supposedly objective dimensioning recommendations for mobile networks. It quickly 

becomes obvious that they are predicated on the behavior of users in Europe, and that 

Nigerian usage patterns require a different kind of network. The traffic profiles of 

Nigerian users and others around the world have had an effect on the design of the next 

generation of mobile network equipment. Thus chapter three add to our understanding of 

technological functionality, by demonstrating the extent to which the mobile phone has 

been taken up in different segments of Nigerian society. It is thus possible to state with 

some assertiveness, that the mobile phone has been integrated into Nigerian life and 

culture in fundamental ways giving rise to new mechanisms for commerce and a new 

modality of communication. Furthermore, it has also generated new knowledge about 

the design of mobile networks in the Nigerian context. 

Chapter four documents the QoS debates and adds to our understanding of 

uptake of the mobile phone in Nigeria. It is clear from the traction that the argument 

MTN was able to articulate received; Nigerian experience of the mobile phone is 

dependent on other technological systems. Technologies do not operate in vacuum; a 

functioning mobile system is dependent upon a functioning electrical grid, fiber 

backbone and a secure environment. It is fascinating that a commercial organization 

articulated this argument in such a way that it was able to move the national discourse in 

a positive direction. In this instance, it appears that “the market” worked as the neo-
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liberals tell us it should (with the caveat that the animating push came directly from the 

regulator as it responded to complaints by the citizenry). MTN was only looking out for 

its interests when it responded to the NCC’s desire to limit its commercial activities. In a 

very real sense, this is an example of how democracy should work, if the regulator is 

responsive to the needs of the citizenry. QoS only became an issue on the national stage 

as a result of the mechanism the TCP that allowed for citizen experiences to shape the 

regulatory process in a process that (as was argued in chapter three) is perhaps best seen 

as a governance approach in bringing democracy into technology. Chapter four thus adds 

to the picture of societal constitutive appropriation as it illuminates an important aspect 

of integrating technology into Nigerian life and society. Namely, the appropriation 

process is also enabled by conventional political activity, albeit in de Vries’ sense of the 

term “politics”. The future of mobile technologies in Nigeria was advanced by a self-

interested corporation in the guise of a political player pointing out that the experience of 

a good mobile network is dependent on other technological systems.  

Chapter five introduces the TCP. Established by the NCC, the TCP has been 

successful at lowering tariffs, cajoling the operators into offering per second billing, 

solving the interconnectivity crisis, and a host of other issues relating to the difficulties 

that individual mobile users encounter in their use of the network. The TCP is an open 

forum for the exercise of deliberative democracy that is used as a co-governance tool by 

the NCC. This dissertation argues that the act of enrolling the consumer/citizen into the 

policy making process is tantamount to making the public participate in governing the 

technological system. This is a fundamentally different orientation from assessing the 

technological system at its point of introduction to ascertain its conformity with good 
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democratic practice. In this way, the public is encouraged to exercise a collective form 

of techno-agency through the medium of the TCP. It is important to view the TCP itself 

as an appropriation that allows for the emergence of public sentiment in the process of 

regulating the industry. As a unique application of a public forum that combines 

elements of a town hall meeting, congressional hearing, and calls for individual and 

corporate accountability, the TCP appears to be highly effective in ensuring the success 

of the Nigerian mobile phone. The question could very well be asked, what is the 

inspiration for the TCP? There are parallels between the organization of the TCP and 

traditional Igbo practices of democracy. The openness to debate, the accessibility of the 

meeting (Igbo town hall meetings are open to all groups to attend), the lack of formal 

voting mechanisms, and the norm of allowing each interested party the chance to 

speak.71 In an effort to confirm this association between the TCP and Igbo town 

meetings, I posed the question directly to a member of the public affairs division who 

himself happened to be Igbo. While he was unable to official confirm my suspicions, his 

response left me with little doubt that the similarities I identified were not groundless. 

The Executive Vice Chairman of the NCC is Igbo, and my interviewee was also Igbo. 

The historical persecution of the Igbos and the prevalence of identity politics in Nigeria 

probably acted to prevent the outright confirmation of the connections I made. 

 

 

 

                                                 
71 The TCP, which described as a parliament, has not formal voting practice. Instead, consensus seems to 

be achieved through open discussion and debate, much like the Igbo town meetings. (see Ejiofor 1981) 
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6.4 Research Implications 

At the onset of this dissertation, the problem of dysfunctional technological systems in 

Nigeria was presented as the driving question. Why is Nigeria littered with so many 

problematic technological systems? Of course, the historical and political context 

provides us with a partial answer; Nigeria has been plagued by corrupt and disinterested 

military dictators and a turbulent political environment in which it is almost impossible 

to find the consensus required in accomplishing anything of worth. Furthermore, under 

colonial rule and continuing into contemporary times, the economy has been based on 

the extraction of raw materials, not on activities that would have had a progressive effect 

on supportive technological systems. Thus, a quick answer to the question of these 

dysfunctional technological systems would be, “Well, what do you expect? After all 

those decades of neglect and incompetent governance, what you see is what you get.” 

While the reality of this position is unquestionable, it is unproductive precisely because 

it tells us nothing new. It is equivalent to saying; these technological systems are 

dysfunctional, because Nigeria society has been dysfunctional. 

 In an attempt at avoiding such an unproductive turn, this dissertation has focused 

instead on a success story – the mobile phone - with each of the preceding chapters 

attempting to fill in a different aspect of the portrait of a successful functioning 

technological system. Perhaps if something insightful can be extracted from this portrait 

it could conceivably result in viable policy prescription that may then be applied to other 

technological systems in Nigeria, and may perhaps be relevant in other locales that face 

similar challenges. It is with this goal in mind, that this section turns to the implications 

of the research. 
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 The primary contribution that this dissertation offers here is the concept of 

constitutive appropriation. As defined in chapter three at both the personal and societal 

level, constitutive appropriation suggests that at the level of individuals, the success of 

the Nigerian mobile cannot be separated from the daily mundane activities through 

which regular Nigerians (from individual users to network engineers72 and roadside 

entrepreneurs) have taken ownership of mobile technologies and integrated them into 

their lives, as exemplified by flashing, sending money by text and reconfiguring the core 

network. This is also true at the societal level, where the QoS debates and the TCP also 

serve as examples of constitutive appropriation at work.  

 It is instructive here to review what constitutive appropriation is, and how 

it applies across all the examples. There are three domains with which we can define 

constitutive appropriation. First, as has been described in chapter three, it is an action 

undertaken by a non system designer. The implication is that in order to determine if a 

particular process is constitutive appropriation, it is important to determine which parties 

are executing the act of appropriation. Secondly, this concept is limited to technosocial 

systems and their reconfigurations, implying that one needs to know what technology is 

being appropriated. Finally, acts of constitutive appropriation involve some sort of 

reconfiguration of either or both non-human and human elements of the technosocial 

system under consideration.  These three conditions together describe an exercise of 

will that has been previously given the label techno-agency. The concept of techno-

                                                 
72 The engineer here would be one that was not involved with the product’s official design, the only 

limitation is that such a person should be a non designer with respect to the technology under 

consideration. Also, designer here encompasses all relevant social actors that have an input into the design 

process, policy makers, regulators, engineers, focus group testers etc. 
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agency introduced in chapter two, is a direct result of mapping out the limits to 

appropriation in the face of these legacy and secondary shapings. It will be defined here 

in negative terms, as it has already been defined positively elsewhere (chapter 2). In the 

negative register, techno-agency is a measure of limits of the possibility of bricolage 

placed on the non-designer. This non-designer could be a farmer, engineer, road-side 

entrepreneur or Lawyer. Techno-agency may be limited by force of law (intellectual 

property regimes that forbid uses beyond those authorized by contract), the material 

arrangement of the artifact or system, or by custom, or culture. Conceptually, the notion 

of techno-agency owes much to rational choice theory, but disavows its decision based 

empiricism and universal application. Techno-agency is a much more bounded concept 

that is perhaps most in consonance with Giddens’ structuration theory (Giddens 1986) 

and adaptive structuration theory (DeSanctis & Poole 1994) in its attention to the 

elements of individual action, social structures and technology. However, techno-agency 

differs in one important respect, it is more concerned with the transformative power of 

action whereas Giddens was concerned with the persistence of routine (Barnes 2004). 

Also adaptive structuration with its concern with the “spirit of the technology” encodes a 

view of the “status quo” (that is default configuration of the technological system) that 

makes it difficult to recognize new uses.73  

Constitutive appropriation is thereby dependent on the possibility of this exercise 

of techno-agency. The table on the following page highlights the utility of viewing the 

examples in the dissertation in this way. 

                                                 
73 See the critique of Donner (2008) in chapter three. 
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Table 2 Elements of Constitutive Appropriation 
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6.4.1 Appropriation or Appropriability? 

If, as is argued in this dissertation, appropriation is a significant aspect of the success of 

Nigeria’s experience with mobile technologies, then is this because mobile technologies 

are more appropriable, or is there something about Nigerians that make them more prone 

to appropriate? This section undertakes an examination of both options. 

 On the question of appropriability74, are mobile technologies more appropriable 

than for example the electrical grid? In the strict sense of constitutive appropriation, the 

answer would have to be no. This is because as was described above, constitutive 

appropriation is a concept that is useful in analyzing particular acts where techno-agency 

is exercised. It says absolutely nothing about the properties of specific technologies. 

While it is true that contemporary mobile technologies are easily scalable75 from small 

networks of under 100 subscribers to upwards of 100 million, in ways in which 

traditional power grids are not, however, this property of scalability or “flexibility” does 

not I think, render any verdict on whether or not mobiles phones are easier to appropriate 

then electrical power grids – if the definition of constitutive appropriation is the 

operative one. An anecdotal example will suffice to buttress this point. Before the power 

situation deteriorated completely, there was a period of time when it was merely anemic, 

and the national grid supplied power for a few hours each day. Even then, the supply 

                                                 
74 By appropriability, I mean – more amenable to be appropriated. 
75 It is possible to run a GSM network with just one base-station connected to a personal computer as 

demonstrated at the HAR2009 hacker’s conference. 

 Cf. http://laforge.gnumonks.org/weblog/2009/08/14/#20090814-har2009_gsm_network. Last accessed 

August 2009 
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was not robust and most of the time, one or two of the three phases was unavailable. 76 

Most homes and apartments in such a situation would experience this situation by having 

some of the outlets functional, and others non-functional i.e. electrical power would only 

be available to certain portions of the house. To cope, people tried to place critical 

equipment (like refrigerators and freezing units) on phases that were more likely to have 

power, but it was impossible to predict with any accuracy which of the three phases 

would be available. The result was that a lot of electrical power users (especially in 

Lagos where I grew up) installed intensive and complex relays and cut-out boxes to the 

effect, that they were able to redistribute power within their properties. So if only one 

phase was available, people would go to their switch boards and rewire their homes so 

that all the outlets would derive their power from that phase (at least temporarily). Of 

course, this exacerbated the electrical utility’s problems, as all the load would get 

dumped on one phase and sometimes resulted in the destruction of metropolitan 

transformers because they could not handle the imbalanced load. 

This example is clearly one of constitutive appropriation, as non-system designers 

(electrical power users) reconfigured the technosocial system (rewired their houses) to 

accomplish specific goals (have houses capable of variable power distribution. As a side 

effect of this, language like “phases” has entered into the populist lexicon and the 

citizenry is probably more aware of specific elements of the power system than they 

would have been had things been otherwise. 

                                                 
76 Nigeria, like most nations, uses a balanced polyphase electrical supply. Two of the circuits are delayed 

one third and two thirds of a cycle behind the other. All phases have the same voltage and frequency. 
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The point is that electrical power systems can be appropriated in much the same 

way, as mobile technologies. Does this mean that it is impossible to say if certain 

technologies are more appropriable than others? If by appropriation, we mean 

constitutive appropriation, then I believe the answer is yes. Constitutive appropriation, as 

laid out in this thesis is concerned with how users (non system designers) refashion 

technological systems in ways that were not envisioned by the designers of the system.  

As a counter example, consider the case of the Personal Computer. PCs are built as 

general purpose computing devices. In one simplest sense, they are basic tools that their 

users build upon. One is supposed to utilize them in building new software applications. 

Also, making changes to software is much easier than making changes to hardware. As 

such, an argument could be made that PCs, are for example more amenable to 

appropriation than for example, nuclear power plants, but that would entails extending 

the definition of appropriation to beyond the limited one offered here for constitutive 

appropriation i.e., working with PCs in such a manner (building new software 

applications), is completely in line with what they were designed for.  

It is nevertheless true that in the most general terms, the claim that certain 

technologies are more amenable to reconfiguration than others may be a valid one, and 

one may choose to use the term appropriation to describe this property, but invoking 

Hess (1995), I prefer to use the term “flexibility”. We can now turn to the question of 

appropriation and Nigerian history. 
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6.4.2 A history of appropriation? 

This dissertation is full of example of Nigerians and Nigerian society engaging in acts of 

appropriation, and thus we may fruitfully inquire, is this because there is something 

unique about the Nigerian situation? For example, the resonance between the TCP and 

Igbo town hall meetings, is indicative of the type of appropriation of traditional practice 

that Dosunmu (2005) points out is occurring in Wole Soyinka’s play.  

While it is difficult to delineate direct causal links, what is undeniable, is that 

Nigeria has a history of tinkering. From 41977 scams that utilize emails and faxes to prey 

on people for money, either through sympathy or greed, to the post World War II 

Onitsha Market School of novelists78, that were responsible for the boom in indigenous 

pop culture novels during the 80s, Nigerians seem to have taken to certain technologies 

and made them their own. We can also add to this list, the exponential growth of the 

Nigerian “home movie” industry – Nollywood79, that utilizes video recording equipment 

designed for making movies at home i.e. non-professional equipment, and used them to 

tell traditional and contemporary stories through the popular VCD format with historical 

roots to the traditional Yoruba culture of drama and dance (Dosunmu 2005). Perhaps the 

Nigerian cultural history of tinkering has some role to play in the dynamism of the 

examples discussed here. 

                                                 
77 For more on this please see Odumosu & Eglash Oprah, 419, and DNA: Warning! Identity Under 

Construction forthcoming. 
78 Cypian Ekwensi, probably the most prolific Nigerian author of all time is associated with this school. 

Cf. Larson 2000  
79 See Marston et al. (2007) for a description of the vibrancy of this industry. 
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It is important to note though, all of these practices have a few things in common, 

not the least of which is the political history of colonization and the abject failure of the 

mechanisms of the state. The fact that the bustle and excitement of Nollywood, the 419 

scams, and the ingenuity of the sending money by text practice all emerge from the same 

history is instructive.  

 

6.4.3 Appropriation vs Flexibility? 

In the case of mobile telephone technologies in Nigeria and their success as a 

functioning technological system, this dissertation makes the argument, not that mobile 

technologies are more appropriable than, for instance the power generation and 

distribution system, but rather, success in no small way is reflective of the active role 

that Nigerian users, the NCC as regulator and even the Mobile operators have taken in 

the secondary shaping the mobile system through the acts described here as constitutive 

appropriations. On the other hand, the flexibility and scalability of mobile technologies 

is also partially responsible for the speed and relative ease with which these 

appropriations have been successful in adapting the technosocial system to the 

requirements and demands of the Nigerian socio-cultural and technically stunted 

environment. Both points are non-trivial, however as the bulk of the dissertation has 

been taken up with documenting the appropriations, it is instructive to consider just one 

example of how the flexibility and scalability of mobile technologies have contributed to 

their success in Nigeria. 

At the onset of the engineering activity needed to build these mobile networks, most 

of the mobile operators quickly realized that they would have to be open minded and 
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flexible in building their networks. As of 2001, Nigeria did not have a nationwide fiber 

optic backbone to carry communication signals, and the operators had to link various 

parts of the country using satellite links and infra-red point-to-point radios. While these 

were more expensive and have been all but phased out as the mobile operators have laid 

their own fiber network backbones, this type of flexibility is only possible because 

digital mobile systems (CDMA & GSM both) treat voice traffic as just another type of 

data, the result is a wide array of options for carrying this traffic. Contrast that with 

centralized electrical power generation and distribution, which requires an expensive and 

time consuming copper wire network to operate. So while mobile networks can scale 

rapidly to meet increasing demand in different parts of the country, centralized electrical 

power generation cannot. Also, the resources required to scale a mobile network up in 

size are much, much lower than those required to scale a centralized electrical power 

network. This partially explains why mobile technologies have experienced such rapid 

growth around the world, even in places where centralized power generation and 

distribution is problematic. 

 

6.5 Lessons for the future 

At the moment of conclusion, it however appears that it is impossible to trace out 

the field of Nigerian mobile use and experience without acknowledging the dual nature 

of the material and social technologies that are imbricated in the term “Nigerian mobile 

phone”. They are simultaneously Nigerian (through the appropriation process) yet 

remain “other”. The story of the Nigerian mobile has present within it, many actors that 
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are themselves constantly “mobile” as they constantly move across boundaries. However 

as Callon (1987) has demonstrated, engineers don’t just design systems; they also 

envision the publics that will use them, and create the material constitution that defines 

these publics. On the other hand, the public can choose to reject the engineering systems 

or appropriate them.  

A similar tale can be told about the user-end devices that parliamentarians would 

sometimes complain about during the TCP, Sony Ericsson, Nokia, Motorola, Apple, all 

transnational actors that feature prominently in this tale. To this list, we would have to 

add MTN, Celtel, CDMA, QoS, for they all in some way, escape the boundaries of the 

nation state and the Nigerian experience. Ulrich Beck calls this state of affairs, the 

“cosmopolitanization of reality” elsewhere he has described the mode that led to the 

present situation as “Reflexive Modernization” (Beck 2004, Beck et al. 1994). Framed in 

terms of risk, reflexive modernization is a distinct second phase of modernity, that 

requires the “modernization of modern society”. The crucial feature of the second 

modernity, is the undermining of the nation state through the forces of globalization. 

 

“ How ought societies to handle ‘otherness’ and ‘boundaries’ during the present crisis 

of global interdependency?” – Beck (2004:430) 

 

The Nigerian mobile environment is an embodiment of this “modernization of the 

modern” filled with transnational actors and figures that are not bounded by the 

traditional borders of the nation state. GSM has become in many ways, the “global” 

standard. Beck’s response is a call for “realistic cosmopolitanism”, which he defines as a 

synthesis of universalism, relativism, nationalism and ethnicism. Beck advocates for a 
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new “transnationality” that “replaces the national either/or with a non-national 

both/and.” How do we translate Beck’s call for transnationality into actionable points?  

I would advocate for a more open process of standard development. The ETSI 

should be broadened to allow for representation from all countries that currently utilize 

the GSM standard. These representatives should have the ability to carry concerns and 

problems from their individual countries to regular ETSI meetings on issues that relate to 

the standard, much like parliamentarians at the TCP.  

It is safe to say that the questions that were posed at the outcome of the research 

topic have been subjected to a determined attempt to answer them. We can say 

something about what Nigerians are becoming with their appropriation of the mobile 

phone, by pointing to new practices and new uses they have generated in response to the 

mobile phone. One can also point to the TCP as an exemplary model for deliberative 

democracy and technological governance. Similarly, we can say something about what 

the mobile phone has become in the hands of Nigerians. It is a device capable of flashing 

and moving money around, to name but two of the items discussed in the pages of this 

dissertation. We have identified primary shaping mechanisms in the historical politics of 

European integration that gave rise to the GSM system. The co-production of EU 

political structures and the GSM standard provide a necessary expansion to Winner’s 

concern for bringing democracy into technological design as it demonstrates that certain 

classes of technologies come into existence simultaneously and alongside with state 

institutions. This insight is of importance because it adds to our understanding of the 

politics of these co-constructed technologies. Also, the secondary shaping mechanisms 
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identified in the mobile phone are illuminated thorough the utility of constitutive 

appropriation, and the TCP.  

In conclusion, the overarching empirical material indicates the possibility of 

successful technological systems in Nigeria. The mobile phone appears to be functional 

as a result of the high level of appropriation that it has been subjected too (integrated 

into the lives of the citizenry) and also, the excellent regulatory oversight of the NCC, 

especially through the mechanism of the TCP. Perhaps this model can be extended to 

other technological systems in the country that are currently dysfunctional. It would be a 

revolutionary process indeed to have the head of the electrical power authority available 

for comment from citizens!  

 

6.6 Venues for future research 

There are many aspects of the Nigerian mobile experience scene that I was not able to 

investigate in this dissertation. Societies are constantly changing and adapting, and they 

do so along with the technological systems and social practices that constitute them. 

Recently, state, local and national government have started to explore service provision 

over mobile phones. In much a similar way as the PC became a platform for interaction 

with the government in the US; the Nigeria government is beginning to interact with its 

citizens using the new platform of the mobile phone. This development needs to be 

watched carefully. 

Also, substantial STS work need to be carried out on institutions like the ETSI that 

set global agendas and finalize protocols that will literally affect billions and yet are 
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subject to very little public scrutiny. These new transnational standards organizations 

wield immense power but as of yet have received little attention from STS scholars. 

 

6.7 Technological Visions and Prescriptions 

It is now possible to return full circle to the question that began it all, how does one 

account for the failure of technological systems in Nigeria? In truth this dissertation has 

sought to answer this question in a roundabout manner, by focusing on the success of the 

mobile telephone system. A few important lessons can be drawn from the material 

presented here.  

 First, the role of the NCC as the primary regulator cannot be overstated. In 

general terms, as the representative of the state, the NCC was tasked with placing the 

public interest foremost and judging by its diligent focus on consumer rights, it 

succeeded in doing so. In every official speech given by the Executive Vice Chairman 

over the last three years, there was a direct mention of the consumer as king. For 

technological systems in Nigeria to function appropriately, the state in every incarnation 

must place the good of the public first.  

Secondly, the openness of the dialogue in multiple fora involving meetings 

between the regulator and other stakeholders, created a truly deliberative process, where 

all actors were represented. This is undoubtedly one of the reasons for the success of 

mobile telephony in Nigeria. Again, the NCC was instrumental in bringing invested 

stakeholders to the table. It was only after the Public Forum meeting in June of 2007 

(described in the fourth chapter), that the definition of quality of service was broadened 
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to include issues like the anemic power supply and security. This meeting was attended 

by mobile network representatives, consumer groups, experts and members of the 

general public. It was this assorted group that assisted in moving the debate forward and 

expanded the working definition that the NCC later employed. Openness, transparency 

and a willingness to involve the public seems to be indicative of a successful 

technological system. The TCP is the prime example of how public input can be 

channeled in a progressive way.  

In conclusion, it appears that the current structure of Nigerian mobile life is one 

in which telecommunication corporations are not allowed to simply impose their profit 

maximizing rationality, but are also engaged in the debate about what constitutes the 

public good. Also, the regulator is held accountable by the public as it operates in a 

transparent manner and allows for public criticism of its actions (the corporations do this 

routinely), by members of the public, advocacy groups, and even the corporations 

themselves. In tracking these changes, we extend appropriation studies and its fruitful 

mergers with STS. These insights hold much relevance for Nigeria, but may also be 

applicable elsewhere in the world where situations are similar with respect to 

technological dysfunction (this would include much of Africa and Latin America). 

Perhaps focusing on appropriation as a model for integrating technologies from 

elsewhere in the world instead of the dominant frame of “Technology Transfer”80 would 

benefit countries facing similar problems.  

 

 
80 Technology transfer in the context of “developing nations” is problematic to define. However, the uni-

directionality of the transfer process is not in question. See Herbert Rosen Technology Transfer to 

Developing Nations Rosen (1977)  
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